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This dissertation explores the fundamental interactions between light and matter towards devices applications in the field of Opto-electronics and metal-optics, or plasmonics. In its core, this dissertation attempts, and succeeds to demonstrate strong enhancements of such interactions. Here, surface plasmon polaritons, collective electronic oscillations at metal-dielectric interfaces, play a significant role, as they allow for nano-scale wavelengths with visible and near-infrared light. In particular the rate of spontaneous emission was shown to be significantly increased via increasing the local electromagnetic field density surrounding a photonic emitter. A nanoscale plasmonic cavity has been fabricated and shown to provide reasonable feedback while confining the optical mode beyond the diffraction limit of light. In addition microcavities cavities were coated with metal demonstrating the highest cavity quality-factor for a plasmonic system to date. Furthermore, a low loss deep-subwavelength waveguide has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated. This novel waveguide uniquely combines ultra-small squeezed optical propagating fields with semiconductor technology, allowing for high waveguiding figure-of-merits; wave propagation versus mode confinement. Deploying near-field scanning optical microscopy, the tiny optical mode of such waveguides has been probed, revealing the first images of truly nanoscale optical waveguiding. The challenge to demonstrate a sub-wavelength plasmon Nanolaser was successfully overcome by deploying the aforementioned hybrid plasmonic waveguide architecture. Such Nanolasers were found to operate close to the thresholdless, ideal regime for lasers. The high optical loss of such plasmon Nanolasers was mitigated by utilizing the unique physical mechanism inside the plasmon Nanolaser cavity. In particular, this dissertation shows, that ultra-small optical modes are enhancing laser-mode selection leading to higher laser efficiencies and potentially reduced
laser thresholds. Furthermore, this study of plasmon Nanolasers suggests a direct laser modulation bandwidth far exceeding that of any traditional laser and lastly discusses the integration of coherent nanoscale light source into ultra-compact integrated photonic on-chip solutions.

Enhanced light-matter-interactions have further been explored towards combining photonic and logic, or computation. Here, plasmonic-optically enhanced architectures were used to create optical non-linear effects with unprecedented efficiency and ultra-small device foot-prints. In particular, the electro-optical effect was deployed in a novel device interfacing silicon-on-insulator technology with hybrid plasmonics. First results show that one to two volt of electrical bias can switch an optical signal requiring only a few micrometer-long light-matter-interaction lengths. Furthermore, higher order non-linear effects, e.g. $3^{\text{rd}}$ order, have been predicted to boost such interactions even further paving the way towards efficient nanoscale all-optical transistors and routers.

Light-emitting tunnel junctions on the basis of metal-insulator-semiconductors were realized showing the highest quantum efficiency for such devices to date. Such 100% CMOS compatible on-chip silicon-based light sources were simulated yielding direct modulation speeds far exceeding the tea-hertz range.

In conclusion Opto-electronic device physics has been explored on a fundamental level towards enhancing light matter interactions. On this basis, novel nanophotonics building blocks have been realized and found to potentially out-perform traditional pure electronic or photonic devices. These findings are of importance towards fueling the global exponentially growing demand for data-bandwidth and novel functionalities such as sensing and bio-medical applications as well as ultrafast on-chip photonics. Especially with the raising energy consumption of information technology, nanoscale integrated hybrid circuits not only hold promise to deliver higher performance but also energy concise solutions due to enhanced physical effects.
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Preface

Living in this information age, we all have noticed the trend of becoming connected. The internet is expanding and ever novel technology allows us to access more information within shorter time scales. For instance, soon we will be able to download a high-definition movie within a second, cars start to actively communicate with each other and ‘cloud-computing’ in data centers together with the Web 2.0 is forming soft boundaries between human-information and machines. In short, everyone and thing is becoming more and more connected. Witnessing, these trends, one should ask, how can we constantly deliver such a fast growing performance of data communication? What technology do we need to research now, such that in 3, 5 or 10 years we can benefit from such solutions? Among others these are central questions this dissertation attempts to address.

Before the revolution of the electrical integrated circuit (IC), devices were slow and bulky. ICs could address the size issue by scaling down individual devices; it was possible to integrate massive numbers of components onto the same platform, which lead to modern computers. While this integration allows for some increasing in the data speed, the current semiconductor and IT industry is challenged on many fronts. For instance the computers’ clock-speed has essentially stagnated for the last 10 years due to increasing interconnect delays. However, while creating the data streams, called logic or computation, is still the stronghold of ICs, photonics or light has emerged within the last 20 year as the dominate means to send or route information across the globe, because the very nature of light packets, photons, allows for ultra high data bandwidths. Such optical networks, however, are similar to computers in the 1960, because each individual optical component is individually placed inside the large und failure prone optical network. The natural attempt to drive this optical network technology further is to integrate photonic components onto the same chip increasing functionality, cost and bandwidth performance of such optical networks. However, unlike electronics optics faces a fundamental challenge if such integrated optical chips are made smaller and smaller. This fundamental physical limit places a natural barrier to the smallest dimensions light can be confined. If, for example, a typical fiber-optical telecommunication wavelength is to be deployed as the operating wavelength of such photonic integrated circuits, then the smallest size a photonic device is about half a micrometer. Such sizes are comparable to electronic devices from the late 1980’s.

A solution to this challenge has recently emerged in form of ‘light-on-metal’, so called surface plasmon polaritons. Due to its unique light characteristics such metal-optics allows for nanoscale wavelengths at visible and near infrared frequencies. While such metal optics can enable ultra-small optics with comparable sizes to current state-of-the-art electronics technology, this dissertation also reports that plasmonics will enable for ultra-fast and efficient processes at the
nanoscale. For instance, this dissertation demonstrates worlds’ smallest semiconductor laser that, from a theoretical standpoint, is able to provide unprecedented direct modulation capabilities. This is possible due to the internal physical processes in such a laser. Here the plasmonic nature and ultra-small optical field of the laser mode create novel physical effects that effectively allow for such ultrafast and yet efficient lasing action.

Furthermore, this dissertation answers the long outstanding question regarding the optical losses of metal-optics. The results show that the emission dynamics of a small emitter can be significantly enhanced leading to brighter and more efficient use of the emitted photons. In addition such emission can be strongly coupled into a deep sub-wavelength mode-sized waveguide. Such work is a stepping stone to single-photon transistors and future quantum communication.

On a very fundamental level, this dissertation closes the gap between electronics and photonics in a most integrated way. Key to this success was to analyze, test and implement methods and solutions to enhance light-matter-interactions. A solution was found in a hybrid approach of electronics-photonics merging into plasmonics, or metal-optics. Here, a single photon effectively can do the job of hundreds. Thus, inherently weak non-linear optical effects are strongly enhanced and can now be integrated into smallest integrated Opto-electronic hybrid circuits. In this dissertation a plasmonic enhanced non-linear effect towards realizing an electro-optical-modulator was found to path the way to outperform current (pure) photonic technology.

Within currently emerging funding programs from governmental agencies, it seems to be understood that integrated opto-electronic hybrid circuits are the next stepping stone for this fast growing information age. In conclusion, this dissertation aided paving the way towards achieving this milestone.

Berkeley California, the 23\textsuperscript{th} of April 2011
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1. Introduction

1.1 General Picture

If we take a ‘snap-shot’ of our world today (2011) like the camera in the upper left corner of Figure 1.1.1 suggests, we observe a trend that can be summarized in one word: Connectivity. People using more and more online sharing and social network cites to stay or become connected with friends, families and colleagues [1]. Likewise, the same trend of staying connected is visible in the transportation section, where cars or airplanes are not single entities in space, but through data-links become part of a large grid or network. In the case of aviation for instance, the high positioning accuracy of the global positioning system (GPS) [2] in conjunction with additional ground based radio stations, the wide area augmentation system (WAAS) recently introduced, [3] allows positioning accuracies down to single digit meters. Similarly there are tremendous research and development trusts from the automotive industries to allow individual cars to ‘talk’ to each other towards increased safety and early accident avoidance [4].

The trend of connectivity continues to energy management in particular of electricity of home owners. Advances in electricity grip technology like smart metering [5] allow for higher level of monitoring solutions of a home’s power consumption via integrated sensors and ‘smart’ electronics. Such ‘connected-homes’ are in particular interesting within the trend of expanding solar (photo-voltaic) power generation and the emerging boom in electric and hybrid vehicles [6].

Furthermore the world wide growing media awareness and private usage of media content in form of internet, connected TV’s [7] paired with falling costs for large panel displays and high-definition TV standards [8] drive an exponentially growing data bandwidth demand.

Connectivity continues over essentially all sectors of modern life as shown in Figure 1.1.1. The requirements however are stringent and call for high data bandwidth technologies, increasingly faster computing power with ever falling device footprints and power per bit functions. Such requirements drive the need for exploratory research towards finding solutions to these future IT requirements. This dissertation summarizes research based on finding such solutions on a device level via exploring synergies between photonics and electronics at nanoscale dimensions. In particular the emerging field of metal optics or plasmonics provides a promising path towards ultra fast yet small and efficient device architectures that, if developed further could lead to meeting such high data bandwidth demand by introducing large scale hybrid nanophotonic circuit technology.
Our World today – Connectivity!

Requirements:
• High data Bandwidths
• Faster Computing
• Lower Energy/bit

Figure 1.1.1 | A ‘Snap-Shot’ of our world. Summarized in a one single phrase, we observe that almost every person or item is becoming increasingly connected with each other. This massive data-sharing trend, however, requires high data bandwidths, faster computation with ever decreasing energy per bit functions. In a nutshell this is the motivation for this dissertation, namely to explore novel physics on a device level targeting photonics and electronics components alike that are able to provide this level of performance and opens new opportunities for future research directions.
1.2 Fundamentals

Before we start exploring the rich physics of the devices and components studies in this dissertation, let us briefly discuss a selected number of physical basic concepts which are critically needed to comprehend the more detailed discussions in the following chapters.

Quantum Theory of Radiative Absorption and Emission

The quantum theory of electromagnetic radiation predicts the absorption and emission of radiation whenever an atom transitions between two possible quantum states. For simplicity consider a 2-level atom with a lower state 1 and upper state 2 (Figure 1.2.1). Generally speaking, when radiation gets absorbed, the atom switches from the lower to the upper state and emits the stored energy in the reverse process. The transition energy needed to absorb radiation equates the energy difference between the two levels such that, if the two levels have the energy $E_1$ and $E_2$, absorption or emission happens for $h \nu = E_2 - E_1$, where $h$ is the Planck constant and $\nu$ the frequency of the radiation. This simple relationship can be thought of as energy conservation during this process.

While for an atom in the excited state, statistical physics tells us that it can relax statistically after a time $\tau$, leading to spontaneous emission processes (middle of Fig. 1.2.1), the atom cannot spontaneously jump from the lower to the upper level. Thus, absorption requires incoming radiation in order to make the upward transitions (left of Fig. 1.2.1). We therefore are allowed to call ‘absorption’ more precisely ‘stimulated absorption’.

In the following we will quantify the rate of the three processes in more detail. Let $A$ be the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission, it quantifies the probability per unit time that an electron (red dot in Fig. 1.2.1) drops from level 2 to level 1. The transition probability therefore is proportional to the number of electrons in the upper level, namely $N_2$. Thus the change of electrons in the upper level due to spontaneous relaxation processes can be written as

$$\frac{dN_2}{dt} = -A_{21}N_2$$ (1)

where the indices ‘21’ denote the transition from level 2 to level 1. Solving Eqn (1) yields the solution for $N_2(t) = N_2(0) \exp(-A_{21}t)$ with $\tau = 1/A_{21}$, where $\tau$ is the natural radiative lifetime of the excited state. Thus we see that the electron concentration in level 2 decays exponentially in time with the time constant $\tau$. While the spontaneous emission processes is described by the $A$ coefficient, (stimulated) absorption can be characterized by Einstein’s $B$ coefficient. Thus we model the absorption rate for electrons in the lower level via Eqn. (2)

$$\frac{dN_1}{dt} = -B_{12}N_1 u(\nu)$$ (2)
where \( N_1(t) \) are the number of electrons in the lower level at time \( t \), \( B_{12} \) the Einstein coefficient for the transition and \( u(\nu) \) the energy density (in units Jm\(^{-3}\)) of the incoming electromagnetic wave with frequency \( \nu \). Note that the energy density’s frequency has to match the energy conservation equation from above.

The last process for light-matter interactions is stimulated emissions (right of Fig. 1.2.1), where excited electron in the upper state can be triggered to transition to the lower state by an incoming electromagnetic wave. Since stimulated emission is a coherent effect the resulting emission is spectrally and temporally coherent to the incoming radiation. Thus, if an atom is paced inside a cavity, which builds up preferential wavelengths (cavity modes with a mode spacing equal to the free-spectral-range of the cavity), lasing operations can be reached. Stimulated emission is governed by the Eqn (3),

\[
\frac{dN_2}{dt} = -B_{21}N_2u(\nu)
\]

The three Einstein coefficients do have a distinct relation to each other. That is, the rate of upward transitions has to equal the rate of all downward transitions yielding equilibrium for a steady-state situation. The physical picture to understand this equilibrium is to imagine the atom being placed inside a black box with an ambient temperature, \( T \), and exposed to radiation of frequency \( \nu \). After some time the atom will be in thermal equilibrium with the incoming radiation and the surrounding box because the radiation absorption will be exactly balanced by the two emission processes. This steady-state situation can be expressed as shown in Eqn (4)

\[
B_{12}N_1u(\nu) = A_{21}N_2 + B_{21}N_2u(\nu)
\]

This thermal equilibrium can be used to describe the energy levels of the atom in the steady state case. The ratio of \( N_2 \) to \( N_1 \) will therefore be governed by the thermal Boltzmann law:

\[
\frac{N_2}{N_1} = \frac{g_2}{g_1} \exp \left( -\frac{\hbar \nu}{k_B T} \right)
\]

where \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) are the degeneracies of the two levels respectively and \( k_B \) the Boltzmann constant. With the electromagnetic radiation following the Planck formula

\[
u(\nu) = \frac{8\pi \hbar \nu^3}{(c/n)^3} \exp \left( \frac{\hbar \nu}{k_B T} \right) -1
\]

we can bring the equations (4) – (7) into constancy if we have:

\[
g_1B_{12} = g_2B_{21}
\]

\[
A_{21} = \frac{8\pi \hbar \nu^3}{(c/n)^3} B_{21}
\]
where \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum and \( n \) the refractive index of surrounding the atom. This interesting finding hints towards the fact that a high absorption probability will also have a high emission probability, i.e. both spontaneous and stimulated. This fact will play an important role in the gain material selection in chapter 4 where we will discuss novel plasmon Nanolasers light sources. In particular the enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate, also known as Purcell Effect [1], will be a key focus in this dissertation. The reader finds a brief discussion of the generic Purcell effect in this chapter below.

**Figure 1.2.1 | Fundamental Ways of Light-Matter-Interaction.** The Einstein Coefficients \( B_{12} \), \( A \), and \( B_{21} \) determine the rates of three fundamental processes light can interact with matter; that is via absorption of a photon (left), and the subsequent emission with spontaneous (middle) or stimulation (right) channels, respectively. In this dissertation we will focus on altering and thus engineering all three processes with a particular focus on enhancing spontaneous emission rates [1].

**About the Roots of Information Technology**

Fermions and Bosons are two of the mainly utilized particle families by humanity. While two fermions must differ by at least one quantum number when occupying the same quantum state i.e. the Pauli-Principle, bosons behave more like large families, where all ‘members’ can occupy the same state without interfering with each other (e.g. in a Bose-Einstein Condensate [2]). These two fundamental differences of the two particle families consequently lead to different
utilizations; while the serialism and strong matter interaction of for instance fermionic electrons lead to the discovery of the transistor enabling the computer revolution, it is the nature of the bosonic parallelism leading to fiber optics delivering huge data bandwidth in form of optical packets due to wavelength-division-multiplexing, a concept impossible for fermionic electrons (Fig. 1.2.2). The reason why photons are not used for logic or switching, thus far, lies in the weak interaction of light with matter. This is because the wavelength of optics and electronics are typically orders of magnitude different. This dissertation addresses this question in detail, namely, how we can strengthen the light-matter-interaction. The reward of such realization is great, since it would allow to build photonic components and systems that would not only benefit from the bosonic potential for high data bandwidths, but would also allow to shrink down optical components to the nanoscale, rivaling dimensions of electronics devices.

**Figure 1.2.2 | The roots of Information Technology.** While fermions yield to the Pauli-Principle and thus behave like single particles, bosons can form ensembles of particles all occupying the same quantum state. These two major distinctions have been realized and deployed in various technologies leading logic computations via the transistor device for fermions (electrons) and to huge data bandwidths that are send in parallel for bosons (electromagnetic waves, photons). This dissertation addresses the natural weak interaction of light with matter, by introducing optical confinement which effectively bridges the gap between electronic and photonic wavelengths. This in turn leads to strong light-matter interactions which can be utilized in various devices and effects (e.g. non-linear optics), as we will discuss in consecutive chapters.
Enhancing light Matter interactions

The in the previous sub-chapter mentioned intrinsically weak interaction between light and matter is again illustrated in Figure 1.2.3. For instance the interaction of light with a wavelength in the visible or infrared spectrum having a wavelength of around 1000 nanometers is three orders of magnitude dissimilar to electronic wavefunctions which are on the order of a single nanometer. This prospective is of interest with the aim of utilizing ultra-small, nanoscale emitters like quantum dots or nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers. Such nano-emitters are ideal candidates for novel and efficient devices due to their small size, high quantum yield and single photon emitting capabilities. The latter is of great interest for the field of quantum physics. Thus, closing the gap of such nanoscale electronic systems and optical electromagnetism has the potential to create novel physical effects on nanometer scales.

Figure 1.2.3 | Difference in Length Scales of visible and infrared light to electronic wavefunctions. The large discrepancy of several orders of magnitude of optical and electronic wavefunctions leads to the well known inherently weak interaction between these two regimes. The aim of this dissertation is to explore novel solutions on strengthening this interaction and to deploy such solutions in device demonstrations which would be impossible to achieve elsewise.
However, what concrete goals or advantages on a device level can bridging the gap between electronic and electromagnetic length scales enable? In order to answer this questions let us draw a comparison between three measures (Fig. 1.2.4); the optical mode area, the energy density of this mode and the associated propagation length. Here, we compare free-space optics with integrated photonics (like silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides [3]) to nano photonic waveguides as studied in this dissertation. Free-space modes can be focused at best to the diffraction limit of light in air, namely in terms of mode area \((\lambda/2)^2\) (left Fig. 1.2.4). Such mode’s energy density is equal to the vacuum energy of the field and essentially has an infinite propagation length if collimated properly.

![Figure 1.2.4](image_url)

**Free-Space Optics**

- Area: \(\lambda^2/4\)
- \(|E_{hv}|^2\):
- \(L/\lambda:\) \(\infty\)

**SOI Technology**

- Area: \(\lambda^2/4n^2\)
- \(|E_{vac}|^2\):
- \(L/\lambda:\) \(10^3\)

**Nano-Optics**

- Area: \(\lambda^2/400\)
- \(n_g|E_{vac}|^2\):
- \(L/\lambda:\) \(<10^2\)

**1 photon does the job of 100s!**

- Enhancement of interaction rates (Purcell Effect)
- Stronger optical non-linearity

**Device Perspective**

- Foot-Print
- Efficiency

---

**Figure 1.2.4 | Why match Optical & Electronic Length Scales?** The short answer is to increase efficiency and decrease device footprints. This can be achieved with Nano-Optics where the electromagnetic field density can be extremely high [4-6]. Thus a single photon can induce the same effect as 100 in free-space. This is a thus far unexplored direction opening potentials in non-linear optics with ultra-small footprints and high conversion efficiencies. In this dissertation we will discuss examples of devices base on such Nano-Photonic building blocks.
Integrated waveguides like those demonstrate in SOI [3] gain essentially a factor of $n$, where $n$ is the effective mode index, which is largely determined by the materials refractive index at the operation wavelength (middle Fig. 1.2.4). Thus, for a SOI waveguide, where $n_{\text{mode}} \sim 3.\times$ the optical mode can be as small as about $1/10^{6th} (\lambda/2)^3$ with the energy density boosted by the group index. However, the propagation length also diminishes to about $10^3$ times the operation wavelength. The situation strongly changes if nano photonic waveguides are deployed with a mode area of e.g. $(\lambda/20)^2$ (right Fig. 1.2.4) [4-6]. The strong field enhancement allows the energy density to reach one hundred times that of a diffraction limited focused spot in free space. This in turn means, that a single photon in a nano Photonic waveguide does the job of hundreds (Fig. 1.2.4).

Such large enhancement can be utilized for strongly enhanced non-linear photonics or enhancing the spontaneous emission rates [1,4,6]. In addition, the latter will become important towards designing plasmon Nanolasers, an increased emission rate into a nano-photonic mode also leads to a mode selection which is important to lower the threshold of high-loss laser sources like Nanolasers. We will discuss this physical effect and its demonstration in chapter 4 and on a more fundamental level in chapter 8. However, strong optical confinement comes with a trade-off, namely with reduced propagation length. For the nano-photonic waveguide (right Fig. 1.2.4) typical propagation distances are below 100 times its operation wavelength. While this seems like a strong limitation, it is actually not a large concern, since the 100 times enhanced energy density allows to create e.g. optical non-linearities that are more than 100 times stronger compared to free-space. In fact this effect can be 10000 times stronger if a third-order non-linear effect is being deployed as we will discuss in chapter 5. Such strong effect enhancements allow reducing the optical intensity or the optical interaction path-length to create the desired effect by $10^4$. Thus, nano-Photonics has the potential to create non-linear devices like optical transistors or electro-optical modulators with device footprints that are on the order of a single wavelength.

**Introduction to Surface Plasmon Polaritons**

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are a natural occurrence of the solution of Maxwell’s equations of the mode problem of a metal-dielectric interface [7,8]. The surface plasmon mode can be understood as a collective electronic surface wave oscillating with the frequency of light (lower right Fig. 1.2.6). The field decays exponentially into both half-spaces but has an imaginary wave phase, thus propagates along the surface (lower left Fig. 1.2.6). Solving the permittivity of the metal yields an ohmic loss term which is characterized by the damping rate, $\gamma$. Thus, since the optical field resides partially inside the metal, a SPP wave experience optical losses as it propagates along the surface, leading to typical propagation lengths with 100 times its operating wavelength. The potential of SPPs comes into the picture when their dispersion relation is considered (upper right Fig. 1.2.6). This ‘curving’ dispersion relation shows the potential of SPPs to provide high $k$-vectors (ultra-small wavelengths) for a marginal increase in frequency. This means if the surface plasmon resonance is excited with e.g. visible light, the effective wavelength of the surface plasmon can be in the x-ray region. This in turn allows constructing nano-scale optical components like for instance cavities with volumes below the diffraction limit of light. Notice, these high $k$-vectors are unattainable with classical photonics.
which are limited by the so called ‘light cone’ as they follow the dispersion relation $\omega = c k$, where $\omega$ is the photon frequency, $c$ the speed of light in vacuum and $k = 2\pi/\lambda$ the propagation constant (upper right Fig. 1.2.6).

**Surface Plasmon Properties**
- SPP = Electron Density Waves
- Exponential decay
- $L_p \sim 1$-100 $\mu$m

\[ \varepsilon_m = \varepsilon_b - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega(\omega+i\gamma)} \]

**Figure 1.2.6 | Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)** [7,8]. The solution of Maxwell’s equations for a metal-dielectric interface yield a metal-bound surface wave that decays exponentially into both half-spaces, but propagates along the surface (lower left). Here electronic charges of the Fermi sea inside the metal oscillate with the frequency of the electromagnetic wave (lower right). Due to ohmic losses the propagation lengths are limited to about 100 $\mu$m. The potential of SPP-based photonics lies in its unique dispersion relation which allows for deep-subwavelength fields (upper right).

**Understanding Purcell-Effect**

From the three possibilities of how an electromagnetic wave can interact with matter (Fig. 1.2.1), spontaneous emission was thought for a long time as ‘un-engineer-able’ since, as the name suggests, the emission occurs statistically and unpredictably. While this is still true, Edward Purcell proposed in 1946 that spontaneous emission, however, can be modified namely the
spontaneous emission rate, $\tau$, can be accelerated or decelerated [1,9]. His analysis predicted that if an intrinsic radiative spontaneous emission process has a rate of, $\gamma_0$, that an rate enhancement can be achieved that is given by the Purcell factor $F_p = \gamma_{\text{enhanced}}/\gamma_0$. The factor or rate enhancement can be analytically calculated by dividing the solution of the dipole’s emission rate into e.g. a cavity by its free space emission rate (top Fig. 1.2.7).

$$F_p \equiv \frac{\text{Em. Rate into cavity}}{\text{Em. Rate into free space}} \left( \frac{1}{\tau_{sp}} \right) = \frac{4\pi^2|q|^{2}Q}{\hbar 4\pi c_0V_{\text{eff}}} = \frac{3}{8\pi} \frac{\lambda^3}{V_{\text{eff}}} Q$$

**Figure 1.2.7 | Purcell Effect.** Edward Purcell predicted in 1946 [1,4-6] that spontaneous emission, while being spontaneous in nature, can actually be enhanced or inhibited [9] if the electromagnetic environment of surrounding an emitter can be altered. Thus, if for instance a radiating dipole (red dot in center) is placed into a cavity (center) with enhanced electromagnetic field densities, then the spontaneous emission rate can be enhanced. In chapter 4 and 8 will discuss experimental examples of such so called Purcell enhancements.

The resulting term for $F_p$ indicated two findings: (i) if the cavity $Q$-factor is large and/or (ii) the cavity or mode volume is small then the effect is emission rate is enhanced (top Fig. 1.2.7). The former realization led many micro cavity research teams to strive to optimize the cavity quality $Q$-factor [10]. However similar or even stronger enhancements can be achieved if the $Q$-factor is moderate or even small, but the cavities’ volume is being shrunk into the deep sub-wavelength...
scale. This is the regime where plasmonics unfolds its potential; the lossy character of plasmonics is rather unimportant compared to its potential to strongly enhance optical fields and compress them into nanoscale volumes [4,-6,11,12]. In chapters 2, 4 and 8 we will discuss devices and applications of experimental demonstrations utilizing such plasmonically induced Purcell enhancements toward strengthening light-matter interactions.
1.3 Dissertation Sub-title: “Integrated Hybrid Nanophotonics”

The general aim of this dissertation and its overall placement into the current research and technology landscape can be made transparent with the help of its sub-title (Fig. 1.3.1). Starting with the last word ‘Photonics’, the argumentation is to push photonics research forward since it has been realized as the superior means of transmitting and routing data as discussed earlier. While the in-and-output (I/O) of modern computing cores is experiencing a performance challenges due to the limited number of available pins to send the data to the outside, transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) chips are key research areas since most of the energy of a modern computer is not used to do logic (switch a transistor), but used to send information. In terms of the chip-set of a computer this can already approach 80% of its total power consumption [1,2].

Nanotechnology not only enables to scale down devices and provide the appropriate process infrastructure and metrology, but also novel physical effects like the Purcell effect as discussed before. In addition in terms of modulation or switching speed ‘small’ also means low capacitance which allows for short RC constants. Here, we target the device level in particular.

Sub-Title: “Integrated Hybrid Nano-Photonics”

Fig 1.3.1 | Dissertation Sub-Title. The main focus of this dissertation is to study novel effects on a device level and incorporate the ‘best-of-three-worlds’ namely from and photonics, electronics and metal optics or plasmonics point of view. This work investigates synergies between these technologies towards a novel platform with unprecedented device performance, foot-prints and functionalities.
‘Hybrid’ means the effective combination and utilization of photonics, electronics and surface plasmons or metal optics at the same time. The idea here is to create synergies between all technologies. The second meaning addresses a platform approach where photonic components are integrated onto the same wafer or at least the same chip alongside with traditional semiconductor devices.

Lastly, the successful ‘integration’ of this novel platform into hybrid nano-Photonic circuitry is important to provide competitive cost functions and allow for sufficient reliability control. In business terms this means that a learning curve from economy-of-scale should be deployed if this technology is supposed to make an impact on the market and therefore society.
2. Plasmonic Nano-Cavities

2.1. Introduction

Optical Cavities

An optical cavity is essentially a resonator for electromagnetic fields. If at least one dimension of the cavity is longer than the diffraction limit of light, a standing wave can form inside the resonator. Thus, a cavity stores electromagnetic energy in space and time. The cavities quality $Q$-factor relates to the cavities feedback mechanism; the higher the cavity’s mirror reflectivity, the higher is the $Q$-factor, and thus the sharper the resonance (spectrally). We can relate this to first-principles like the Heisenberg-uncertainty principle, where we know that the product of energy and time must yield a constant. Therefore if a photon is stored inside a cavity for a long time due to high reflecting mirrors (high $Q$-factor), the electromagnetic field energy built up yields a short or narrow energy response, namely a sharp resonance spectrum. While one goal of cavity research is to shrink the cavity from macro sizes into the micro regime, a second goal is to increase the cavity’s feedback at the same time.

However in terms if scaling photonic cavities, the diffraction limit of light ($\lambda/2n_m$), where $n_m$ is the effective mode index, places a natural lower volume limit. Thus, if the goal is to enhance the light matter interaction it was perceived to optimize the $Q$-factor rather than scale the cavity beyond the diffraction limit. Figure 2.1.1 highlights this trend by showing a cavity zoo exhibiting ultra-high feedback [1]. Empirically we also find that generally the higher the quality-factor, the larger the cavity volume is, and vice versa [2]. This comes to no surprise, since the in chapter 1 introduced Purcell-factor relates to the ratio of the quality factor and cavity volume, and is a trade-off parameter which has to be optimized. With the aim to enhance the light-matter-interaction with the use of a cavity, the high-$Q$ approach was taken by many research groups.

However, an ultra high $Q$-factor also limits the utilizable bandwidth of the cavity; a cavity with a operating wavelength of 1 micrometer and a quality factor of $10^8$, has a resonance response of $10^3$ nanometer equivalent to a frequency of 30 terahertz. Thus a second approach to enhance the light-matter-interactions is to not use high $Q$ -factors, but to scale the cavity volume stronger than the $Q$-factor can drop which lead to the exploration of plasmonic micro and nanocavities as we will discuss next.
While the cavities quality-factor, $Q$, can be designed to be extremely high, the cavity volume follows the trend of $Q$. A large $Q$-factor cavity also has a large volume and vice versa.

The Purcell Effect in a Plasmonic Nano-Cavity

Having demonstrated the feasibility of the cavity design, we envision plasmonic cavities as a tool for enhancing optical interaction processes with matter. For example, Purcell [3] predicted that the spontaneous emission rate of an emitter is not intrinsic to the emitter, but depends on the surrounding electromagnetic environment. A modification of this environment can enhance the emission rate of an atom, which is quantified by the Purcell enhancement Factor, $F$, which is expressed as

$$F = \frac{6}{\pi^2} \left(\frac{\lambda}{2n}\right)^3 \frac{Q_e Q}{Q_e + Q}$$

(1)

Here, $Q_e$ and $Q$ are the quality factors of the atomic emission line and cavity mode respectively; $V$ is the volume of the optical mode; and $n$ is the refractive index of the medium surrounding the atom. In the literature typically $Q_e >> Q$ is assumed, thus $Q/V$ is often quoted for $F$. Estimation of the Purcell factor for an emitter within a nano-cavity, $F_{nc}$, can be calculated using Fermi’s golden rule.
The nano-cavity discussed in the manuscript provides confinement in 2 dimensions as shown in Figure 2.1.2a. We have calculated the Purcell factor for this geometry to be

$$F_{nc} = \frac{3}{\pi} \frac{n_g n_{sp} \left(\lambda/2\right)}{n(r_c)^3 L_{sp}} \sqrt{Q} = 2F_{sp} \sqrt{Q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

Where $F_{sp}$ is the Purcell factor for SPPs without the cavity, $n_{sp}$ is the SPP effective phase index, $n_g$ is the SPP group index and $n(r_c)$ is the local refractive index near the atom’s position.

A nano-cavity that includes lateral confinement, such as the one shown in Figure 2.1.2b, can confine light in all 3 dimensions. This leads to a Purcell factor of

$$F_{nc} = \frac{8}{j_{0,1}^2 j_1(j_{0,1})^2} \frac{n_{sp}}{n_g} F_{sp} Q \approx 5.13 \left(1 - \frac{\omega}{n_{sp} d n_{sp}/d\omega}\right) F_{sp} Q$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where $j_{0,1} \approx 2.404$ is the first root of the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind.
2.2 Plasmonic Cavities towards improving Q/V

Empirical one finds a proportional relation between a cavity’s quality factor and its volume (upper right Fig. 2.2.1); increasing one requires increasing the other [1]. Aiming for strong light-matter-interactions and high Purcell effects a possible approach is to decrease the volume for low to medium quality factor (‘sweet spot’ Fig. 2.2.1). While Photonic cavities (blue circle Fig. 2.2.1) can provide high cavity qualities due to their low loss trapping the photon for long times inside the cavity such cavities are bound to the diffraction limit of light, \((\lambda/2)^3\) [2].

Within this context, a second approach is pursued towards achieving high Purcell factors [3]. Using plasmonics, the cavity volume can now be shrunk beyond such diffraction limit sizes (red circle Fig. 2.2.1). The cost for such small nanoscale cavities is the ohmic loss associated with surface plasmon polaritons, which limits the cavity’s quality factor. Thus the ideal placement in this 2-parameter space is high-Q, but low volume, therefore on the lower right corner of Figure 2.2.1 on the upper-right panel, noted as ‘sweet spot’. Various cavities towards this goal were explored. Miyazaki et al. for instance deployed an ‘organ-pile’ style plasmonic cavity with an ultra-small mode volume [4]. However, the cavities resonance is barely discernable from the spectra, leading to a Q-factor of about 10. A second approach was to deploy a distributed Bragg-mirror in conjunction with a plasmonic cavity [5]. While this approach yielded an increased quality, the far extending Bragg-mirrors resulted in a large cavity volume.

In a third approach an axisymmetric whispering-gallery high-Q SPP microcavity that can be implemented by coating the surface of high-Q silica microresonators with a thin layer of noble metal was demonstrated [6]. This structure enables room-temperature high-Q operation up to \(1376 \pm 65\) in the near infrared for surface plasmonic whispering-gallery modes. This nearly ideal value, which is close to the theoretical metal-loss-limited \(Q\)-factor, is attributed to the suppression and minimization of radiation and scattering losses that are made possible by the geometrical structure and the fabrication method. The SPP eigenmodes, as well as the dielectric eigenmodes, are confined within the whispering gallery microcavity and accessed evanescently by using a single strand of low-loss tapered optical waveguide. This coupling scheme provides a convenient way for selectively exciting confined SPP eigenmodes, with up to half of the input power transfer, which is made possible by phase-matching control between the microcavity SPP and the tapered fiber eigenmodes [6].

However, a fundamental bottleneck for the realization of SPP nano-optical functional devices stems from large intrinsic metal loss at optical frequencies induced by resistive heating. Hence, any type of plasmonic resonator based on a plasmonic waveguiding principle is inevitably limited by the intrinsic metal loss in addition to other sources of losses, such as roughness-induced scattering, radiation into free space and the substrate, and bending-induced radiation. While other types of plasmonic cavities can be built, whispering-gallery resonances, which are observed in circular or elliptical resonant structures, are especially attractive due to their extremely large photon lifetime. The smaller optical mode volume can be engineered with the proposed structure when compared to the bare silica toroidal microcavity with a sacrifice in the \(Q\)-factor [6].
Fig. 2.2.1 | Nano- and Microscale Plasmonic Cavities. Empirical one finds a proportional relation between a cavity’s quality factor and its volume (upper right); increasing one requires increasing the other. Aiming for strong light-matter-interactions, and high Purcell effects a possible approach is to decrease the volume for low to medium quality factor (‘sweet spot’ upper right). Three examples of increasing quality factor plasmon cavities are shown; however, the volume is subsequently increased as well. In chapter 2.3 we will be discussing a cavity that breaks out from this tradition, demonstrating a reasonable quality factor, yet a sub-diffraction limited cavity volume.

While these three plasmonic cavity demonstrations show the trend of increasing cavity qualities, $Q$, their mode volume, $V$, is also increasing along with the quality factor. Thus the ratio of $Q/V$ is not significantly enhanced, if at all. In the following chapter we will be discussing a plasmonic cavity demonstration that exhibits a cavity volume below the diffraction limit of light, but still maintains a medium quality factor [7]. This is possible due to both the realization of strong surface plasmon reflectors and low-loss nano fabrication.
2.3 Plasmonic Fabry-Pérot Nano-Cavity

Abstract

The miniaturization of laser devices to nano-scale dimensions is a fundamental challenge imposed by the diffraction limit of light. Surface Plasmons Polaritons (SPPs) [1,2] show the potential to overcome this limitation opening new fields such as integrated nano-photonicics [2-7] and enabling unprecedented enhancement of light-matter interactions [8-13]. While the mode sizes of conventional dielectric micro-cavities [8,14-16] are larger than the wavelength, plasmonic cavities can support truly nanoscale modes [5]. However, high ohmic and scattering losses, inherent in small metallic structures, are commonly perceived to prohibit high Finesses and quality factors in plasmonic cavities. Here we experimentally demonstrate a plasmonic Fabry-Pérot nano-cavity that confines light to a sub-wavelength scale while achieving a Finesse as high as conventional large-volume Fabry-Pérot étalons. Such high performance nano-cavities are capable of enhancing inherently weak optical processes such as spontaneous [9,10] and stimulated emission [8,11-13] opening the way to low-threshold nano-lasers.

Introduction

The emerging field of Nano Plasmonics exploits the ability of metal nanostructures to confine light to sub-wavelength length scales that surpass fundamental diffraction limitations [1,2]. Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP) oscillations are the key to breaking down this limit of conventional optics as they allow the compact storage of optical energy at the interfaces of metal and dielectric materials. It opens exciting scientific possibilities such as molecular-scale optics [17] and nano-scale optical circuits [2-7]. Beyond technological incentives, accessing optical length scales well below the diffraction limit allows the enhancement of weak physical processes by orders of magnitude [8-13,17-19].

Results

Optical cavities allow efficient concentration and storage of electromagnetic energy and are consequently used throughout optics for numerous light emission and detection applications [20]. In order to enhance the aforementioned physical processes, it is essential to concentrate light in a small mode volume and store it there for a long time. The cavity quality factor, \( Q \), is a measure of the time that light is trapped inside a cavity and is determined by the optical feedback mechanism (e.g. mirror reflectivity) and the internal loss. While the \( Q \)-factors of conventional dielectric cavities can be quite high, [8,14-16] they exhibit relatively weak optical confinement with modal volumes generally larger than the wavelength cubed. Plasmonic cavities on the other hand, can achieve strong mode confinement, but possess intrinsic SPP and scattering losses that in general, reduce the cavity \( Q \)-factor well below its dielectric counterpart [5,21-23].

Here we demonstrate a plasmonic Fabry-Pérot nano-cavity with a \( Q \)-factor close to 200. This is obtained by a novel design of closely-spaced high-aspect ratio mirrors, capable of reflecting up to 98% of incident SPPs. Since the cavity length is much shorter than the SPP propagation distance and the mirrors’ heights are significantly larger than the SPP penetration depth in air,
the loss per path length and mirror scattering are minimized, respectively. In fact, the SPP propagation loss in these nano-cavities accounts for only a small reduction in the quality factor. The small mode volumes, \( V_m \), achievable with these cavities can exhibit surprisingly large \( Q/V_m \) ratios, leading to a strong Purcell effect [9] that is competitive with higher \( Q \) diffraction limited Photonic Crystal Cavities [8,16]. Furthermore, the cavity resonance can be tuned over the entire visible spectrum by varying the distance between the mirrors.

![Figure 2.3.1](image)

**Figure 2.3.1 | The Plasmonic Fabry-Pérot Nano-Cavity.** a Tilted scanning electron micrograph of a nano-cavity. Electron beam lithography and electroplating were used to fabricate the vertical Silver fins, which act as mirrors for SPPs bound to the underlying Silver-Air interface. The aspect ratio of the thinner front mirror was close to 20:1, which allows partial transmission of SPP cavity modes. b and c show schematics of the nano-cavity sample and the optical characterization method. White light (Xe lamp 150W) is focused through a 100x with NA = 0.8 microscope objective onto the nano-cavity, exciting SPP cavity modes. The cavity modes are partially transmitted through the thin front mirror and subsequently propagate approximately 20 \( \mu \)m across the metal substrate, scattered out of the plane by a grating and collected by the microscope objective. The grating coupler was designed to scatter SPPs across the visible spectrum into the numerical aperture of the microscope objective. An aperture placed in a secondary image plane is used to spatially filter the light scattered from the grating to increase the signal to noise ratio. The incident light is polarized with an electric field along the \( x \)-direction. This ensures that SPPs are generated within the cavity. A second polarizer was also used to ensure that only waves originating in SPPs are detected at the grating coupler.

The nano-cavity is made of two parallel Silver fins acting as high quality optical mirrors standing perpendicular to a Silver substrate (Fig. 2.3.1a). While the back mirror, \( L_b = 250 \) nm, is 10 times the skin depth of Silver, the front mirror must be sufficiently thin (\( L_f = 55 - 85 \) nm) to allow partial out-coupling of resonant surface plasmons in the forward direction. This imposes the requirement of a high aspect ratio (20:1) mirror that cannot be obtained by traditional fabrication techniques e.g. reactive ion etching. This problem, however, has been solved by using a combination of high resolution lithography and electrochemical metal deposition (see methods). Excitation of the nano-cavity can be achieved by focusing white light onto the mirrors, which scatter the light into the various optical modes of the nano-cavity (Fig. 2.3.1b). The SP nano-cavity modes are transmitted through the thin front mirror and, after propagating approximately 20 \( \mu \)m across the metal substrate, are scattered into free-space by a broad-band grating coupler (Fig. 2.3.1b&c).
Figure 2.3.2 | Spectral response and Q factors of Fabry-Pérot Nano-Cavities of varying length. a Relative signal intensity for seven selected cavity lengths (175 - 700 nm) spanning the visible spectrum. Each cavity length has a single, sharp resonance corresponding to horizontal oscillation between metal mirrors (H-mode). The measured peak signal intensity was about 1% of the excitation intensity. b The variation of the nano-cavity $Q$-factors across the visible spectrum. The measured 1$^{st}$ and 2$^{nd}$ order cavity modes (square markers) were fitted with a theoretical model (solid lines, see methods). These trend lines highlight the competition between intrinsic metal and scattering losses. For the hypothetical case of infinitely tall mirrors, $h \rightarrow \infty$, the $Q$-factors are primarily affected by metallic losses (broken line) which increase for shorter wavelengths. Conversely, scattering loss dominates at longer wavelengths due to the larger SPP field extension into the air, that becomes comparable with the finite fin height.

Figure 2.3.2a depicts the spectra collected from the grating coupler for seven nano-cavities with lengths, $L_c$, ranging from 175 to 700 nm. A sharp resonance that is indicative of a high $Q$-factor mode is observable for each nano-cavity. Aside from the sharp peak, whose spectral position depends on the cavity length, $L_c$, a weaker and broader background hump is also apparent, which is spectrally similar for all the cavities. By fitting the spectra from Fig. 2.3.2a with two Lorentzians (see methods) the resonant cavity wavelengths and line-widths can be determined. The cavity $Q$-factors, shown in Fig. 2.3.2b, ranging from 100 - 200, are high for any plasmonic
resonator at these frequencies. In fact, the plasmonic losses reduce the $Q$–factor by less than a half compared to that of a lossless dielectric cavity of the same size. This is in sharp contrast to micro-disks cavities with a $Q$–factor reduction from $10^9$ in dielectric [9] to $\sim 1300$ in plasmonic cavities at IR frequencies [21]. A theoretical model of the Fabry-Pérot nano-cavity describes the trends of the $Q$-factors well for the first and second order cavity modes (see methods). The distinctive shape of these trend lines arises from the trade-off between the two cavity loss mechanisms: intrinsic metallic and scattering losses. The $Q$-factors of cavities resonating at shorter wavelengths are mainly dominated by intrinsic metallic losses including the SPP propagation distance and field penetration into the metallic mirrors. In fact, the $Q$-factor is not affected at all by the finite height of the mirrors since the field is tightly confined to the metal substrate (Fig. 2.3.2b). Conversely, at longer wavelengths, the plasmonic mode extends further from the metal substrate into the air; hence the $Q$-factor is clamped by scattering losses from the upper corners of the mirrors (Fig. 2.3.2b).

The measured resonant wavelengths follow the theoretical condition describing surface plasmons resonating in a Horizontal (H) fashion between the metallic mirrors (Fig. 2.3.3a). The observed cavity dispersion deviates from that of free space radiation bouncing between two metal mirrors since the SPP wavelength becomes increasingly shorter than that of free space at higher frequencies. The small cavity size leads to a large free spectral range, so that for each cavity length only one of two possible H-mode orders are observable (blue line = 1$^{\text{st}}$, red line = 2$^{\text{nd}}$ H-mode) in our measurements. A Finite Element Method simulation for a cavity length of $L = 325$ nm shows two possible H-modes of the nano-cavity, which lie at opposite ends of the visible spectrum (Figs. 2.3.3b,c). The H-modes have plasmonic character since they are confined in the z-direction with the characteristic exponential decay and are diffraction-limited in the x-direction. The first order mode occurs at the red end of the spectrum and clearly shows penetration into air where scattering from the top of each mirror is appreciable. On the other hand, the second order mode occurs at the blue end of the spectrum where plasmonic confinement is strong and cavity loss is dominated by the SP propagation loss and field penetration into the metallic fins.

Using the Fabry-Pérot model, we can also reveal the cavity’s feedback mechanism by extracting the properties of the metallic mirrors; the complex reflection coefficient and the scattering from the top corners of the mirrors (see methods). The phase change upon reflection causes a small wavelength dependent shift corresponding to the finite penetration depth of SPPs into the metal mirrors, which we have determined by comparing the resonance wavelength and physical length of each cavity (Fig. 2.3.4a). The measured penetration depths closely follow the theoretical trend Calculated from the reflection phase of the Fresnel coefficient. The reflectivity of the mirrors is determined from the Fabry-Pérot model and can be as high as 98% (Fig. 2.3.4b).
Figure 3.2.3 | Dispersion and field distributions of the Nano-Cavity modes. a The measured resonant wavelengths versus cavity length for the 1st and 2nd H-modes (square markers) compared with the Fabry-Pérot model (solid lines, see methods). The dash lines show the linear dispersion of conventional Fabry-Pérot cavities without SPP dispersion. b & c The $|E|$-field distributions of the two nano-cavity modes. The plasmonic character of the modes is evident from the exponential decay along the $z$-direction while the mode confinement in $x$ direction shows typical sinusoidal variation between the two metal mirrors. The field intensity at the top of each mirror is larger for the 1st order mode than for the 2nd order. Consequently, the $Q$-factor for the 1st mode is scattering dominated, while that of the 2nd mode is dominated by the intrinsic metallic loss.
Figure 2.3.4 | Characteristics of the Nano-Cavity mirrors. a The penetration of SPPs into the cavity mirrors (square markers) compared with an approximate Fresnel reflection model for SPPs (solid lines, see methods). The experimental penetration depth was calculated by comparing the measured resonant wavelength and physical cavity length. b The reflectivity of the nano-cavity mirrors (square markers) compared with a phenomenological SPP reflection model (solid lines, see methods). The reflectivity is limited by intrinsic metal losses (at shorter wavelengths) and scattering due to the finite fin height (at longer wavelengths).

The measured spectral response (Fig. 2.3.2a) shows a broad resonance around $\lambda = 600$ nm consistently for all cavity lengths. This resonance corresponds to an electric field oscillating in the vertical (V) direction (Fig 2.3.5). This V-mode has a non-zero field at the mirror walls, suggesting that it comprises of surface plasmons propagating in the z-direction. The resonator is essentially open at the top of the mirrors, which explains the low quality factor. Feedback is only provided by the small effective index difference at the metal-air interface at the top edges of the cavity mirrors. Furthermore, we found that the resonance frequency of this vertical resonator with a cavity length given by the mirror height, $h = 1 \mu$m, peaked around 600 nm which coincides with our experimental results.
Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that a Fabry-Pérot nano-cavity utilizing surface plasmon polaritons can exhibit high plasmonic $Q$-factors at visible frequencies. Such high $Q$-factors are achievable when the cavity length is considerably shorter than the SPP propagation distance and the mirrors’ heights are significantly larger than the SPP penetration depth into the air. Concurrent high quality factors and small mode volumes allows a strong Purcell effect competitive with higher $Q$ diffraction limited Photonic Crystal Cavities and enables numerous applications [24] such as fast and low-threshold lasers [8,12,13].

Experimental Methods

Nano-cavity Fabrication: A series of devices were fabricated on standard Silicon wafers. A wetting layer (4 nm of Germanium) was deposited on a Silicon wafer followed by sputtering of 200 nm Ag (2.5 mTorr, Argon Plasma Gas, 50 mW). The Germanium ensures a film of low surface roughness (RMS = 1.6 nm, measured using atomic force microscopy). A thick layer of Poly-Methyl Meth-Acrylate (PMMA) (A11) was spun onto the sample @ 3000 RPM (~ 1.1 μm) and the solvent was evaporated 180 C for 30 min followed by Electron Beam Lithography (Vistec VB300 @ 100 keV) to pattern the cavities. Cavity mirrors were grown via chemical silver electro-plating (80 μA for 70 seconds) followed by final PMMA lift off in acetone. A post fabrication rapid thermal annealing step in Nitrogen at 400 C for 60 s helps to smooth the metal
surfaces. Finally, the grating coupler (10 grooves: pitch = 247 nm and a depth = 45 nm) was fabricated using focused ion beam milling.

**Optical Measurements:** A modified reflection mode microscope (Fig. 2.3.1c) was used to characterize the cavity’s spectral response. Cavities were illuminated with a white light source (Xe lamp, 150 W) focused onto the sample via a 100X, NA=0.9 objective lens. Surface plasmons generated at the nano-cavity, propagate to a grating coupler at a distance of 20 μm from the cavity, where they are scattered off the surface. An aperture was placed in a secondary object plane to filter the microscope’s field of view so that only the grating signal was collected. The signal was recorded using a spectrometer with a liquid Nitrogen cooled CCD detector with a spectral resolution of 0.3 nm.

**Theoretical Model:** A straightforward Fabry-Pérot model describes the nano cavities effectively. This includes descriptions of four principle phenomena, namely: SPP propagation, attenuation, reflection and scattering. The dispersion relation, \( k_p(\lambda) = 2m_{Ag}(\lambda)/\lambda n_{Ag}(\lambda)^2 + 1 \), describes the propagation and attenuation characteristics of surface plasmons at the Silver / Air substrate interface, where the propagation distance, \( L_{sp} = \text{Im}(2k_{sp}(\lambda))^{\frac{1}{2}} \). The permittivity of Silver is assumed to follow a Drude formula, \( n_{Ag}(\lambda)^2 = \epsilon_0 - E_p^{2} \left[ E(E + i\gamma_{Ag}) \right]^{-1} \) where, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the background permittivity, \( E \) is the energy, \( E_pAg \) is the plasma energy and \( \gamma_{Ag} \) is the electron collision energy. The SPP reflection at the mirrors was approximated to the Fresnel coefficient, \( r(\lambda) = (n_{sp}(\lambda) - n_{Ag}(\lambda))[(n_{sp}(\lambda) + n_{Ag}(\lambda))^{-1} \times \text{Exp}(i\phi)] \). Both the magnitude, \( |r(\lambda)| \) and phase, \( \phi \), of the reflection coefficient, \( r(\lambda) = |r(\lambda)| \text{Exp}(i\phi) \), are relevant to the physics of the nano-cavity. The phase describes the shift of resonance wavelength from a perfect metal reflector due to field penetration, \( \delta(\lambda) \), into the metal mirrors (see Fig. 2.3.4a), where \( \delta(\lambda) = -\phi \left[ 4\pi \text{Re}(n_{sp}(\lambda)) \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \). The physical cavity length, \( L \), and optical cavity length, \( L_c(\lambda) \), are therefore related by \( L_c(\lambda) = L + 2\delta(\lambda) \). However, \( |r(\lambda)|^2 \) approximates the reflectivity in the absence of scattering due to the non-zero SPP field at the upper corners of the mirrors. Assuming that this scattering is proportional to the electric field intensity at the top corner of the mirror, \( i.e. \) at a height, \( h \), above the metal surface, the magnitude of the reflection from the metal mirror is \( R(\lambda) = |r(\lambda)|^2 \times S_0 \text{Exp}(-h/L_c(\lambda)) \) where \( L_c(\lambda) = \lambda \text{Im}([1 - n_{sp}(\lambda)^2]^{\frac{1}{2}})/4\pi \) is the SPP penetration depth in air and \( S_0 \) is the scattering strength. The \( Q \)-factor of the nano-cavity mode at a resonance frequency, \( \lambda_R = 2\text{Re}(n_{sp}(\lambda_R))L_c(\lambda_R) \), follows the usual Fabry-Pérot expression

\[
Q(\lambda_R) = m\pi \frac{\sqrt{R(\lambda_R)\text{Exp}(-2L_c(\lambda_R)/L_{sp}(\lambda_R))}}{1 - R(\lambda_R)\text{Exp}(-2L_c(\lambda_R)/L_{sp}(\lambda_R))}
\]

where \( m \) is the order of the cavity mode.

**Numerical Fitting Procedure:** Each spectrum was fitted to a double Lorentizan distribution plus a constant background using the following formula,

\[
S(E) = c_0 + c_1 \frac{c_4^2/4}{(E - c_3)^2 + c_4^2/4} + c_2 \frac{c_6^2/4}{(E - c_5)^2 + c_6^2/4}
\]
where $c_i$ are fitting parameters. The resonant energies of the two possible cavity modes are $c_3$ and $c_5$, and the $Q$-factors are $c_4/c_3$ and $c_6/c_5$.

The nano-cavity model has 4 unknowns: the Drude parameters of Silver, $\varepsilon_b$, $E_{pAg}$ and $\gamma_{Ag}$; and the mirror scattering strength, $S_0$. We chose $\varepsilon_b=5$ and $E_{pAg}=9.5$ eV was determined from the best fit to the cavity mode dispersion, $\lambda_R = 2\Re\{n_{Ag}(\lambda_R)\}L_c(\lambda_R)$. The two remaining parameters describe propagation, $\gamma_{Ag} = 0.04$ eV, and scattering losses, $S_0 = 0.37$. To calculate these, we have used a numerical fitting procedure for the function $R(\lambda_{a})\exp(-2L_{a}(\lambda_{a})/L_{sp}(\lambda_{a}))$ that we have extracted from the experimentally determined $Q$-factors (see Fig. 2.3.2a). While $S_0$ is a phenomenological constant, it produces a good fit to the reflectivity and $Q$-factor data from the experiment. The three parameters that define the Drude model describe all characteristics of the nano-cavity’s modes well and produce an excellent fit to the various experimental data for the permittivity of Silver [25].

**Estimation of Nano-cavity Purcell Factors:** The SPP Purcell factor for an emitter placed at a height $z_d$ above a metal-dielectric interface (i.e. without cavity) is,

$$F_{sp} = \pi \text{Im} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_m \varepsilon_d^{1/2}}{\varepsilon_m + \varepsilon_d^{1/2}} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{z_d}{L_c} \right)$$

(14)

Providing the emitter is located at a distance $z_d \approx 15$ nm from the surface, coupling to the SPPs of a Silver-Air interface dominates and $F_{sp} \approx 1$ across the visible spectrum. As for the achievable quality factors for these nano-cavities, based on the experimental results in the manuscript, we can expect $Q$-factors as high as 150. In the case of the first order mode of a 2D nano-cavity, the Purcell Factor is given by $F_{nc} \approx 2\sqrt{Q}$ and hence can be as high as 25. The variation with $\sqrt{Q}$ is due to the limited density of states along the degree of freedom in the y-direction. On the other hand, in the case of a 3D nanocavity, the Purcell Factor is approximately $F_{nc} \approx 5Q$ and hence can be as high as 750. This value dramatically exceeds the capabilities of current diffraction limited approaches such as photonic crystal micro-cavities, which typically have Purcell Factors considerably less than 100.
3. Deep-Subwavelength Waveguiding with low Loss

3.1 Introduction

Sub-wavelength Optical Modes

In the previous chapter we have reviewed ways of using optical cavities to store electromagnetic energy which can be used to enhance the interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter. An interesting question to ask is, whether such enhancement can also be archived via non-resonant ways. In particular, the question goes further and asks whether an enhancement can be achieved by shrinking the volume of an optical mode and not increasing quality-factor. Regarding sub-wavelength modes, waveguides, open cavities basically, and localized fields can be used (Fig. 3.1.1) [1]. The field localization effect of surface plasmons is a good candidate for such ultra-small mode size waveguides. Here, the spectrum ranges from V-grooves where the optical mode is confined in a narrow metallic groove while the opening angle controls the degree of confinement [2], to the opposite like a metallic wedge. In addition Metal-dielectric-Metal (MIM) waveguides have been explored as well [3]. While this waveguides type can provide sub-wavelength confinement in one dimension, it experiences a cut-off if the second dimension is shrunk as well (see below Figure 3.2.5). In this case the MIM mode becomes a hole inside a metal. Akin to the MIM waveguides are so called channel [4] or slot waveguides [5], however the interesting feature of these waveguides are, that the two metal blocks can be substituted by dielectrics with no ohmic loss. Even though no metals are used, the slot waveguide enables for sub-wavelength optical fields due to the discontinuity of Magnetic field across the high-low-high index boundary.

If a high dielectric waveguide is placed on-top a metal silver film, a deep-subwavelength mode is formed [6]. However, since a significant amount of the waveguide mode’s energy penetrates into the metal film, the propagation losses are high. An improvement from such design is achieved, when the high dielectric slap is separated from the metal by a small low index gap. This geometry effectively hybridizes the photonic (dielectric) and plasmon mode into a hybrid-plasmon polariton mode (HPP) [7,8]. This mode creates an optical capacitor which pulls the optical field into the low gap region. This is advantageous, because it reduced the ohmic loss significantly compared to the dielectrically-loaded SPP waveguide’s mode. In the following two chapters we will discuss the theoretical concept and performance of the HPP mode in detail and demonstrate the first experimental observation of broadband, deep-subwavelength waveguiding, respectively.

Before we do this, let us briefly consider localized optical modes as a potential solution to create strong optical confinement [9]. Unlike waveguides, these schemes utilize local “hot-spots” of concentrated energy to squeeze light into spaces below the diffraction limit. However since these modes do not propagate, their $Q$-factor is extremely small. On the other hand, light-concentrating
antennae can be deployed as well. For instance the bow-tie antenna (right hand side Fig. 3.1.1) shows a tiny hot-spot in the center of the two metallic tips [10].

Figure 3.1.1 | Options for Sub-wavelength optical confinement [1]. Most waveguiding approaches featuring sub-wavelength confinement utilize metals to confine the optical mode. However, the slot-waveguide also provides an option for strong confinement with suffering from the parasitic metal loss. The hybrid plasmon-polariton (HPP) mode seem to the superior to other geometries for three reasons; firstly is has ultra-strong optical confinement, secondly it has relatively low loss and thirdly it allows to interfaces metal optics in a unique way with semiconductor technology. The latter is extremely important towards Opto-electronic device applications, as the semiconductor allows providing a viable 2-level system for emission or gain towards lasing action.

The table below (Table 3.1) benchmarks various experimental and theoretical results to the HPP mode studies here. The table clearly shows the superior performance (propagation length vs. optical confinement) of the HPP mode, but also highlights the achievement of measuring such small field sizes directly for the first time as we will discuss in chapter 3.3.

Discussing the table in detail, while the Co-planar waveguide (CPW) structure can theoretically produce strong confinement [11,12], practical realizations of such ultra small metal gaps face fabrication challenges. For instance, Pile et al. showed a FWHM of ~ 300 nm at 633 nm [13],
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while Satuby et al. demonstrated a CPW waveguide with only micrometer gap sizes [14]. This is unlike the HPP waveguide and our presented results, where the confinement can be easily controlled by the gap region via thin-film deposition, where Angstrom level accuracy is regularly attainable. In order to bring the extreme confinement of the HPP mode into a broader perspective, we added experimental data from a well known Channel-Plasmon-Polariton (CPP) waveguide design from Bozhevolnyi et al., published in Nature [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Waveguide Type</th>
<th>Mode Width/λ₀</th>
<th>Mode Height/λ₀</th>
<th>Mode Area/(λ₀²/2)²</th>
<th>Lₚ (μm)</th>
<th>λ₀ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang et. al. Opt. Exp. 13, 10558 (2005) (Theory only)</td>
<td>CPW (Co-planar waveguide)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jung. et. al., IEEE Phot. Technol. Lett. 21, 630 (2009) (Theory only)</td>
<td>CPW (Co-planar waveguide)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile et. al., APL. 87, 261114 (2005) (experiment)</td>
<td>CPW</td>
<td>~0.47</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dionne et. al. Nano Lett. 6, 1928 (2006) (Experiment)</td>
<td>MIM</td>
<td>N. A.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>N. A.</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verhagen et. al. PRL 102, 203904 (2009) (Experiment)</td>
<td>IMI</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>~0.19</td>
<td>~14.4%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takahara et. al. Opt. Lett. (1997) (Theory only)</td>
<td>IMI</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bozhevolnyi et. al. Nature 440, 508-511 2006 (Experiment)</td>
<td>CPP</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>&gt;0.84*(\text{Groove depth}=1.3\mu m)</td>
<td>&gt;216%</td>
<td>~80</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPP Oulton et. al. Nat. Photo. (2008) (Theory only)</td>
<td>HPP**</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>0.02**</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>33**</td>
<td>1550**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPP (Experiment)</td>
<td>HPP***</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.06**</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>17**</td>
<td>808**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPP (Experiment)</td>
<td>HPP***</td>
<td>0.09***</td>
<td>0.08***</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>7***</td>
<td>633***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 | Optical mode size and propagation length comparison for selected publications and to the HPP mode studied here. All values are simulation results, unless noted otherwise.

While this paper claims for subwavelength fields, the degree of confinement is more than an order of magnitude worse per dimension compared to that of the HPP mode. Furthermore, the well known MIM waveguides geometry faces challenges when one wants to confine light in two dimensions (2D), as they lack the ability to provide the same degree of confinement in the lateral direction. For example, Dionne et al. demonstrates a MIM waveguide with subwavelength mode height (λ/5), but diffraction limited mode width [4]. If one, however, chooses to increase lateral confinement in a thin MIM slab geometry by introducing metal sidewalls, for example, one eventually gets the configuration of a hole in metal, which has a geometrical mode cut-off. MIM based lateral confinement is only possible for limited aspect ratios; otherwise, even this configuration experiences cut-off. This is perhaps the crucial point here: extreme 2D confinement is restricted in a number of metallo-dielectric structures: the challenge is not to find structures that do not experience a cut-off, but to identify those structures that present the optimal confinement conditions with acceptable propagation distances.
3.2 Confinement and Transport in Hybrid Waveguides

Abstract

The emerging field of nano-photonics [1] involves the manipulation of light on scales much smaller than the wavelength, yet practically, very few feasible approaches exist at present. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP), electromagnetic excitations at metal/dielectric interfaces [2, 3], are one of the most promising candidates for deep sub-wavelength optical confinement [3-8]. However, experiments have only been successful in demonstrating moderate optical confinement comparable to that of conventional dielectric waveguides due to prohibitive fabrication demands and optical losses [9-14]. Here, we propose a new approach fusing conventional waveguide technology with plasmonics to address the trade-off between strong field confinement and propagation distance. We show that “capacitor-like” energy storage allows deep sub-wavelength confinement in non-metallic regions. Our approach provides both long propagation distance and strong mode confinement (>100x smaller than the diffraction limit) and opens up the field of semiconductor-based plasmonics.

Introduction

The need for fast, high-resolution and efficient light emission and detection has motivated research into optical structures capable of deep sub-wavelength confinement. Photonic crystals [15-18] are prime examples of facilitating technology for light confinement, yet fundamentally, they only provide confinement on the order of half a wavelength in each direction. Recently, Almeida and co-workers have shown that coupled rectangular dielectric waveguides can provide strong confinement beyond this diffraction limit in one dimension [19]. Although an important geometry, the relatively large portion of energy propagating in the high-index regions imposes the restriction of a thick low permittivity cladding, compromising the overall compactness of the waveguide. While both of these approaches are based solely on low loss dielectric materials, technology’s inexorable path to smaller scales requires future nano-photonic devices to comprise of metallic and dielectric components with nanometer size and propinquity. Metal-dielectric waveguide geometries can also provide strong confinement down to sub-wavelength scale by storing optical energy in electron oscillations within dissipative metallic regions [2-14, 20]. This can lead to high optical loss, which is further exacerbated when high permittivity dielectric materials (such as semiconductors) are involved [20]. Consequently, semiconductor based plasmonics is not currently viable at telecommunications or visible frequencies.

Results

Here we report a plasmonic waveguide that supports a single hybrid mode of a semiconductor nanowire [21] and metal-dielectric SPP waveguides at the telecommunications wavelength, $\lambda = 1550$ nm. This mode can be strongly confined to dimensions > 100x smaller than the diffraction limit, while maintaining a propagation distance exceeding that of SPPs on a semiconductor-metal interface. Moreover, by tuning the geometrical properties of this structure, we can increase the
propagation distance (up to millimeter range) while still maintaining moderate confinement. This approach naturally extends the capabilities of both plasmonics and semiconductor photonics and is applicable to nano-scale laser devices [22,23] as well as optically integrated circuits [24].

The hybrid waveguide geometry, shown in Fig. 3.2.1, consists of a high permittivity semiconductor cylinder (“cylinder waveguide”) embedded in a low-permittivity dielectric near a metal-dielectric interface (“SPP waveguide”). In the following study, we vary the cylinder diameter, \( d \), and dielectric gap width, \( h \), to control the propagation distance, \( L_m \), mode area, \( A_m \), and electromagnetic field distribution of a single hybrid mode.

![Hybrid Optical Waveguide Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.2.1 | The hybrid optical waveguide** consists of a dielectric cylinder of permittivity, \( \varepsilon_c \), and diameter, \( d \), situated a distance, \( h \), from a metallic half-space of permittivity, \( \varepsilon_m \). The host medium is a dielectric of permittivity \( \varepsilon_d \). With recent advances in nano-crystal growth technology [21], the dielectric cylinder is readily achievable for a range of semiconductor materials. Here, \( \varepsilon_c = 12.25 \) (GaAs) and \( \varepsilon_d = 2.25 \) (SiO\(_2\)) at the telecommunications wavelength, \( \lambda = 1550 \) nm. The metallic region is Silver with a permittivity \( \varepsilon_c = -129 + 3.3i \) [25]. The center of the cylinder defines the origin \( x=y=0 \).

Figures 3.2.2a and 3.2.2b present numerical calculations of propagation distance and normalized mode area, respectively, as a function of \( d \) and \( h \) (see Methods). For large cylinder diameter and gap width (\( d > 200\text{nm}, h > 20\text{nm} \)) the hybrid waveguide supports a low loss cylinder-like mode with electromagnetic energy confined to the high-permittivity dielectric core (Fig. 3.2.2c). Conversely, a small diameter cylinder (\( d < 200\text{nm} \)) results in an SPP-like mode, localized mainly to the metal-dielectric interface and suffering the typical loss of an SPP. At moderate cylinder diameters (\( d \sim 200\text{nm} \)) the coupling between the underlying modes forms a hybrid mode that features both cylinder and SPP characteristics; namely, its electromagnetic energy is distributed over both the cylinder and adjacent metal-dielectric interface (Fig 3.2.2d). However, when the gap width is reduced towards the nanometer scale, the hybrid mode no longer displays
characteristics of either the cylinder or the SPP mode; instead, it is strongly confined (Figs. 3.2.2e, 2f). Despite this strong confinement, the hybrid mode’s propagation length exceeds that of SPPs of the equivalent metal-semiconductor interface (lower broken line in Fig 3.2.2a). Evidently, the gap width provides significant control over the character of the hybrid mode and provides the means to store electromagnetic energy leading to nano-scale optical fields with low mode loss.

![Figure 3.2.2](image)

**Figure 3.2.2** | Propagation distances and mode areas of the hybrid mode: a Propagation length as a function of cylinder diameter, d and gap, h (colored lines). The upper and lower horizontal broken lines represent the propagation lengths for the uncoupled metal/oxide and metal/semiconductor interfaces respectively (i.e. without cylinder). Note that the uncoupled cylinder waveguide (i.e. without metallic region) is loss-less for the given parameters. b Effective mode area, $A_m/A_0$, (Eq. (5)) as a function of cylinder diameter, d and gap width, h. The cusp features in b occur when the position of maximum $W(r)$ shifts from the centre of the cylinder to its edge nearest the metal. Lower panels show electromagnetic energy density distributions for c, [d, h] = [400, 100] nm; d, [d, h] = [200, 100] nm; e, [d, h] = [200, 2] nm; and f, [d,h] = [400, 2] nm. Note that the legend in a applies throughout this letter and the direction of the arrows indicate increasing h.

On first inspection, the confinement appears to be in the metal; however, the energy density distribution in Fig. 3.2.2d indicates that a significant portion of energy resides in the low permittivity gap between the cylinder and the metal-dielectric interface. Figure 3.2.3a resolves the electromagnetic energy density along the $\hat{y}$-axis for $x=0$ showing that the peak energy
density is in the low index gap between cylinder and metal. Strong sub-wavelength confinement is also evident along the \( \hat{x} \)-direction (Fig. 3.2.3b). Further calculations (not shown here) indicate that at least 30% of the mode’s energy resides in the gap for \( h = 2 \) nm (Fig. 3.2.2e) with more than 50% for \( h = 100 \) nm (Fig. 3.2.2d).

![Figure 3.3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3.3** | Normalized electromagnetic energy density profiles, \( W(r)A_y/W_m \), of hybrid modes for \( d = 200 \) nm. (Eq. (3)) **a** Normalized energy density along the \( y \)-axis, showing the confinement in the low index dielectric region (no shading). The broken line in the left inset is \( x=0 \). The metal and semiconductor cylinder regions are shaded gray and green respectively. **b** Normalized energy density along the \( x \)-axis between metal and host dielectric. The broken line in the right inset is \( y = -d/2 \). The left inset shows the FWHM of the energy density distribution in the \( x \)-direction and the normalized mode area, \( A_m/A_0 \), as a function of \( h \). By comparing these two parameters we can see that confinement is stronger in the \( y \)-direction for large \( h \) and in the \( x \)-direction for small \( h \). Furthermore, the near linear increase in gap energy density (reciprocal of \( A_m/A_0 \)) with decreasing \( h \) is indicative of capacitive energy storage of this geometry (inset **b**).

The strong energy density in the gap region occurs for two reasons: firstly, it is directly related to the continuity of the displacement field at the material boundaries, which leads to a strong normal electric field component in the gap [19]; and secondly, in both the uncoupled SPP and
cylinder geometries, the electric field components normal to material interfaces are dominant, amplifying the first effect. Physically, this corresponds to energy storage by polarization and plasma oscillations along the semiconductor/oxide and the metal/oxide interfaces respectively; i.e. the gap region has an effective optical capacitance (Fig 3.2.3). Note that a higher contrast in dielectric permittivity contrast with optimized geometrical parameters can enhance the discontinuity of the uncoupled cylinder’s radial electric field component and the hybrid mode confinement.

In order to gain a deeper physical insight we have subsequently analyzed the effective indices associated with the hybrid modes. Figure 3.2.4a depicts numerical calculations of the effective index of the hybrid mode, $n_{hyb}(d,h)$, for the same set of parameters as in Fig 3.2.2. Naturally, in the limits of cylinder-like ($d > 200$ and $h > 10$, c.f. Fig 3.2.2c) and SPP-like ($d < 200$ and $h < 10$) modes, the effective index approaches those of pure Cylinder, $n_{cyl}(d)$, or SPP, $n_{spp}$, modes (the black solid and broken lines respectively, Fig 3.2.4a). At the same time, the hybrid mode effective index is always larger than that of the underlying dielectric and SPP waveguide modes, indicating a behavior typical of a coupled mode system with mode “splitting” into symmetric and anti-symmetric hybrid modes [25] with effective indices, $n_{\pm}(d,h)$ (see Methods). Interestingly, the lower (‘anti-symmetric’) branch of the system is “cut-off” as the lower index hybrid mode cannot exist for effective indices, $n_{-}(d,h) < n_{spp}$. The high index (‘symmetric’) mode is the only bound solution in this geometry when a single mode uncoupled cylinder is involved. Using a coupled mode theory, we can describe the hybrid mode to a first approximation as a “superposition” of the cylinder waveguide (without the metallic region) and SPP waveguide (with no cylinder) modes,

$$\psi_{\pm}(d,h) = a_{\pm}(d,h)\psi_{cyl}(d) + b_{\pm}(d,h)\psi_{spp}, \quad (1)$$

where $a_{\pm}(d,h)$ and $b_{\pm}(d,h) = \sqrt{1 - |a_{\pm}(d,h)|^2}$ are the amplitudes of the constituent cylinder, $\psi_{cyl}$, and SPP, $\psi_{spp}$, modes respectively (see Methods). The square norm of the cylinder mode amplitude, $|a_{-}(d,h)|^2$, is a measure of the character of the hybrid mode, i.e., the degree to which the guided mode is cylinder-like (or SPP-like).

$$|a_{-}(d,h)|^2 = \frac{n_{hyb}(d,h) - n_{spp}}{(n_{hyb}(d,h) - n_{spp}) + (n_{hyb}(d,h) - n_{cyl}(d))} \quad (2)$$

In this respect, the mode is cylinder-like for $|a_{-}(d,h)|^2 > 0.5$ and SPP-like otherwise (Fig 3.2.3b). While the mode character predicts the transition between cylinder-like and SPP-like modes, it also correlates the point of strongest coupling, near $d = 200$ nm, with the minimum of both mode area and propagation distance (Fig 3.2.2). At this critical coupling diameter, $d_c$, the hybrid mode has equal SPP and cylinder characteristics ($|a_{-}(d_c,h)|^2 = 0.5$) corresponding to the condition $n_{cyl}(d_c) \approx n_{spp}$. We can now explain the coincidence of the critical diameter with the
maximum energy storage as a phase matching of polarization and plasma oscillations from the underlying cylinder and SPP modes respectively, which maximizes the effective capacitance. Near the critical diameter, mode areas more than two orders of magnitude ($6 \times 10^{-3} A_0$) smaller than the diffraction limited area of free-space, $A_0 = \frac{\lambda^2}{4}$, are achievable (Fig. 3.2.2b). As the gap width, $h \rightarrow 0$, we can expect the reduction in mode area to continue subject to constraints of non-local effects when $h$ is of the order of a few atomic monolayers [28].

![Figure 3.2.4](image)

**Figure 3.2.4 | The hybridization of dielectric cylinder and SPP Modes.** a The effective index of the hybrid waveguide was calculated using the finite element method for gap widths of $h = 2, 10, 25, 50, 100$ nm and cylinder radii in the range $d = [100, 500]$ nm (colored lines). The black solid and broken lines represent the uncoupled effective indices of the cylinder (without metallic region), $n_{cyl}(d)$ (calculated using a standard analytical approach [26]), and SPP (without cylinder), $n_{spp} = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_m \varepsilon_d}{\varepsilon_m + \varepsilon_d}}$, modes respectively. The cylinder supports a single mode when $k_0 d \sqrt{\varepsilon_c - \varepsilon_d} < 2.405$ (i.e. $d < 375$ nm at $\lambda = 1550$ nm), which is the case of interest here. b The calculated cylinder mode character from coupled mode theory as a function of cylinder diameter, $d$. When $|a_+(d, h)|^2 > 0.5$, the mode is “cylinder-like” and conversely, when $|a_+(d, h)|^2 < 0.5$, the mode is “SPP-like”. Maximum coupling occurs near $d=200$ nm where the hybrid mode consists of equal proportions of cylinder and SPP modes, i.e. $|a_+(d, h)|^2 = 0.5$. According to the coupled mode theory, this point corresponds to the condition, $n_{cyl}(d) = n_{spp}$. 
The critical coupling diameter, predicted by the coupled mode theory, is physically interesting since it is invariant with gap width, $h$. A test of the coupled mode interpretation would be to see if such critical behavior is seen in the numerical calculations, beyond the cursory inspection of Fig 3.2.2. Indeed, Fig 3.2.5 exemplifies the invariance of the critical point by contrasting the variation with $h$ of two waveguide diameters, $d_c = 212$ nm and $d_c = 213$ nm, which lie on either side of $d_c$. Here, a difference of just 1 nm determines whether the mode becomes cylinder-like or SPP-like as $h \to \infty$. The numerically estimated critical diameter ($212$ nm < $d_c < 213$ nm) is almost identical to the value predicted by the coupled mode theory, $d_{c,th} = 209$ nm, where the discrepancy is possibly due to the finite computational domain.

![Figure 3.2.5](image)

**Figure 3.2.5** | Parametric plot of normalized mode area, $A_m/A_0$, and normalized propagation distance, $L_m/\lambda$, for the hybrid waveguide, oxide and semiconductor clad NWs [4-6] and metal clad oxide and semiconductor NWs [5-7]. Each trajectory represents a waveguide for a range of waveguide structural parameters. For the hybrid waveguide, $h = [1,10^4]$ nm for $d_1 = 200$ nm and $h = [10^2,10^4]$ nm for $d_c = 213$ nm and $d_c = 212$ nm. The small variation of just 1 nm in $d_c$ illustrates the critical nature of the optimum coupling point in Fig 3.2.4a. For the other waveguides, the diameters, $d = [10^1,10^4]$ nm are used. In all cases an arrow on a trajectory indicates the direction of increasing waveguide parameter ($h$ for the hybrid waveguide and $d$ for the circular waveguides). The plot area is limited to propagation lengths exceeding one wavelength and sub-wavelength mode areas. The shaded region extends these limits only to show the asymptotic behavior of the modes. The arrows on the left hand side show the asymptotic values for the propagation lengths of SPPs at Oxide/Silver and Semiconductor/Silver planar interfaces. The arrow on the top axis shows the mode area for uncoupled cylinder (without metallic region) for a diameter $d_c$. 
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In order to place the hybrid waveguide’s performance in context, we present a parametric plot of normalized mode area versus normalized propagation distance, $L_m / \lambda$, for a range of plasmonic waveguides (Fig 3.2.5). This representation is extremely useful for comparing geometries because it is independent of a waveguide’s structural parameters and retains the absolute values of $L_m$ and $A_m$, overcoming the disadvantage of using a single-valued figure of merit [29]. Each trajectory in Fig 3.2.5 represents a plasmonic waveguide over the range of a structural parameter; here, we compare the hybrid waveguide with dielectric clad metal NWs [4-6] and metal clad dielectric NWs [5-7]. Waveguides with the best performance have trajectories towards the top left of the plot. Clearly, the hybrid waveguide out-performs the other geometries considered by at least an order of magnitude in propagation length for comparable mode areas. When compared to other sub-wavelength 2D plasmonic waveguides in the literature, such as Channel SPPs [8,9] the hybrid waveguide also shows superior propagation distance for the same degree of confinement.

In conclusion, we have proposed and examined a new approach to low-loss deep sub-wavelength light confinement. By controlling the hybridization of the fundamental mode of a dielectric cylinder with the SPP of a dielectric/metal interface, we can control confinement and propagation loss, naturally extending the capabilities of both underlying waveguide technologies and their associated applications. We have further shown that the new hybrid waveguide is superior to other plasmonic waveguides discussed in the literature. The potential for single mode operation in conjunction with deep sub-wavelength mode sizes and long propagation lengths suggests application to nano-scale laser devices [22,23], as well as optically integrated circuits [24]. Further studies, not included here; show that the hybrid modes of a rectangular dielectric waveguide and dielectric/metal interface demonstrate similar behavior, making this approach also amenable to Silicon on Insulator technology [30] as well as epitaxial deposition and photolithography techniques.
3.3 Demonstration of Low-Loss Waveguiding at Deep Sub-wavelength Scales

Abstract

Emerging communication applications [1] call for a road-map [2] towards nanoscale photonic components and systems with integrated functionalities [3-5]. While metal-based nanostructures theoretically offer a solution to scale down photonics to the nano-scale [6-10], the key demonstration of optical modes with deep sub-diffraction-limited confinement and significant propagation distances has not been experimentally achieved due to the trade-off between optical confinement and metallic losses. Here we report the first experimental demonstration of truly nanoscale guided waves in a metal-insulator-semiconductor device [11,12] featuring low loss and broadband operation. Nearfield scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) reveals mode sizes down to 50 x 60 nm$^2$ at visible and near-infrared wavelengths propagating more than 20 times the vacuum wavelength. Interference spectroscopy confirms that the optical mode hybridization between a surface plasmon and a dielectric mode concentrates the hybridized mode inside a nanometer thin gap, which is key for the long propagation of this ultra-small optical mode. This nanoscale waveguide demonstration holds promise for next generation on-chip optical communication systems that integrate light sources [13,14], modulators or switches [15,16], non-linear [17] and quantum optics [18].

Introduction

Photonics has become the key driver in global data communications. The ever growing demand for higher data bandwidth and lower power consumption [19] of photonic devices [1] has set a roadmap for reducing the physical photonic component size down to the nanoscale beyond the diffraction limit of light with integrated functionality [2]. While various compact technologies have been developed for reducing the physical size of devices, [3,8,15,16], strong optical mode confinement offers enhanced light matter interactions [6,15-17] towards low driving power and fast modulation speeds [15,16,20]. Optical confinement in conventional photonic components is restricted by the diffraction limit of the light resulting in weak light-matter interaction that often demands long device sizes to achieve an effect. For example ring resonators [4] and Fabry-Perots [20] often require large cavity lengths of 10 - 1000 microns leading to relatively large footprints, thermal instabilities [6] and high bending induced radiation losses upon downscaling ring resonators [21]. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [6], collective oscillations of electrons at metal-dielectric interfaces, were proposed as a potential solution for nanoscale photonics since their wavelength can be scaled down below diffraction limit [6-8,22]. However, the direct experimental demonstration of low-loss propagation of deep sub-wavelength optical modes has not been realized due to the rapid increase in the optical mode’s propagation loss upon scaling down the optical mode, which pushes the electromagnetic field into the metal [8-10,22-25]. As a result, the use of plasmonics for integrated photonics, in particular for optical interconnects, remains uncertain.

A hybrid plasmon polariton concept has been proposed to overcome this challenge [11,26]. This approach uses a high dielectric constant semiconductor strip separated from a metal surface by a nanoscale low dielectric constant gap. Since the hybridized plasmon energy is concentrated in
the low loss gap, this novel method offers ultra-small mode confinement ($\lambda^2/400$) over a broad range of frequencies and simultaneously allows for reduced optical loss compared to a metal-semiconductor interface design [11]. The physical origin of this quasi-TM highly-confined mode stems from the continuity requirement of the vertical component of electric displacement ($D_y$) at the high-index contrast interfaces between the high-index material (e.g. semiconductor), the low-index gap region and plasmonic metal.

**Results**

By utilizing semiconductor and metallic structures in an integrated design, here we report the first observation of long-propagating optical waveguiding revealing mode sizes significantly below the diffraction limit of light visualized by apertureless near-field scanning optical microscopy (a-NSOM) (Fig. 3.3.1a) (see methods). Moreover, unlike other non-resonant plasmonic designs [10,22-25], this HPP concept features both ultra strong optical confinement over a broad wavelength range ($\lambda = 633$ nm – 1.43 $\mu$m) and relatively low metal losses with propagation distances exceeding 20 times its free space wavelength at near infrared, making it promising candidate for nano-photonics [2]. The measured optical mode sizes down to 53 x 63 nm$^2$ are in excellent agreement with theoretical simulations. To visualize the extremely small scales of the HPP mode distribution we fabricated HPP-based strips with lateral dimensions of about 200 nm in height, $H$, with varying width, $W$ (150 – 800 nm). Figure 3.3.1b shows a topological AFM scan with the shown region being close to the diffraction limit of light around the output of such a strip superimposed with the NSOM image acquired simultaneously at an illumination wavelength of 633 nm. It can be seen that the optical confinement is indeed as small as about 50 nm (Full Width at Half Maximum, FWHM) and is situated at the dielectric constant gap region directly confirming the HPP mode.

The HPP strips are excited by illuminating a metal slit at the input (IN) end of the strip (inset of Fig 3.3.1b) from the substrate side with polarization perpendicular to the slit. Since our nearfield imaging technique is most sensitive to electric fields along the axis of the NSOM detection tip, the z-component of the HPP mode is imaged, which is expected to be strongest in the gap region. To gain access to the internal fields, we sliced the strip open (Fig 3.3.1b) allowing the NSOM tip to probe the HPP mode’s cross-section directly (see methods). When the polarization of illumination is parallel to the metal slit, HPP modes are not excited in the strip and only a background signal was measured by the NSOM (see below).
Figure 3.3.1 | HPP mode mapping via near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM). a, Schematic of HPP mode size mapping via apertureless NSOM. The HPP strips consist of a semiconductor strip separated from a metallic surface by a nanometer scale low dielectric constant gap and are excited by illuminating a metal slit at the input end. b, 3-D image overlap of the deep sub-wavelength HPP mode signal (red spot) offering optical confinement significantly below the diffraction limit of light. This degree of optical confinement indicates the devices’ potential to create strong light-matter-interaction for compact and highly functional photonic components. Scale bar = 125 nm. MgF$_2$ gap $h$ = 10 nm, illumination wavelength $\lambda$ = 633 nm. Inset: height profile of tapered strip for free-space to HPP strip coupling, scale bar = 1 $\mu$m. Focused ion beam (FIB) etching was used to define the illumination-port (IN) and the access point for the NSOM probe of the confined optical mode (OUT) (see methods for fabrication details).

We have compared line-scans of the NSOM field image (broken white lines in Fig 3.3.1b) with numerical simulations. Taking into account the HPP mode’s field diffraction along the z-direction, we were able to correlate experiment and theory well at tip-sample separations of about 10 nm (Fig 3.3.2a). A similar correlation is found for the mode-width data along the y-
direction. The optical mode confinement in the y-direction is controllable by the lateral HPP strip width, \( W \), with the smallest measured mode area, \( A_{\text{HPP}} = 53 \text{ nm} \times 63 \text{ nm} \), proving a non-resonant, deep sub-wavelength (<\( \lambda /10 \), \( \lambda = 633 \text{ nm} \)) nano-scale mode. Fig 3.3.2b summarizes this property by comparing the FWHM of the HPP mode for varying HPP strip widths. Whereas the mode height in the z-direction remains essentially constant, the mode width follows the strip width. While deep sub-wavelength mode sizes are expected in the z-direction due to the involvement of surface plasmons, lateral confinement can also be strongly sub-wavelength. This arises from the accumulation of polarization surface charges concentrated around the center (y-direction) of the HPP strip [11] (see below). We have chosen to use FWHM as a measure of the mode size as it is representative of where the majority of a mode’s power resides. This is particularly relevant to active applications of plasmonics, where interest resolves around achieving high peak field intensities within waveguides. We note that this measure can underestimate the mode size in some plasmonic waveguide systems that involve sharp metal corners or large changes in permittivity [12]. However, in our experiments, diffraction of the confined mode into free space and the point spread function of the NSOM tip smooth out the mode’s sharp features making the FWHM a fair representation of where the majority of the mode’s power resides. Furthermore, we find the hybrid plasmon mode’s confinement to be relatively insensitive to the illumination wavelength [11]. We demonstrate this broadband feature by illuminating the HPP strips with visible and near-infrared light (\( \lambda = 633, 808 \text{ and } 1427 \text{ nm} \)) and find that the vertical mode confinement remains essentially constant at about 50 ~ 60 nm (Fig 3.3.2c). Since the chosen HPP strip height, \( H \), is purposely kept constant thorough all experiments, a subtle mode height increase is expected for changing the illumination wavelength from visible to near-infrared. The confinement of the mode width is also deep sub-wavelength with \( \lambda/12 \) and \( \lambda/7 \) for visible and near-infrared wavelengths, respectively, (Fig 3.3.2d). These remarkably small mode sizes are among the smallest for propagating electromagnetic waves demonstrated to date and consequently facilitate reduced waveguide cross-talk (see below).
Figure 3.3.2 | HPP mode confinement. a, Experimental field intensity of the HPP mode compared to different tip-sample separations, \( t \), from its exiting point. The optical mode height of FWHM\(_z\) = 53 nm is deep sub-wavelength for \( \lambda = 633 \) nm, HPP strip dimensions \( H = 230 \) nm \( W = 174 \) nm. Note the NSOM operates in tapping-mode having an average separation of \( t = 10 \) nm, and the simulated mode profile at this distance agrees well with the NSOM result. b, Summary of experimental HPP mode dimensions yielding the smallest measured mode area of 53 nm \( \times \) 63 nm, at \( \lambda = 633 \) nm. The good agreement between experimental data and theoretical simulations (dashed lines) confirms that the optical HPP mode is indeed squeezed into the low dielectric constant gap: the mode height is independent on the strip width (triangles), while the mode width is scaling with the strip width (squares). c and d, Line scans of the mode height and width, respectively, for wavelengths of the illumination beam of 633 nm, 808 nm and 1427 nm feature broadband, deep sub-wavelength operation of HPP-based devices. The FWHM (solid line) are Gaussian fits to binned data, yielding measured mode areas of \( \lambda^2/120 \), \( \lambda^2/59 \) and \( \lambda^2/157 \), which are deep sub-wavelength modes for all three wavelengths, respectively. Since the strip height, \( H \), is optimized for 633 nm, a slightly larger mode height for longer excitation wavelengths is expected.

In addition to providing strong optical confinement, another advantage of the HPP mode, over other non-resonant plasmonic schemes [9,10,24], is reduced optical loss by allocating most of the
optical energy in the dielectric gap instead of inside the metal. We have measured the transmission through HPP strips of varying length under white light illumination (Fig 3.3a). The sub-wavelength confined HPP mode propagates more than 10 times its vacuum wavelength at visible wavelengths near 633 nm, which is more than six times further than plasmonic control strips consisting of a metal-semiconductor interface without the low index gap region (Fig 3.3b). The propagation length increases with the wavelength, and exceeds 20 times its vacuum wavelength at near infrared (Inset Fig 3.3), thus allowing for sufficiently long interaction lengths, which, combined with strong optical confinement, can create strong light-matter-interaction effects for active photonic components [15-17].

In order to gain full insight into the HPP mode physics, we also investigated the mode speed, namely the group index, \( n_g \). The abrupt change in the effective refractive index at the end of the HPP strip acts as a partial reflector for the HPP modes. The resulting optical cavity displays Fabry-Perot interference fringes, corresponding to longitudinal cavity modes. The group index can be determined from the spectral mode spacing, \( \Delta \lambda = \left( \frac{\lambda^2}{2n_n} \right) \), where \( L \) is the strip length, \( \lambda \) the wavelength, \( n_g = n - \frac{dn}{dh} \), the group index and \( n \) is the effective mode index. The increasing group index with photon energy confirms the dispersive, plasmonic mode character of the HPP mode, which manifests itself in the deep sub-wavelength confinement (Fig 3.3c). In contrast, an effective mode group index close to one of other SPP-based designs indicates, that most of the field sits outside the metal, thus showing only weak optical confinement [23]. The dispersion of the HPP relation lies between the two extreme cases of gap width, \( h \): namely, a semiconductor strip (\( h \rightarrow \infty \)) and a semiconductor strip in direct contact with the silver film (\( h \rightarrow 0 \)). This demonstrates controlled hybridization of the modes of a semiconductor strip and a metal-dielectric interface.

**Discussion**

Plasmonic waveguides can be deployed in two distinct application areas [8]; (1) routing information passively [8-10, 22-25] and (2) actively altering optical signals [15-17]. For the latter, the optical confinement can strengthen light-matter-interactions, thereby reducing the required devices size to utilize a certain effect (e.g. a 2\(^{nd}\), 3\(^{rd}\) order non-linearity). Thus, metal optics can produce ultra compact components where propagation distances of the HPP mode are sufficient. The trade-off between enhancing the effect (mode confinement) and the incurred loss form a metric, \( \left( \frac{\lambda_0^2}{4A_m} \right) \exp \left( -\lambda_0 / L_p \right) \), where the first term is the device mode area, \( A_m \), normalized by the diffraction limit (\( \lambda_0 / 2 \))^2, and the exponential function measures the loss over a given device length in multiples of the wavelength. Applying this metric we find a value of 27 for the HPP strips at \( \lambda_0 = 633 \) nm. This is about one order of magnitude higher than those of other non-resonant plasmonic light guiding geometries, such as: channel plasmon polaritons [23] metal-insulator-metal (MIM) [24], wedge-plasmon-polariton (WPP) [25] and metal strips [22]. Remarkably, the HPP mode’s FOM also outperforms established platforms like silicon-on-insulator (SOI) [27] by a factor of four (see below). In addition, the integration of HPP–based photonics with semiconductor technology is straightforward by placing a metal strip over the semiconductor waveguide, where the optical confinement can be conveniently tuned by varying the low dielectric constant gap thickness.
Figure 3.3.3 | HPP mode propagation length and mode speed. a. Far field images of illuminated HPP strips showing incident white light reflected from the strip input and the corresponding emission from the distal strip output facet. The strips lengths, $L$, are indicated on top of each image and dashed lines are a guide the eye to the output signal. b. The HPP mode offers propagation lengths of more than 10 times its free space wavelength at $\lambda = 633$ nm. Without the dielectric constant gap-layer (plasmonic control) the propagation length is only about 1 $\mu$m (black dashed line). Inset: the HPP mode’s propagation length increases with its operating wavelength and exceeds 20 times its vacuum wavelength at near infrared wavelength ($\lambda = 800$ nm). The data are in good agreement with the expected trend from numerical calculations (see methods). c HPP mode group index vs. photon energy. Analysis of the HPP strip’s transmission spectra, i.e. Fabry-Perot-Interference for a range of strip lengths yields a dispersive group index of the HPP mode falling between the two extreme cases, i.e. photonic (without metal) and plasmonic control confirming the hybrid nature of the HPP mode.
We directly demonstrated waveguiding of ultra-small propagating waves [11] at visible and near infrared frequencies via NSOM imaging. We confirm the appropriate optical field hybridization between a surface plasmon and a dielectric mode by Fabry-Perot interference spectroscopy and find a dispersive group index as a result. This HPP concept has reduced ohmic losses offering reasonably long light-matter interaction lengths, potentially enabling compact and efficient nanoscale photonic components, since it elegantly interfaces plasmonics with semiconductors. This novel mode design holds a great potential for truly nanoscale photonic applications such as intra-chip optical communication [19], signal modulation [15-17], nanoscale lasers [13] and biosensing [28].

**Experimental Methods**

Lithographically defined hybrid plasmon mode strips are prepared by evaporating a high index semiconductor, ZnS, \( n = 2.2 \) onto an Ag film separated by a thin, \( h = 10 \) nm, MgF\(_2\) film, both on a quartz substrate followed by lift off in Acetone. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the Ag film roughness is about 1.0 - 1.5 nm, measured via atomic-force-microscopy (AFM). The strip input was chosen to be tapered in order to act as an optical funnel to increase the signal strength and to reduce the impedance mismatch between free space and the HPP mode (Inset. Fig. 3.3.1b). Focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling creates the input and the 45 degree angled output port to enable the scanning NSOM tip to access the HPP mode’s field profile. HPP strip illumination for the NSOM experiments is achieved by focusing a laser beam from the sample backside (Quartz) with the following wavelengths: a He-Ne laser at \( \lambda = 633 \) nm and two solid state diode-lasers at 808 nm and 1427 nm wavelength, respectively (Fig. 3.3.1a). For the mode decay length and speed measurements a white light (Xe lamp, 150W) illuminates the HPP strip in a reflection mode. The signal to noise ratio was increased by placing an aperture in the secondary plane of the image, i.e. over the end of the strip. The transmitted signal is then collected by an objective lens (100X, NA = 0.9), sent to a spectrometer and recorded by a N\(_2\)-cooled CCD camera. All measurements were carried out at room temperature. The mode’s decay length is measured by the change in the absolute intensity with the variation of the strip length. The experimental results from Fig. 3.3.3b are in good agreement with that obtained by simulation. Data from ref. [29] were used for the wavelength dependent propagation length calculation showing good agreement with the experimental results (Fig. 3.3.3b). In earlier work we found that the permittivity values from Johnson & Christy were overestimations by about 40 % [30], which, together with additional scattering losses, could explain the small difference between experiment and simulation results. For the group index extraction from the measurement data, the Drude-model was employed with the following parameters; the refractive indexes for air, Zinc Sulphide and Magnesium Floride were 1, 2.2 and 1.4, respectively; for Silver we used \( \varepsilon_{Ag} (\lambda = 600 \text{ nm}) = -16.10 - 0.44i \) [29].

**Optical Setups & Measurements**

Two different measurement setups were chosen for the near field hybrid plasmon mode (HPP) [1] mode size mapping (Fig. 2.3.4a) and the mode speed and mode decay length tests (Fig.
2.3.4b). For the near-field measurement, we use a home-built scattering type near-field scanning optical microscope (s-NSOM) to map the electric field distribution near the output slit. The basic principle is utilizing a sharp tip in close proximity to a surface to scatter the near-field information of high spatial frequencies into propagating waves. The tapping-demodulation technique is used to differentiate the detected far-field and near-field signals. By assigning the retrieved near-field strength to each point, a full near-field mapping could be compiled. In our setup, a commercial AFM scanner (Veeco, Bioscope) is used to hold and actuate a scattering probe (Fig. 2.3.4a). In addition, a piezo stack on the AFM probe holder drives the cantilevers of AFM probes in the tapping mode, which oscillates at a resonant frequency of about 300 kHz. To launch the HPP mode, a series of laser diodes is focused at the input port of the HPP strip (see inset Fig. 2.3.4b main text) through an objective (Nikon CFI Plan Fluor ELWD DM, 40x, NA = 0.60). The wavelength is chosen to be 633 nm, 808 nm and 1427 nm in order to demonstrate the broadband performances of the HPP mode. When the probe approaches the near-field region of the output port, the light scattered from the sharp tip is collected and collimated to form a signal beam by an aspheric collection lens (Newfocus 5726H, NA = 0.16), which has been aligned to focus exactly at the apex of s-NSOM probe. A polarizer selects the $E_z$-component of the near-field scattered from the tip. Finally, the collected light is sent into an APD detector.

![Figure 3.3.4 | The measurement setups. a The NSOM setup utilizes the Silicon tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM), multi wavelength laser sources and Lock-in amplifier for increased signal-to-noise ratios. b For the mode speed and propagation length analysis, a reflection mode setup is utilized, featuring, Polarization control, an high NA objective lens (NA = 0.9), a spectrometer with a liquid N$_2$-cooled CCD camera.](image)

Compared to the far-field, the near-field signal close to the surface has a fast exponential decaying trend due to its evanescent origin. Hence, the Fourier transform of collected near-field signal has many higher harmonic components ($n\Omega$, with $n = 2$, 3, 4...) under the sinusoidal modulation from the tapping mode ($\Omega$). By locking in the signal at a high harmonic frequency ($n = 3$ for all the measurements here), we are able to retrieve the near-field strength of high fidelity.
In our setup, two function generators (FG1 and FG2 in Figure 2.3.4a, Stanford Research Systems, DS345) are used, respectively, to control the vibration frequency and generate the frequency \( n_\text{ref} \) for the reference signal of the Lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SR844). After the demodulation process, a near-field image of the sample can be reconstructed together with the topography mapping from the AFM system. Note, unlike the conventional metal AFM tip of the NSOM, here a Silicon tip was used to ensure low parasitic field-tip enhancements and measurements artifacts.

A modified reflection mode microscope (Fig. 2.3.4b) was used to characterize the propagation length and mode speed character of the HPP strips. Illumination was done by a white light source (Xe lamp, 150 W) polarized parallel (p-pol) to the HPP strip and focused onto the end of the strip via an objective lens (100x, NA = 0.9). The sharp corners of the strip providing k-vectors beyond the light come facilitate coupling into the HPP mode. An aperture was placed in a secondary object plane at the other end of the strip in order to only collect the propagated signal. The signal was recorded using a spectrometer with a liquid Nitrogen cooled CCD detector with a spectral resolution of 0.3 nm.

**HPP Mode Width**

The HPP does not only provide strong confinement in the vertical (z-direction), but also laterally (y-direction) as shown in the main text. The plasmonic metal loss and confinement of the HPP mode is not exclusively determined by the field intensity distribution, but rather by the interaction of the surface polarization charge with the metal film. This polarization charge density is not uniformly distributed inside the low dielectric constant gap, but has a maximum at the center (y = 0 nm) of the HPP strip and is weak at the corners (Fig. 2.3.5a). As a result the HPP mode size is deep sub-wavelength in the y-direction. Indeed our experimental results confirm this feature yielding a HPP mode width of FWHM\(_y\) = 63 nm, which is deep sub-wavelength (\( \lambda/10 \)) for an operating wavelength of 633 nm (Fig. 2.3.5d, main text). This polarization charge density distribution leads to the sub-wavelength field distribution of the HPP mode as shown in Fig. 2.3.5b).
Figure 3.3.5 | Polarization charge and HPP mode width. a, Polarization charge accumulates only at the dielectric boundaries causing an optical energy storage inside the HPP mode. The charge density is strongest in the center of the waveguide (y = 0 nm) and weaker at the corners, thus providing strong confinement of the HPP mode in the y-direction (Simulation). b, |E|-field slice through the strip, z-y-plane, (FEM simulation).

Hybrid plasmonic waveguide cross-talk

While hybrid plasmonic waveguides provide scope for compact optical modes, they also have the potential to increase the density of photonic components. The packing density of photonic components is limited by waveguide crosstalk. Hybrid plasmonic waveguides experience reduced cross talk due to their strong confinement. For example Figure 3.3.6 shows the coupling length of 50% energy transfer between two identical hybrid plasmonic waveguides. For comparison, the coupling length for two dielectric waveguides of the same diameter is also shown. These calculations were carried out at the telecommunications wavelength of 1,500 nm. The coupling length between the hybrid plasmonic waveguides is much larger than the dielectric case, suggesting a clear reduction in cross-talk for closely spaced waveguides.

Cross-talk for hybrid plasmonic waveguides can be considerably smaller than what is possible without the metal substrate. Comparing the HPP mode to a photonic mode, we find more than an order of magnitude higher coupling length for the HPP mode for waveguide separations of 250 nm (\(\lambda = 1.5 \text{ um} \) and high-\(\varepsilon\) diameter = 250 nm). Note that at this point the HPP coupling length and propagation length are almost equal. We also note that optimal HPP confinement occurs for <200 nm width; here the core width increased is deliberately increased to give the photonic waveguide a chance. At optimal confinement, waveguides could be packed with less space between waveguide cores that their actual width, leading to at least 4 side-by-side waveguides.
per wavelength. Furthermore, it is also possible to adjust the aspect ratio of the hybrid plasmon waveguides and maintain confinement. In this way we can increase the packing density by reducing the lateral width, but we must compensate by increasing the waveguide height to ensure optimal coupling. While the FWHM mode measure can be an improper measure of mode field distributions with sharp metal corners, it was not found relevant when considering crosstalk.

Figure 3.3.6 | The coupling lengths between identical waveguides – HPP vs. Dielectric Waveguides. The refractive indices are: 3.5 for the waveguide cores; 1 for the cladding region; and Johnson & Christy’s Silver data [29] was used for the metal substrate. The calculations were performed at a wavelength of 1,500 nm. The solid blue line shows the coupling length between two identical hybrid plasmonic waveguides of size 250x250 nm$^2$ with a gap of 5 nm from the metal substrate. The solid red line shows the coupling length between two identical dielectric (core = Si) waveguides, without the metallic substrate. The symmetric and asymmetric fields in these two cases are shown as insets. The much weaker field overlaps between nearby hybrid plasmon waveguides leads to a much longer coupling length and greatly reduced cross-talk in this type of waveguide.
4. Plasmonic Nanolasers

4.1 Introduction

Scientific History: Challenges and Opportunities

With the breakthrough demonstration of the first maser and laser devices about 50 years ago an entire new era of science and engineering was born [1]. Since those initial proof-of-concept demonstrations of amplification of stimulated emission, the rich laser physics has been studied with passion. Since then, laser devices have been refined and tailored towards serving as scientific, engineering and even industrial manufacturing tools [2,3]. In certain industries, like the fiber-optical network defining the back-bone of today’s world wide web, laser devices are the work horses for sending and routing optical encoded information around the globe [4]. As we will discuss at the end of this chapter, with the exponentially fast growing data demand of the internet, it seems that there is a bright future for laser technology [5,6].

Looking back in time and we do observe a trend leading towards smaller and smaller device sizes. This trend, not unlike to the one from the electronics industry [7] spans from meter size devices initially down to tens of micrometers in the mid 1990’s (Figure 4.1.1). Laser physics now dictates, that with shrinking laser cavity (resonator) length and gain (for amplification) volume, that the cavity feedback mechanism, namely the optical mirrors must increase their reflectivity if the same laser threshold power is to be maintained. For instance, Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) devices already have an extremely high mirror reflectivity, $R$, approaching 99 - 100% utilizing effective distributed feedback (DBR) mirrors [8]. Leaving aside the question of why, if this scaling trend was suppose to continue it became obvious, that the classical approach of improving the laser cavity mirror quality would not suffice. Fundamental questions arose of whether it might even be possible to shrink a laser below a typical VCSEL size, which was already only tens of micrometer in diameter, let alone to a device of truly nanoscale dimensions with a sub-wavelength mode size. Faced with this challenge, researchers were tasked to explore fundamentally novel approaches in pursing to the smallest lasers ever made.

Before we go further, let us briefly establish the framework for general laser components and what design tasks this implies for Nanolaser devices (Fig. 4.1.2). Starting from the internal mechanism of stimulated emission, the minimum of a 2-level electronic system (e.g. the semiconductor band-gap) is required, provided by the gain material. The required population inversion of electrical carriers can be achieved by either optically or electrically exciting electrons from the lower to the upper level. With increasing photon density inside the laser cavity, stimulated emission events become dominant over spontaneous emission. With a good optical mirror reflectivity the laser cavity provides sufficient feedback, whereas the high density of states of the gain material allows for a high photon density probability, such that the sum of the optical losses can be overcome and lasing operation is possible. Turning the focus back to Nanolasers, design challenges not only limited to the cavity size alone which has to support a
sub-wavelength scale optical mode, but also the feedback mechanism has to be addressed as well as considerations of how to pump the device, what materials are suitable from an optical, electrical and integration point of view. En bloc, the realization of a Nanolaser per se requires a very integrated and ‘smart’ design, since the design window yielding to photonic, electronic and material demands is quite small.

Figure 4.1.1 | Laser length and gain volume down-scaling. As the laser cavity length shrinks the common approach was to increase the photon lifetime inside the cavity, i.e. the quality-factor. However, since the cavity mirror reflectivities for tens of micrometer large VCSELS is within 1% from unity, fundamentally novel approaches must be deployed if further laser shrinking into the sub-wavelength nanoscale regime is to be achieved.

Going back to the discussion of the laser scaling trend (Fig. 4.1.1), we thus far have not talked about the motivation and benefit from scaling laser devices. From the quantum mechanical potential well problem we know, that the number of eigenmodes of such a system depends on the length of the well. Similarly, the laser cavity features a number of potential lasing modes given by $L_c = m \pi / 2n$, where $L_c$ is the cavity length, $n$ the effective mode index and $m$ and integer counting the mode number. Thus, if the cavity length is short, the number of possible lasing modes decreases, which in term reduces the required threshold power, since the supplied energy or available photon density is efficiently directed towards one mode only and has not to be shared with other potential lasing modes. Note, that in three dimensions the length, $L_c$, will be a volume. Within this context, a particular goal in laser physics was to demonstrate single mode operation [9]. Such attempts hint already to what we will be discussion in the next chapter 4.4 in detail, namely optimizing and increasing the so called spontaneous emission factor, $\beta$ [10,11]. The $\beta$-factor relates to the fraction of the lasing mode emission to the sum of all available lasing
modes inside the cavity. In other words, increasing the $\beta$-factor reduces the number of possible lasing modes leading to an increased pump-laser threshold efficiency.

Figure 4.1.2 | Laser Ingredients: Conventional vs. Nano-scale Design. The small cavity length and mode size requires a ‘smart’ design since the design window (threshold, size, materials, etc) for Nanolasers is very limited.

Yet, the question remained, since single mode lasers have already been demonstrated, why should one attempt to decrease the size of a laser even further? And more, what are the hurdles in doing so and would there be any benefits from it? While we restrict us from giving a hard answer at this point, we encourage the reader to continue reading, since we will try to answer this important underlying question throughout the article. In order to highlight the challenges associated with Nanolaser demonstrations, let us take a look, per exemplum, at the optical loss situation for small laser devices. In general, we know that lasing operation starts at the point where all losses are compensated. A particular loss channel, namely the mirror loss, scales inversely with cavity length, and reaches $10^4$ cm$^{-1}$ for a cavity length of ‘only’ 1 $\mu$m, which is not even below the diffraction limit in air for visible frequencies, not to mention higher index materials like semiconductors. Such losses are order of magnitude larger than for conventional lasers. In addition to the mirror losses, there are other loss channels like scattering or quenching, which worsen the situation. Thus with the goal of realizing a Nanolaser, how can one overcome or mitigate these high losses? As previously discussed, since increasing the cavity Q-factor was not an option, a possible answer was seen in increasing the optical confinement, in particular utilizing metal optics or surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [12]. While plasmonic cavities can address the mirror loss situation via optically squeezing the lasing mode, they also infer additional loss channels due to metal quenching [9,11,13]. On the other hand the lasing threshold also depends on the overlap of the optical mode inside the cavity with the spatial area where the
gain material resides, which is quantified by the overlap factor, \( I \). In typical quantum well laser designs for instance, \( I \) is on the order of a few percent per quantum well, which lead laser designers to stack many of these well to increase \( I \), so called Multiple-quantum well lasers (MQW) [MQW]. Optimizing \( I \) for a Nanolaser system offers a promising path since the optical mode is spatially quite localized [9,11-13].

One of the first Nanolaser designs was a proposal by Bergman et al., where a laser device was proposed that utilized coherent amplification of localized SPPs [12]. Key point was that the localization of the optical mode can lead to overcome the low feedback system of the lossy metal. The demonstrations of the spaser concept many years after the first spaser proposal indeed showed that it is possible to realize such novel laser concept. With the ultra small optical cavity size, came another advantage of Nanolasers; the ratio of the cavity lifetime (cavity quality) and the cavity volume quantifies the enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate of the pumped gain medium. In other words, a reasonable Q-factor cavity with an ultra small mode volume enhances the spontaneous emission rate, also known as the Purcell Effect [14]. Detailed analysis of this effect in plasmonic Nanolaser systems predicts ultra fast direct laser modulation capabilities ranging into the THz regime, far exceeding conventional systems [15]. Now that we have established a framework of why investing nanoscale laser sources might be appealing, let us look into the differences in laser characteristics of conventional, lasers large or at least with diffraction limited cavity sizes versus Nanolasers, which could be also plasmonic based. Generally the spectral linewidth of a laser collapse upon transitioning from spontaneous emission to lasing (Fig. 4.1.3a). The characteristic ‘kink’ in the light output vs. pump input graph, however, vanishes with increasing mode selection or \( \beta \)-factor (Fig. 4.1.3b). Thus, the typically expected laser behavior could be smeared out during the experimental tests. Interestingly with the \( \beta \)-factor approaching unity no ‘kink’ would be observed, which could be referred to as a thresholdless laser [10,11]. The term “thresholdless”, however, is somewhat misleading, as the internal laser processes are indeed still quite distinct between the low and high pumping regime, which can be clearly shown in auto-correlation (\( g^2 \)) measurements.

Thus, key to demonstrating down-scaling laser devices beyond the diffraction limit can be achieved via increasing the optical confinement. The resulting implications are that the fundamental light-matter interaction, i.e. the engine driving the laser, can be engineered and strengthened towards providing viable paths towards actual Nanolaser device demonstrations. The resulting architectures are able to provide unprecedented laser physics in two domains: time and space.
Figure 4.1.3 | Nanolaser Characteristics. a. Typical Laser spectral characteristics; the broad spontaneous emission for low pump power collapses into a narrow line upon crossing the laser threshold pump power. b. L-I curve for Conventional (i.e. diffraction Limited) vs. Nano-Lasers. While a large cavity size conventional Laser has a many optical mode the Nano-Laser, due to its small cavity volume, has a reduced number of optical modes, thus a high spontaneous emission factor, $\beta$. The elsewise characteristic ‘kink’ in the L-I diagram is smeared-out in for the Nano-Laser case [11].
Nanolaser Device Landscape

There are already quite a number of papers published on metallic Nanolaser devices including metal-coated photonic laser and plasmon laser (Table 4.1.1), which we will review in the following section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal-coated Photonic laser</th>
<th>Plasmon laser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal-coated disc [16]</td>
<td>Particle Spaser [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pan [20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1.1 | Nanolaser Device Zoo. A general device classification based on the optical lasing mode type leading to Photonic and plasmonic laser architectures. The former one can realize mode sizes approaching the diffraction limit of light without the need for large footprint mirrors like DBRs in Photonic crystal cavity lasers. Plasmon Nanolaser designs come in different flavors featuring one, two or three dimensional optical confinement.

Metal coated photonic lasers

For a conventional photonic laser cavity, the confinement of the cavity mode inside the gain material is due to the index contrast of the gain materials and surroundings. The overlap of cavity mode and gain material will decrease when one or more dimension of the cavity approach the diffraction limit, which will decrease the mode gain volume and increase radiation loss dramatically. A coated metal layer can shield the cavity modes and thus reduce the radiation loss, though it introduces metal ohmic loss into the system. If the reduced radiation loss is higher than the metal ohmic loss, a coated metal layer can still help to reduce the total loss, which allows for scaling down the photonic cavity close to the diffraction limit of light.

In 2007, Hill et al. reported a metal-coated photonic laser with a diameter semiconductor gain pillar of about 200–300 nm [18]. The pillar is fabricated by etching InP/InGaAsP/InGaAs layers grown via MOCVD epitaxially through electron beam lithography, lift off and an etching process. Then, a silicon nitride layer and metal layers were deposited onto the pillar in sequence. The lasing mode of the metal coated pillar cavity is a HE_{11}-like mode. Since the cavity resonance is below the cutoff frequency for lateral confinement confines the mode effectively in the vertical
direction. The overall optical losses of the device were relatively high, since under electrically pumping, the devices only lased at low (10 K and 77 K) temperatures, with an emission wavelength around 1.4 micrometer. Nezhad et al. adjusted this configuration to operate the laser at room temperature by increasing the diameter of the semiconductor gain core and the thickness of the dielectric layer [16]. The incorporation of a much thicker dielectric layer between the metal and the semiconductor pillar pushed the electromagnetic mode away from the metal walls, thus reducing the mode–metal overlap and hence the ohmic loss. Under optically pumping, lasing emission at 1.43 mm is observed for a gain core diameter and thickness of dielectric layer of about 420 nm and 200 nm, respectively, with the lasing mode being a whispering-gallery mode in the semiconductor core.

Yu et al. reported another configuration of metal coated photonic laser, a nanopatch laser [19, 20]. In the nanopatch laser, a semiconductor disc serving as the gain media is sandwiched between a circular metal patch and a ground metal plane. Here, MOCVD epitaxially grown InP/InGaAsP/InP layers were used as the gain region. Firstly, metal layers were evaporated onto the wafer with a 5 nm of TiO₂ spacer layer. Then, the samples were bonded to a carrier wafer with a 5 nm TiO₂ spacer and the top metal layer after removing InP substrates. Electron-beam lithography was used to define circular hardmask patterns and the top metal, TiO₂ and semiconductor layers were concurrently etched to form the final devices. The semiconductor discs in the devices have diameters of 400 to 620 nm and the thickness being about 200 nm. Under optically pumping at 78 K, the electric- and magnetic- dipole-like modes of nanopatch cavity lase with emission wavelength around 1.3 to 1.4 micrometer.

Plasmon Lasers

Another type of a metallic laser is plasmon laser, which generates and amplifies surface plasmons in a plasmonic cavity directly. Surface plasmons, collective electronic oscillations of metal-dielectric interfaces, are capable of extremely strong confinement well below the diffraction barrier [21]. Such new class of coherent wave source can be considered to be a SPASER (Surface Plasmons Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) as it was originally introduced by D. J. Bergman 2003 [12]. After being proposed for 8 years, plasmon lasers have been realized in varies kind of plasmon cavities, including metal-insulator-Metal [18], semiconductor-insulator-metal [9,11], semiconductor-metal [20] and localized metal nanoparticle cavities [17]. We will introduce the first three plasmon laser configurations together before talking about the localized metal nanoparticle cavity, since they all share propagating surface plasmon polaritons.

Metal-Insulator-Metal waveguides propagate a well confined transverse magnetic or so called gap plasmon mode [18,22]. Hill et al. incorporated InGaAs gain media into MIM waveguides to overcome loss and realized plasmon gap mode lasing [18]. A rectangular cross-section InP/InGaAs/InP pillar was fabricated through electron beam lithography, lift off and etching process, followed by coating the pillar wall by a 20 nm thick insulating silicon nitride and then silver layer. The index contrast of InGaAs gain layer and InP layers confines the light vertically in the waveguide. The reported thinnest gain medium is about 90 nm thick with a height of 300 nm and a length of 6 micrometer. This device can lase under electrically pumping at 10 K. Increasing the semiconductor core thickness to approximately 310 nm allows for room
temperature photonic mode lasing due to the much lower ohmic loss than the thin gap plasmon MIM mode [18].

In 2009 we reported a hybrid nanowire semiconductor-insulator-metal plasmon laser [9,11]. The high contrast of permittivity at the material interfaces of this structure leads to a strong optical confinement in a few nanometer gap region [13]. The semiconductor (CdS) nanowire in the hybrid configuration has three functions; it serves as the gain media, is part of the confinement mechanism [13] and provides cavity feedback via the high index contrast inside the laser and air. The strong optical confinement in the 5 nm thin low index (MgF$_2$) region leads to strong electrical field enhancements, this configuration has the unique property of achieving strong confinement and long propagation distance simultaneously. Under optically pumping, lasing of a nanowire with a diameter of just 52 nm and length of about 10 micrometers is observed at 10 K, which only feasible with hybrid plasmons and cannot occur in purely dielectric nanowires. This device we will discussed below in sub-chapter 4.3.

Recently, we developed the HPP concept further for an improved laser cavity enabling room temperature plasmon laser [9]. Here, total internal reflection of surface plasmons is adopted to mitigate the radiation loss, while utilizing the hybrid semiconductor-insulator-metal [13] design in a nano-squares cavity configuration. This laser design features strong confinement while simultaneously having low metal and radiation loss enabling the first semiconductor plasmon laser operation at room temperature and with a much shorter cavity length than the reported cryogenic temperature ones, though it sacrifices optical confinement in one dimension [9]. The device consists of a 45 nm thick, 1 micrometer length Cadmium Sulphide nano-square atop a Silver surface separated by a 5 nm thick Magnesium Fluoride gap layer. By lowing the structural cavity geometry symmetry, the number of cavity modes can be reduced to achieve single mode lasing. This device we will discussed below in sub-chapter 4.4.

Another plasmon Nanolaser design by Kwon et al. utilizes a confined whispering-gallery at a semiconductor-metal interface in a configuration of InP/InAsP/InP disk coated by silver [20]. In this geometry lasing was observed up to liquid nitrogen temperatures upon optical pumping the device. The 235 nm thick InP/InAsP/InP disk were formed on the glass substrate using electron-beam lithography and a dry etching process. After that silver was evaporated on the disk to form a pan-shaped metal coated cavity. The whispering-gallery plasmon mode can lase under optically pumping with increasing threshold from 8 K to 80 K while no lasing was observed at 300 K. Distinguishing between the threshold value for the plasmonic and the photonic mode was achieved by monitoring the temperature dependence for each mode type.

In 2009, Noginov et al. reported a localized surface plasmon laser [12] in solution [17]. The device is composed of a 44-nm-diameter nanoparticles with a gold core and dye-doped silica shell. The gold core provides for surface plasmon oscillations and the surrounded silica shell containing organic dye molecules (Oregon Green 488) provides the gain material. Under optically exciting, the energy of recombination of excitons in dye molecular will transfer to the collective oscillations of electrons of the gold nanoparticle. When the loss of the localized surface plasmons is totally compensated by the gain supplied by dye-doped silica shell, the lasing occurs. The authors claimed, that the stimulated emission was produced by single nanoparticles.
4.2 Nanowire-based Plasmon Nanolaser

Abstract

Laser science has tackled physical limitations to achieve higher power, faster and smaller light sources [1-9]. The quest for ultra-compact laser that can directly generate coherent optical fields at the nano-scale, far beyond the diffraction limit of light, remains a key fundamental challenge [10, 11]. Microscopic lasers based on photonic crystals [3], metal clad cavities [4] and nanowires [5-7] can now reach the diffraction limit, which restricts both the optical mode size and physical device dimension to be larger than half a wavelength. While surface plasmons [12, 13] are capable of tightly localizing light, ohmic loss at optical frequencies has inhibited the realization of truly nano-scale lasers [14, 15]. Recent theory has proposed a way to significantly reduce plasmonic loss while maintaining ultra-small modes by using a hybrid plasmonic waveguide [16]. Using this approach, we report an experimental demonstration of nano-scale plasmonic lasers producing optical modes 100 times smaller than the diffraction limit, utilizing a high gain Cadmium Sulphide semiconductor nanowire atop a Silver surface separated by a 5 nm thick insulating gap. Direct measurements of emission lifetime reveal a broad-band enhancement of the nanowire’s exciton spontaneous emission rate by up to 6 times due to the strong mode confinement [17] and the signature of apparently threshold-less lasing. Since plasmonic modes have no cut-off, we show down-scaling of the lateral dimensions of both device and optical mode. As these optical coherent sources approach molecular and electronics length scales, plasmonic lasers offer the possibility to explore extreme interactions between light and matter, opening new avenues in active photonic circuits [18], bio-sensing [19] and quantum information technology [20].

Introduction

Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) are the key to breaking down the diffraction limit of conventional optics as they allow the compact storage of optical energy in electron oscillations at the interfaces of metals and dielectrics [11-13]. Accessing sub-wavelength optical length scales introduces the prospect of compact optical devices with new functionalities as it enhances inherently weak physical processes, such as fluorescence and Raman scattering of single molecules [19] and non-linear phenomena [21]. An optical source that couples electronic transitions directly to strongly localized optical modes is highly desirable as it would avoid the limitations of delivering light from a macroscopic external source to the nano-scale, such as low coupling efficiency and difficulties in accessing individual optical modes [22].

Achieving stimulated amplification of SPPs at visible frequencies remains a challenge due to the intrinsic ohmic losses of metals. This has driven recent research to examine stimulated SPP emission in systems that exhibit low loss, but only minimal confinement, which excludes such schemes from the rich new physics of nanometre scale optics [14, 15]. Recently, we have theoretically proposed a new approach hybridizing dielectric waveguiding with plasmonics, where a semiconductor nanowire sits atop a metallic surface, separated by a nano-scale insulating gap [16]. The coupling between the plasmonic and waveguide modes across the gap...
enables energy storage in non-metallic regions. This hybridization allows SPPs to travel over larger distances with strong mode confinement [23] and the integration of a high quality semiconductor gain material with the confinement mechanism itself.

**Results**

Here, we utilize the “hybrid plasmonics” approach to experimentally show the laser action of SPPs with mode areas as small as $\lambda^2/400$. The truly nano-scale plasmonic laser devices consist of Cadmium Sulphide (CdS) nanowires [24] on a silver film, where the gap layer is Magnesium Fluoride (MgF$_2$, Fig. 4.2.1a). The close proximity of the semiconductor and metal interfaces concentrates light into an extremely small area as much as 100 times less than a diffraction limited spot [16] (Fig. 4.2.1b). To show the unique properties of hybridized plasmon modes, we compare the plasmonic lasers directly with CdS nanowire lasers on a quartz substrate, similar to typical nanowire lasers reported before [5-7]. In what follows, we will refer to these two devices as **plasmonic** and **photonic** lasers respectively.

![Figure 4.2.1 | The deep sub-wavelength plasmonic laser.](image)

**Figure 4.2.1 | The deep sub-wavelength plasmonic laser.** a The plasmonic laser consists of a Cadmium Sulphide semiconductor nanowire atop a Silver substrate, separated by a nanometre scale MgF$_2$ layer. This structure supports a new type of plasmonic mode [16] whose mode size can be 100 times smaller than a diffraction limited spot. The inset shows a scanning electron microscope image of a typical plasmonic laser, which has been sliced perpendicular to the nanowire’s axis to show the underlying layers. Panel b shows the electric field distribution and direction $|E(x,y)|$ of a hybrid plasmonic mode at a wavelength $\lambda = 489$ nm corresponding to the CdS I$_2$ exciton line [25]. The cross-sectional field plots (along broken lines in field map) illustrate the strong overall confinement in the gap region between the nanowire and metal surface with sufficient modal overlap in the semiconductor to facilitate gain.
Figure 4.2.2 | Laser oscillation and threshold characteristics of plasmonic and photonic lasers. 

a Laser oscillation of a plasmonic laser, $d = 129$ nm, $h = 5$ nm (longitudinal modes). The four spectra for different peak pump intensities exemplify the transition from spontaneous emission (21.25 MWcm$^{-2}$) via amplified spontaneous emission (32.50 MWcm$^{-2}$) to full laser oscillation (76.25 MWcm$^{-2}$ & 131.25 MWcm$^{-2}$). 

b Shows the non-linear response of the output power to the peak pump intensity. The relationship between mode spacing, $\Delta \lambda$, and nanowire length, in c indicates a high group index of 11 due to the high material gain. The pictures on the left correspond to microscope images of a plasmon laser with $d = 66$ nm exhibiting spontaneous emission, amplified spontaneous emission and laser oscillation, where the scattered light output is from the end-facets. 

d Threshold intensity of plasmonic and photonic lasers versus nanowire diameter. The experimental data points correspond to the onset of amplified spontaneous emission, which occurs at slightly lower peak pump intensities compared to the threshold of gain saturation. Amplified spontaneous emission in hybrid plasmonic modes occurs at moderate pump
intensities of 10-60 MWcm\(^{-2}\) across a broad range of diameters. Plasmonic lasers maintain good mode confinement over large range of diameters as shown in \(e\) \((d = 200\ \text{nm})\) and remain confined even for a 50 nm diameter wire as shown in \(f\). While the photonic lasers have similar threshold intensities around 10 MWcm\(^{-2}\) for all nanowires larger than 200 nm shown in \(g\), a sharp increase in the threshold occurs for diameters near 150 nm, due to the loss of confinement within the nanowire and subsequent lack of overlap with the gain region [7] shown in \(h\). The solid lines show a numerical fit to a simple rate equation model. Below 140 nm, the photonic mode is cut-off and lasing could not be observed at all. In contrast, plasmonic lasers maintain strong confinement and optical mode-gain overlap for diameters as small as 52 nm, a diameter for which a photonic mode does not even exist. The relatively small difference in the thresholds of plasmonic and photonic lasers can be attributed to high cavity mirror losses, which are on the same order of magnitude as plasmonic losses.

We optically pump these laser devices at a wavelength of 405 nm and measure emission from the dominant \(I_2\) CdS exciton line at 489 nm [25]. At moderate pump intensities (10-60 MWcm\(^{-2}\)), we observe the onset of amplified spontaneous emission peaks. These correspond to the longitudinal cavity modes that form when propagation losses are compensated by gain allowing plasmonic modes to resonate between the reflective nanowire end-facets (Fig. 4.2.2a). The large amount of gain needed to compensate both cavity and propagation losses produces a strong frequency pulling effect [26] causing the Fabry-Perot modes to be much more closely spaced than expected for a passive cavity (Fig. 4.2.2c). The clear signature of multiple cavity mode resonances at higher pump powers demonstrates sufficient material gain to achieve full laser oscillation, shown by the non-linear response of the integrated output power with increasing input intensity (Fig. 4.2.2b). The occurrence of these cavity resonances indicates that the laser mode’s plasmonic coherence is determined by cavity feedback and not by its propagation distance.

Surmounting the limitations of conventional optics, plasmonic lasers not only support nano-scale optical modes, their physical size can also be much smaller than conventional lasers, i.e., plasmonic lasers operate under conditions where photonic modes cannot even exist [7]. Plasmonic lasers maintain strong confinement and optical mode-gain overlap over a broad range of nanowire diameters (Fig. 4.2.2e - f) with only a weak dependence on the nanowire diameter. While hybrid modes do not experience mode cut-off, the threshold intensity increases for smaller nanowires due to the reduction in the total gain volume. Conversely, photonic lasers exhibit a strong dependence of the mode confinement on the nanowire diameter (Fig. 4.2.2g - h), resulting in a sharp increase in the threshold intensity at diameters near 150 nm due to a poor overlap between the photonic mode and the gain material. Moreover, actual photonic lasers suffer mode cut-off as the leakage into the quartz substrate prevents lasing for nanowire diameters less than 140 nm [7]. This is to say, the observation of plasmonic lasing for nanowire diameters of just 52 nm confirms the role of the hybrid plasmonic mode where a purely dielectric nanowire mode cannot exist.

Plasmonic modes often exhibit highly polarised behaviour as the electric field normal to the metal surface binds most strongly to electronic surface charge. We have detected the signature of lasing plasmons from the polarisation of scattered light from the nanowire end-facets, which is in
the same direction as the nanowire. Conversely, the polarisation of scattered light from photonic lasers is perpendicular to the nanowire. This distinction provides a direct confirmation of the plasmonic mode.

We find a strong increase of the spontaneous emission rate when the gap size between the nanowire and metal surface is decreased. Lifetime measurements reveal a Purcell factor of more than 6 for a gap width of 5 nm and nanowire diameters near 120 nm (Fig. 4.2.3), where hybrid plasmonic modes are most strongly localized [16]. This enhancement factor corresponds to a mode that is 100 times smaller than the diffraction limit, which agrees well with our mode size calculations. While the enhanced emission rate, or Purcell effect [17], is usually associated with high quality micro-cavities [3, 4], we observe a broad-band Purcell effect arising from mode confinement alone without a cavity [20].

We next examine the physics underlying the gain mechanism in the plasmonic lasers, which combines exciton dynamics, the modification of spontaneous emission [17] and mode competition. While photo-generated excitons have intrinsic lifetimes of up to 400 ps [25], they recombine faster at the edge of the nanowire near the gap region due to strong optical confinement mediated by the hybrid plasmon mode (Fig. 4.2.3). The exciton diffusion length in bulk CdS is about a micrometer [27], which is much larger than the nanowire diameter. Therefore, the distribution of exciton recombination quickly adjusts itself to match the hybrid mode’s profile (see Fig. 4.2.1b). The fast diffusion and the enhanced emission rate into the hybrid plasmonic mode lead to preferential plasmon generation. In this way, the proportion of light that couples into the laser mode, known as the spontaneous emission factor, $\beta$ can be high (Fig. 4.2.3b) [28]. The measured emission rates and a simple emission model show that the $\beta$-factor of the plasmonic mode is as high as 80% for a gap width of 5 nm. For gap widths below 5 nm, the exciton recombination is too close to the metal surface, causing rapid non-radiative quenching [29]. While nanowires placed in direct contact with the metal surface show the highest spontaneous emission rates, these devices exhibit weak luminescence and do not lase. Our calculations support these observations indicating a sharp reduction in the $\beta$-factor below gap widths of 5 nm.
Figure 4.2.3 | The Purcell effect in plasmonic and photonic lasers. a The emission rates of photonic and plasmonic nanowire lasers with different MgF$_2$ gap widths as a function of the nanowire diameter following the calculated trend. The optimal confinement condition of hybrid plasmonic modes is found near $d = 120$ nm, where the hybridization of nanowire and SPP modes is strongest giving the highest emission rate [16]. Panel b shows the Purcell factors determined from a numerical fit of the emission rate measurements to a simple emission model. Near optimal confinement ($d = 120$ nm $\pm$ 20 nm), the average Purcell factor for devices with 5 nm gaps is more than 6, which is considered high for a broad band effect. We have also calculated the $\beta$-factor from the emission model fit by accounting for the possible emission pathways. The $\beta$-factor reaches a maximum of 80 % for a gap width near 5 nm. At gap widths smaller than 5 nm, non-radiative quenching to the metal surface causes a sharp drop in the hybrid plasmon $\beta$-factor, which subsequently eliminates the possibility for lasing. The error bars show standard deviation of emission rates from data collected within 25 nm nanowire diameter ranges.

The laser threshold is commonly manifested as a *kink* between two linear regimes of the output power versus pump intensity response (log-log scale). However, it is known that lasers with strong mode confinement do not necessarily exhibit such behaviour so that the laser threshold may be obscured [28, 30]. Since the plasmonic lasers exhibit strong mode confinement, we indeed observe this *smearing* of the threshold pump intensity (Fig. 4.2.4). The photonic lasers
that we have measured, on the other hand, show the distinctive kink in the output power, which is in agreement with recently reported Zinc Oxide nanowire lasers [7]. Since both plasmonic and photonic lasers in this work utilize the same gain material, we conclude that the smeared response in output power arises from local electromagnetic field confinement. We therefore attribute this distinct behaviour to the increased spontaneous emission factor of the hybrid plasmon mode. A high spontaneous emission factor is often associated with low threshold laser operation where undesired emission modes are suppressed. While the linear response, shown in Fig. 4.2.4 for a nanowire diameter of 66 nm, may therefore give the impression of a lower threshold [28], in reality, the laser threshold only occurs once cavity losses are compensated.

**Figure 4.2.4 | Nearly threshold-less lasing due to high spontaneous emission factor.** The dependence of measured output power over pump intensity highlights clear differences in the physics underlying the plasmonic ($h = 5 \text{ nm}$) and photonic lasers using a multi-mode lasing model [30]. In particular, our fitting parameter, $x_0$, is related to the gain saturation of individual longitudinal laser modes and their lateral mode area. A higher value of $x_0$ corresponds to a smaller mode area and a higher $\beta$-factor. Photonic lasers exhibit a clear transition between spontaneous emission and laser operation characterized by a change in the gradient of input peak pump intensity versus output power, corresponding to the laser threshold. For a 150 nm diameter nanowire, the parameter $x_0 = 0.026$ is in agreement with a recent nanowire laser study [7]. Plasmonic lasers, however, show a strong dependence of $x_0$ on the nanowire diameter; a large multi-mode plasmonic laser ($d = 232 \text{ nm}$) shows a somewhat smeared transition region ($x_0 = 0.074$), while smaller single mode plasmonic lasers ($d = 129 \text{ nm}$ and $d = 66 \text{ nm}$) have much less visible changes in gradient ($x_0 = 0.150$ and $x_0 = 0.380$ respectively). The large value of $x_0$ observed in the plasmonic lasers is associated with so-called threshold-less operation and attributed to the strong mode confinement giving rise to a high spontaneous emission factor. Nevertheless, the onset of amplified spontaneous emission peaks in all devices occurred at non-zero threshold intensities as shown in Fig. 4.2.2d.
**Conclusion**

The demonstration of deep sub-wavelength plasmonic laser action at visible frequencies paves the way to new sources that produce coherent light directly far below the diffraction limit. Extremely strong mode confinement, which is evident from the increase of the spontaneous emission rate by up to 6 times, and the resulting high spontaneous emission factor are key aspects for the operation of deep sub-wavelength lasers. We have also shown that the advantage of plasmonic lasers is the ability to down-scale the physical size of devices, as well as the optical modes they contain, unlike diffraction limited lasers. Furthermore, the use of metals in plasmonics could provide a natural route toward electrical injection schemes that do not interfere with mode confinement [6]. The impact of plasmonic lasers on optoelectronics integration is potentially significant as the optical fields of these devices rival the smallest commercial transistor gate sizes and thereby reconcile the length scales of electronics and optics.

**Experimental Methods**

The technical challenge of constructing the plasmonic lasers is ensuring good contact between the nanowire and planar optical film. Low film roughness (~1 nm rms) and accurate deposition (~10%) allow <2 nm gap width. Crystalline CdS nanowires exhibit extremely low surface roughness, hence the contact is limited by film roughness. Nanowires were grown using chemical vapour deposition of CdS powders on Si substrates by self assembly from a 10 nm Au film seeding layer leading to random nanowire diameters, \(d = 50 - 500\ \text{nm}\). CdS nanowires were deposited from solution by spin coating onto pre-prepared films with varying MgF\(_2\) thicknesses of 0, 5, 10 and 20 nm, along with control devices of nanowires on a quartz substrate.

A frequency doubled, mode-locked Ti-Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics) was used to pump the plasmonic and photonic lasers (\(\lambda_{\text{pump}} = 405\ \text{nm}\), repetition rate = 80 MHz, pulse length = 100 fs). An objective lens (20x, \(\text{NA} = 0.4\)) was used to focus the pump beam to a 38 \(\mu\text{m}\) diameter spot on the sample. All experiments were carried out at low temperature, \(T < 10\ \text{K}\), utilizing a liquid-He cooled cryostat (Janis Research). Individual spectra were recorded using a spectrometer with a resolution of 0.25 nm and a liquid-N\(_2\) cooled CCD (Princeton Instruments). The lifetime measurements were conducted under very low pump conditions to avoid heating and exciton-exciton scattering effects using time-correlated single photon counting (PicoQuant: PicoHarp 300, Micro Photon Devices APD 40 ps timing resolution). A 490 ± 10 nm band pass filter was used to filter out ambient light and pass light from the I\(_2\) CdS exciton line near 489 nm. An emission model was used to describe the enhanced lifetime data (Purcell effect), which relates to deep sub-wavelength mode confinement.
4.3 Enhancing the Feedback of a plasmon Cavity

Plasmon lasers are a new class of coherent optical amplifiers that generate and sustain light well below its diffraction limit [1-4]. Their intense, coherent and confined optical fields can enhance significantly light-matter interactions and bring fundamentally new capabilities to bio-sensing, data storage, photolithography and optical communications [5-11]. However, metallic plasmon laser cavities generally exhibit both high metal and radiation losses, limiting the operation of plasmon lasers to cryogenic temperatures, where sufficient gain can be attained. Here, we present room temperature semiconductor sub-diffraction limited laser by adopting total internal reflection of surface plasmons to mitigate the radiation loss, while utilizing hybrid semiconductor-insulator-metal nano-squares for strong confinement with low metal loss. High cavity quality factors, approaching 100, along with strong $\lambda/20$ mode confinement lead to enhancements of spontaneous emission rate by up to 18 times. By controlling the structural geometry we reduce the number of cavity modes to achieve single mode lasing.

Lasers are ideal for optical communications, information storage, accurate metrologies and sensitive spectroscopies as they present the means to deliver powerful, coherent and directional high frequency electromagnetic energy. However, the diffraction limit of light imposes fundamental constraints on how compact such photonic devices can be and their potential for integration with electronic circuits, which are orders of magnitude smaller. While recent efforts in photonic crystal, whispering gallery and metal-coated photonic cavities have succeeded in confining light to less than the vacuum wavelength, they remain limited by diffraction [12-16]. On the other hand, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [17], the collective electronic oscillations of metal-dielectric interfaces, show great promise for an exciting new class of light source capable of reconciling photonic and electronic length scales. Furthermore, SPPs are capable of extremely strong confinement in one or two dimensions [2, 4, 18, 19], enabling plasmon lasers to deliver intense, coherent and directional optical energy well below the diffraction barrier. Such lasers can drastically accelerate the scalability of photonics to catch up with Moore’s law for electronics and will naturally introduce new functionalities and applications.

Notwithstanding the growing body of work on metal-based lasers, the demonstration of sub-diffraction limited semiconductor plasmon lasers operating at room temperature remains a major hurdle owing to the problem of mitigating both the high absorptive loss of metals and the low cavity feedback of propagating surface plasmons in small metallic structures. This has restricted such lasers to working at cryogenic temperatures in order to attain sufficient gain [2, 4]. Recent efforts in semiconductor plasmon lasers were only able to partially tackle these obstacles and the design stratagems remain mutually exclusive: improved feedback was obtained in devices capped in metal at the expense of high metal loss resulting in limited mode confinement [2]; whereas nanowire lasers on planar metal substrates achieved reduced metal loss but had limited feedback that required cavity lengths much longer than the wavelength [4]. Room temperature plasmon laser operation below the diffraction limit demands effective cavity feedback, low metal loss and high gain; all within a single nano-scale device.

Here, we report the first realization of cavity-enhanced coherent plasmon light source (laser) operating at room temperature with $\lambda/20$ optical confinement. An ultra-thin Cadmium Sulphide
(CdS) nanosquare atop a Silver surface separated by a 5 nm thick Magnesium Fluoride gap layers provides the subwavelength mode confinement and low metal loss [20]. Surprisingly, although the high-index material is only 45 nm thick, the surface plasmons of this system carry high momentum, even higher than light waves in bulk CdS or plasmonic nanowire lasers [4]. This leads to strong feedback by total internal reflection of surface plasmons at the cavity boundaries.

Figure 4.3.1 | Mode Selection of Cavity. (left) The electric field intensity distribution of the two modes of the system along the z direction. While TM modes are localized in the gap layer, TE modes are delocalized from the metal surface. (middle) The effective index of TM and TE waves with (solid line) and without (dashed line) the metal substrate. TM waves strongly hybridize with SPPs resulting in the strong confinement within the gap region (blue line in left) accompanied by a dramatic increase in momentum (blue line in middle) with respect to TM waves of the CdS square alone (blue dashed line in middle). However, the delocalized TE waves (red line in left) show decreased momentum (red line in middle) with respect to TE waves of the CdS square alone (red dashed line in middle). (right) Electric field intensity distribution of a TM mode in the x and y directions. While both mode polarizations are free to propagate in the plane, only TM modes have sufficiently large mode index to undergo efficient total internal reflection providing the feedback for lasing.

The room temperature plasmon laser and is 45 nm thick, 1 µm length sitting atop a Silver substrate with a 5 nm MgF₂ gap. The close proximity of the high permittivity CdS square and silver surface allows modes of the CdS square to hybridize with SPPs of the metal-dielectric interface, leading to strong confinement of light in the gap region (middle Fig. 4.3.1) with relatively low metal loss [20]. The coupling is extremely strong and causes a dramatic increase in the momentum with respect to the modes of the CdS square alone (middle blue arrow in Fig. 4.3.1). Since the dominant magnetic field component of the waves is always parallel to the metal surface we call these transverse magnetic (TM) waves [21]. On the other hand, waves with dominant electric field parallel to the metal surface (transverse electric, or TE) cannot hybridize with SPPs. Consequently, they become increasingly de-localized as the gap size decreases and are effectively pushed away from the metal surface (left Fig. 4.3.1c) with a corresponding decrease in momentum with respect to TE waves of the CdS square alone (middle red arrow in Fig. 4.3.1). While both wave polarizations are free to propagate in the plane, only TM waves have sufficient momentum to undergo total internal reflection and achieve the necessary
feedback for lasing as shown in Fig 4.3.1e [22, 23]. Although CdS squares thicker than about 60 nm can support TE waves with sufficient momentum to undergo total internal reflection, they are scattered out of the plane more effectively than TM waves since they are delocalized from the metal surface. While long lived eigenmodes of square cavities are achievable [24], the finite size of the cavity leads to imperfect internal reflection causing in-plane scattering of surface plasmon waves and volume scattering of radiation waves, which we use to measure the response of the plasmon laser.

Figure 4.3.2 | Laser spectra and integrated light-pump response a plasmon laser below and above threshold. a The spontaneous emission spectrum at a peak pump intensity of 1960 MW cm$^{-2}$ shows obvious cavity modes albeit being below the threshold which indicates the excellent cavity feedback. Measured at room temperature. b Room temperature laser spectra and integrated light-pump response (inset) showing the transition from spontaneous emission (1960 MW cm$^{-2}$, black) via amplified spontaneous emission (2300 MW cm$^{-2}$, red) to full laser oscillation (3074 MW cm$^{-2}$, blue).

The feedback mechanism of totally internally reflected SPPs is extremely effective as shown by the well-pronounced cavity modes in the spontaneous emission spectrum below threshold in Fig.
4.3.2a. The Q factors of the two apparent modes are 97 and 38 at the resonant wavelengths of 495.5 nm and 508.4 nm, respectively. We have identified these as plasmonic total internal reflection modes using a numerical model. While the Q of the 495.5 nm resonance is close to numerical predictions, the other Q value is an underestimate because that resonance is composed of several modes that are too close to be resolved. For larger pump intensities, multiple cavity modes appear with orders of magnitude higher coherence than the underlying spontaneous emission, as shown in Fig. 4.3.2b. The emission spectrum is completely dominated by these high coherence peaks when collecting the light at large collection angles. This is a signature of the plasmonic cavity modes, which preferentially scatter into large angles to conserve their in-plane momentum. The nonlinear response of the integrated output power with pump intensity confirms the observation of laser oscillation well above threshold (inset of Fig. 4.3.2). This laser can be considered to be a spaser (Surface Plasmons Amplified by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) as it was originally introduced in Ref. 1, since it generates plasmonic cavity eigenmodes and only emits light to the far-field as a side effect of scattering.

![Asymmetric Cavity](image)

Figure 4.3.3 | Laser spectrum and integrated light-pump response of a single mode room temperature plasmon laser. The room temperature laser spectra and integrated light-pump response (inset, top) showing the transition from spontaneous emission (1096 MW cm\(^{-2}\), black) via amplified spontaneous emission (1280 MW cm\(^{-2}\), red) to full single mode laser oscillation (1459 MW cm\(^{-2}\), blue) and the spectral narrowing of the single laser mode.

The current device exhibits multiple laser peaks attributed to the number of available modes in the square cavity configuration. However, we have also observed single mode plasmon lasing in irregularly shaped devices with lower symmetry where only a limited number of modes can undergo total internal reflection. Figure 4.3.3 shows the spectrum and power response of a single mode room temperature plasmon laser of the device with 75 nm thick, 1.1 µm length. Lasing in
such ultrathin devices is viable solely due to the plasmonic confinement and strong total internal reflection feedback. This was verified from control samples; consisting of similar CdS squares on quartz substrates, none exhibited laser action due to the lack of both mode confinement and cavity feedback.

Figure 4.3.4 | Observation of the Purcell effect in cavity enhanced plasmon lasers. The figure shows the increase in Purcell effect with the decrease of the cavity side length as a result of the mode volume reduction accompanied by a high quality factor. Very large cavities do not benefit from cavity feedback and exhibit a Purcell effect of 2 due to confinement along the z-direction alone. This agrees well with a simple theoretical model taking into account the numerous emission processes (see Methods). This indicates the ability of these plasmon lasers to strongly enhance light matter interactions. The variations in the CdS thickness (45 to 88 nm) do not play a major role in the emission enhancement.

The intense fields that are generated and sustained in the gap region (left Fig. 4.3.1) make such lasers highly useful for investigating light-matter interactions. Namely, an emitter placed in this gap region is expected to interact strongly with the laser light. Such light-matter interaction enhancements are also observable to a lesser extent in the CdS gain medium; under weak pumping, the CdS band edge transitions of this plasmon laser show a spontaneous emission lifetime reduced by a factor of 14. The Purcell effect [25] is apparent in all the laser devices measured. The smaller devices show Purcell factors as large as 18 due to the combination of both high cavity quality factors (Q) and strong mode confinement. On the other hand, for devices larger than the surface plasmon propagation length, the cavity feedback no longer plays a role and an average 2-fold reduction in lifetime is obtained due to the strong confinement of SPPs alone. A theoretical formula describing the observed lifetime reduction is shown in Fig 4.3.4 and predicts SPP losses of 6,323 cm\(^{-1}\), in good agreement with the numerical estimate (see Methods). We note that this plasmon loss can be compensated by gain available in CdS [26]. Since the electric field intensities in the gap region are 5 times stronger than in the CdS, we anticipate Purcell factors as high as 90 for light-matter interactions within the gap. We note that despite sub-diffraction limited confinement in only one dimension, this value is even higher than the highest simulated Purcell factors of 60 for the recently reported metal-coated photonic cavities [14-16].
A semiconductor plasmon lasers with strong mode confinement, which is much smaller than the diffraction limit operating at room temperature has been demonstrated. The mode is generated inside a nanoscopic gap layer of 5 nanometers and remains bound by strong feedback arising from total internal reflection of surface plasmons. The small mode size and high quality factor gives rise to a strong Purcell effect, resulting in demonstration of up to 18 times enhancement of the natural spontaneous emission rate of CdS band-edge transitions. This indicates that these sub-diffractional laser modes have the potential to enhance light-matter interactions. Moreover, with tight confinement on the nanometer scale, plasmon lasers can reconcile the scales of photonics and electronics, opening a new door in optoelectronics. The room temperature plasmon lasers enable new possibilities in applications such as single molecular sensing, ultra-high density data storage, nano lithography and optical communications.

Experimental Methods

The CdS squares were made by a solution based sonication cleaving process of CdS nanobelts, which were synthesized via the chemical vapor deposition method [27]. The squares were then deposited from solution on MgF₂/Ag (5 nm/300 nm) substrates. A frequency-doubled, mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser (Spectra Physics) was used to pump the squares (λ_{pump}=405 nm, repetition rate 10 KHz, pulse length 100 fs). A 20x objective lens (NA=0.4) focused the pump beam to ~ 5 µm diameter spot on the sample. All experiments were carried out at room temperature. Figure 4.3.5 shows the experimental low temperature setup. A Spectrometer and an single photon counting system have been utilized.

Figure 4.3.5 | Experimental Setup. Notice a Time-correlated Single Photon Counting Setup (Pico-harp from Picoquant) was used for the lifetime measurements.
4.4 Plasmonic Laser Physics and Operational Characteristics

Introduction

The general trend to miniaturize lasers in past decades has led to clearly observable differences in their operational characteristics compared to conventional devices. In particular, small lasers suffer loss of beam directionality as their cavities approach the diffraction limit [1-9] and enhanced spectral noise due to the modification of spontaneous emission [3,6]. While the loss of directionality is generally manageable using suitable out-coupling optics, the additional laser noise is generally unavoidable as spontaneous emission is an integral part of a laser’s operation. As the dimensions of a laser cavity approach the operating wavelength, the rate of spontaneous emission between an excited electronic state and an optical mode can either be enhanced [3,6,10-12] or inhibited [13], an effect first pointed out by Purcell [14]. While this can affect a number of processes within a laser, most importantly it also leads to a drastic spatial redistribution of spontaneous emission; that is to say, light can be preferentially coupled to the laser mode. While this can significantly reduce the pump conditions for the onset of laser action, this is at the sacrifice of increase spontaneous emission noise in the laser mode. In plasmonic laser systems, we seek to make extremely small devices where increased spontaneous emission rates are inevitable. In this sub-section, we discuss the Purcell effect in the context plasmonics and describe how it modifies the characteristics of plasmonic lasers.

The Purcell Effect in Plasmonic Systems

The Purcell effect is commonly associated with Fermi’s Golden rule, which quantifies the rate, $\Gamma_D$, at which weakly coupled systems can exchange energy with an optical mode. The Purcell factor, $F$, is the emission rate enhancement into all possible modes of an optical structure relative to the emission rate in the absence of that structure. Accounting for all the possible modes of an optical structure is not a trivial task so here we account only for the competition between radiation modes, which are assumed to be unaffected by the Purcell effect, and a single plasmonic mode, such that

$$F = \frac{\Gamma + \Gamma_D}{\Gamma} = 1 + \frac{\pi}{2\Gamma} |g_D(r_a)|^2 g_D$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the first and second term respectively account for emission into radiation and plasmonic modes; $g_D(r_a) = \langle \psi_1 | d \cdot E(r_a) | \psi_2 \rangle / \hbar$ is the emitter-to-plasmonic mode coupling strength depending on the overlap of the dipole moment $d$, induced by transition between electronic states $\psi_2$ and $\psi_1$, and the local electric field, $E(r_a)$; $r_a$ is the dipole position; $g_D$ is the density of optical states (number of modes per unit frequency and volume); and $\Gamma = n_a \omega^3 |d|^2 / 3\pi \varepsilon_0 \hbar c^3$ is the natural spontaneous emission rate of the emitter in an open lossless medium of refractive index $n_a$.

In most cases, an optical structure does not influence the electronic wavefunctions and only the local electric field and the density of optical states affect the spontaneous emission rate. While
the Purcell effect is often associated with cavity modes confined in all three dimensions, the effect can also be observed in plasmonic systems exhibiting confinement in fewer dimensions. Here we have modified Fermi’s Golden Rule to account for confinement in $D$ dimensions and we have averaged over the possible emitter dipole orientations so that,

$$g_D(r_a) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi^2} \omega \Gamma} C_D(r_a) \left( \frac{\pi c}{n_a \omega} \right)^{3-D}$$

(2)

where the confinement factor is,

$$C_D = f(r_a) \frac{\text{Max}(2u_E(r))}{\int d^D r u_{EM}(r)} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2n_a} \right)^D = \frac{f(r_a)}{V_D} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2n_a} \right)^D$$

(3)

Here, the electromagnetic energy density, $u_{EM}(\omega, r) = u_E(\omega, r) + u_M(\omega, r) = (d\omega \omega / d\omega) |E(\omega, r)|^2/2 + \mu_0 |H(\omega, r)|^2/2$, is normalized to the vacuum energy $\int d^D r u_{EM}(\omega, r) = h\omega ; V_D$ is the mode volume ($V = V_3$), mode area ($A = V_2$) or mode width ($W = V_1$); and we will assume that the position dependence of the coupling strength is optimal, i.e. $f(r_a) = u_E(r_a)/\text{Max}(u_E(r)) = 1$.

For free space radiation modes ($D = 0$), the density of optical states is $G_0 = n_a^3 \omega^2 / \pi^2 c^3$, hence $\Gamma_0 = \Gamma$. Increasing the confinement dimensionality modifies the density of states such that $G_1 = n_p n_g \omega / 2\pi c^2$ for confinement in 1D and $G_2 = n_g / \pi c$ for confinement in 2D (propagation along a metal wire), where $n_p$ and $n_g$ are respectively the phase and group indexes of SP modes. The Purcell factors for confinement in one and two dimensions are respectively,

$$F_1 = 1 + \frac{n_p n_g (\lambda/2n_a)}{2n_a^2} \frac{W}{W}$$

$$F_2 = 1 + \frac{n_g (\lambda/2n_a)^2}{\pi n_a} \frac{A}{A}$$

(4)

Such plasmonic systems are capable of emission enhancements over a broad range of frequencies since they do not rely on a cavity with a well defined resonant frequency and are therefore widely broadband in nature [15]. Generally only when the mode width or area drop below the diffraction limit does the effect become pronounced, however, the group index of the waves can potentially have a significant effect in some configurations. Conversely, 3D cavity systems exhibit a resonance condition and must be tuned to match the emitter’s spectrum. Furthermore, the optical feedback onto the emitter can introduce both irreversible and reversible energy exchange between light and matter states, the so-called strong coupling regime [12]. However, the high metal loss encountered in most plasmonic systems results in irreversible coupling with a Purcell effect [14],

$$F_3 = 1 + \frac{2}{\pi} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2n_a} \right)^3 \frac{Q}{V}$$

(5)
where the 3D cavity density of optical states, \( G_3 = 2/\pi^2 = 2Q/\pi \omega \), is the peak value of the Lorentzian cavity line shape function. This is the well-known Purcell enhancement factor for a cavity with volume \( V \) and quality factor \( Q \) [14,15].

**Figure 4.4.1 | Observation of the Purcell effect in plasmonic lasers.** a Purcell factors of CdS I\(_2\) exciton emission from nanowires on a metal surface separated by a thin MgF\(_2\) gap layer (see inset), for diameters near optimal confinement (\( d = 120 \text{ nm} \pm 20 \text{ nm} \)). The average Purcell factor for devices with 5 nm gaps is more than 6, which is considered to be high for a broad band effect (i.e. without cavity enhancement). b Time resolved spontaneous emission of a related laser devices consisting of thin CdS squares placed on metal with a similar MgF\(_2\) gap layer (see inset) shows a dramatic reduction in lifetime compared with CdS placed on quartz. The combination of both high cavity quality and strong confinement enhances the spontaneous emission rate by 14 times. c shows the increase in the Purcell effect with the decrease of the square cavity side length (inset of b) as a result of the mode volume reduction accompanied by an increasing cavity quality factor. Very large cavities do not benefit from cavity feedback and exhibit a Purcell effect of about 2 due to confinement along the \( z \)-direction alone. This agrees well with a simple theoretical model taking into account the numerous emission processes [6]. The variations in the CdS thickness (45 to 88 nm) for this data set do not play a major role in the emission enhancement.

There are many example of spontaneous emission rate enhancement that have been observed in plasmonic systems [12,16-19]. Here, we focus on those systems that also exhibit laser action. The first example are plasmonic nanowire lasers [3]. These truly nanometer-scale plasmonic laser devices consist of Cadmium Sulphide (CdS) nanowires [20] on a silver film, where a gap layer of Magnesium Fluoride (MgF\(_2\)) creates a highly localized transverse mode, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.4.1a. The close proximity of the semiconductor and metal interfaces concentrates light into an extremely small area as much as a hundred times smaller than a diffraction-limited spot (Figure 4.4.1) [20]. The second example is related, but instead of nanowires, the active region and confining geometry is very thin CdS square, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.4.1b. The intense fields that are generated and sustained in the gap region make such lasers highly useful for investigating light-matter interactions. Namely, an emitter placed in this gap region is expected to interact extremely strongly with the laser light. Such light-matter interaction enhancements are also observable to a lesser extent in the CdS gain medium. In both examples, the emission rate was measured by time correlated single photon counting, by weak optical excitation from a 100 fs pulse centered at a wavelength of 405 nm [3,6]. In the first case, emission was collected from the sample at 10 K, where the signal was dominated by I\(_2\) excitons at a wavelength of 489 nm with a natural lifetime of about 400 ps [3]. In the second example,
emission was collected from the sample at room temperature, where the band edge emission near 515 nm has a lifetime of approximately 1 ns.

Plasmonic nanowire lasers show a strong increase of the spontaneous emission rate when the gap size between the nanowire and metal surface is decreased, as shown in Figure 4.4.1a. Lifetime measurements reveal a Purcell factor of more than six for a gap width of 5 nm and nanowire diameters near 120 nm, where hybrid plasmonic modes are most strongly localized [3]. This enhancement factor corresponds to a mode that is a hundred times smaller than the diffraction limit, which agrees well with our mode size calculations, based on the Purcell factor for 1D plasmon waves, given by Eqn. (4).

The Purcell effect is also apparent in the square laser devices operating a room temperature despite a loss of lateral confinement compared to the nanowire case, as shown in Figure 4.4.1b and 4.4.1c. Figure 4.4.1b shows a time correlation histograms for a laser device exhibiting a 14 fold increase in the spontaneous emission rate compared to the natural rate of CdS band edge transitions. While sacrificing the lateral confinement, surface-plasmons undergo total internal reflection at the device boundaries forming an effective cavity with strong feedback. It is this combination of both high cavity quality factors ($Q$) and strong mode confinement in only one dimension that leads to Purcell factors as large as 18 in the smaller devices. We can describe the spontaneous emission rate in these devices using a combination of both 1D and 3D expression for the Purcell factor. Here, we must sum over contributions to the emission rate including: radiation modes (assumed to be negligible due to thin CdS film in proximity to metal surface); 1D confined plasmon modes that are not cavity enhanced; and 1D confined plasmon modes that are cavity enhanced such that,

$$ F_{Sq} \approx F_1 + \sum_l \frac{2}{\pi} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2n_{CdS}} \right)^3 \frac{Q_l}{V_l} $$

where $Q_l = m_l \pi e^{-\alpha L_l} / (1 - e^{-2\alpha L_l})$ is the quality factor and $m_l$ is the mode order. It is difficult to derive an exact formula to compare with the experiment, as we do not know the quality factors or mode volumes of all of the possible cavity modes. We can, however assume an approximate functional form for the dependence on the square circumference, $L$. We first assume an average mode order $\overline{m} \propto L$; cavity volume, $\overline{V} \propto L^2$; cavity length $\overline{L} = L / \sqrt{2}$; quality factor $\overline{Q} = \overline{m} \pi e^{-\alpha \overline{L}} / (1 - e^{-2\alpha \overline{L}})$; and approximate number of cavity modes, $\overline{N} \propto L^2$, in the CdS emission bandwidth, we find a Purcell factor with functional form,

$$ F_{Sq} = F_1 \left[ 1 + \beta L \text{csch} \left( \alpha L / \sqrt{2} \right) \right] $$

This rough and simple estimate agrees quite well with observed trend in Fig. 4.4.1c. For devices larger than the surface-plasmon propagation length, the cavity feedback no longer plays a role and an average twofold reduction in lifetime is observed owing to the strong confinement of SPPs alone, i.e. $F_1 = 2$. However, for smaller devices, the improved feedback leads to an increased Purcell factor, which provides an estimate of the round trip cavity losses, $\alpha \approx 4,300$ cm$^{-1}$. This agrees quite well with our theoretical estimates and with the losses of plasmonic
nanowire lasers. Depending on the size of the CdS square, these devices therefore exhibit both 1D and 3D Purcell factors.

The observed enhancements are extremely large when compared with non-plasmonic state of the art optical devices. However, the electric-field intensities in the gap regions of these type of device are at least five times stronger than in the CdS, so we anticipate Purcell factors as high as 100 for light-matter interactions within the gap.

**Static Rate Equations**

In order to gain at least a basic theoretical understanding of the characteristics of small lasers, we start with a simple steady state rate equation picture of the photon number of a single laser mode, \( s \), and electronic excited state population, \( n \), within a small single mode laser device under continuous pumping, \( p \). The form of these equations is reminiscent of much of the work from the 1990’s on microcavity lasers [21]. Particular attention should be paid to the fact that both spontaneous and stimulated processes are proportional to the spontaneous emission rate, \( A \), and are thus both modified by the optical environment through the Purcell effect, where the Purcell Factor, \( F = A/A_0 \) where \( A_0 \) is the natural spontaneous emission of the material and the corresponding modal redistribution of emission. While the Purcell effect can dictate the rate of electronic transitions within a laser, it does not have as strong an effect as the corresponding spatial re-distribution of spontaneously emitted light. A faster spontaneous emission rate into the laser mode mode, \( A_i \), relative to the total spontaneous emission rate into all modes, \( A \), increases the probability of light coupling into that mode, quantified by the spontaneous emission factor, \( \beta = A_i/A \). The rate equations are [21]:

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = p - An - \beta \Gamma As(an - n_0) \\
\frac{ds}{dt} = \beta An + \beta \Gamma As(an - n_0) - \gamma s
\]

(8)

Here \( p \) is a pump rate, \( \Gamma \) is the overlap factor quantifying the spatial distribution of gain relative to the laser mode, \( \gamma \) is the total cavity mode loss rate and \( n_0 \) and \( \alpha \) are parameters that accounts for the energy level configuration of the gain medium. For example, in a 3-level system with a maximum inversion of \( n_T \), the ground state population is \( n_g = n_T - n \), so that \( n_0 = n_T \) and \( \alpha = 2 \), while for a 4-level system, \( n_0 = p/A_l \) and \( \alpha = 1 \), where \( A_l \) is the spontaneous decay rate of electrons out of the lower level of the laser transition. A semiconductor laser with a linear gain model is also described by these rate equations where one would choose \( \alpha = 1 \) and interpret \( n_0 \) as the excited state population at transparency. Note that we have assumed an non-depleting pump rate, \( p \), and rapid decay from an upper level to fill the upper laser transition. It is relatively straightforward to apply a similar analysis for systems where the finite number density of excited states depletes the pump.

In steady state, the emitted laser mode photon number, \( s \), and excited state population, \( n \), are related by, \( p = (1 - \eta \beta)An + \gamma s \), and the photon number is described by the quadratic equation,
\[\gamma s^2 - s\left[p - p_{th}^{(n)}\right] - \left[p/\alpha \Gamma \right] = 0\]  
(9)

where, \(\alpha p_{th}^{(n)} = \gamma / \beta \Gamma + (1 - \beta)An_0\), with solutions of the form,

\[\gamma s = \frac{1}{2} \left(p - p_{th}^{(n)}\right) + \frac{1}{2} \left(p + p_{th}^{(n)}\right) \left[1 - \frac{4}{p} \frac{(1 - \beta)An_{\infty}}{p_{th}^{(n)} / p} \right]^{1/2}\]  
(10)

Where \(An_{\infty} = (\gamma / \beta \Gamma A + n_0)\). In the limits of very high and very low pump rates, one finds the distinct linear responses for the photon number exhibited by all lasers,

\[s(p \to \infty) = \frac{p}{\gamma} - \frac{(1 - \beta)An_{\infty}}{\gamma}\]

\[s(p \to 0) = \frac{p}{\alpha \Gamma p_{th}^{(n)}}\]

and, correspondingly for the excited state population,

\[n(p \to \infty) = n_{\infty}\]

\[n(p \to 0) = \frac{n_{\infty}p}{\alpha p_{th}^{(n)}}\]

(12)

It is possible to discern the threshold behaviour of lasers from these linear trends. However, for small lasers with large spontaneous emission factors, the manifestation of a laser threshold is quite distinct from conventional lasers. When the usual but essentially ad hoc definition of laser threshold is taken as the pump rate where \(s(p \to \infty) = 0\), we find

\[\alpha p_{th}^{(s)} = \frac{(1 - \beta)}{\beta \Gamma} (\gamma + \gamma_g)\]  
(13)

where \(\gamma_g = \beta \Gamma An_0\), is the absorption loss due to the gain medium. This definition has given rise to the concept of thresholdless laser operation since when \(\beta \to 1\), we find that \(p_{th}^{(s)} \to 0\) [21]. Some caution is advised here: the term “thresholdless” should be understood to mean “lack of a threshold”, as opposed to “an onset of laser action for infinitely small pump rates”. Indeed, a great deal of care must also be taken when measuring the threshold of a laser from the corresponding characteristic kink in the light output versus pump response in Fig2a, which is smeared out as \(\beta \to 1\). A more detailed analysis shows that the disappearance of the kink can also arise as a manifestation of directionality of the laser relative to the background spontaneous emission. To show this, consider a power meter collecting light from a small laser: emission from the laser mode leaves the cavity at a rate \(\gamma_r\) and is collected with an efficiency \(\eta_m\), while spontaneous emission is collected with an efficiency \(\eta_{se}\). Above threshold, the power meter registers a signal,
where the amount of spontaneous emission detected from the cavity is $\eta_{se}(1 - \beta)An_x$ and $\eta = \gamma_r/\gamma$, is the maximum laser cavity efficiency given by the ratio of radiative, $\gamma_r$, and total cavity losses. One can see that if it were not for the directionality of the laser mode relative to the spontaneous emission, ensuring $\eta_m \neq \eta_{se}$, the characteristic kink would also be smeared out, even when $\beta < 1$. This illustrates the point that monitoring the threshold behaviour of a laser by the extrapolated detected response at $I(p) = 0$, can give a subjective measure of threshold that depends on how the light is detected.

$$
\alpha p_{th}^{(l)} = \frac{\eta_m(1 - \beta)}{\eta_m - \eta_{se}} (\gamma + \gamma_g)
$$

This is extremely important to consider in plasmonic laser systems with high $\beta$, since the laser signal often strongly diffracts into the far-field making it difficult to spatially distinguish laser light from spontaneous emission. When measuring laser threshold according to the extrapolated response of the light-pump (L-I) curve, one must take care to ensure effective spatial filtering of the laser mode from the spontaneous emission. However, spatially filtering spontaneous and stimulated emission is impossible when $\beta \to 1$ since all spontaneous and stimulated emission is directed into the same spatial mode. For this reason, this measure of threshold is inappropriate in small laser cavities with low internal losses.

An alternative measure of the transition between spontaneous and stimulated emission dominated operation is to monitor the onset of gain clamping where we know that laser action begins. When defining the threshold in this way, i.e., where $n(p \to 0) = n_x$, we find a different expression,

$$
\alpha p_{th}^{(n)} = \frac{1}{\beta \Gamma} (\gamma + (1 - \beta)\gamma_g)
$$

The two definitions are illustrated in Fig for an ideal 4-level system ($\alpha = 1, n_0 \to 0$). This response shows quite clearly that there is a reduction in the onset of laser action due to an increased $\beta$ factor that is also consistent with the tenet that threshold should be commensurate with the internal losses of the laser device. While this second definition, $p_{th}^{(n)}$, exhibits a more consistent behavior, notice that as $\beta \to 1, p_{th}^{(n)} \to \gamma/\Gamma$, suggesting that at this pump level only the cavity losses are compensated. This would be fine for an ideal 4-level gain medium, but would provide a severe underestimate of the threshold of a 3-level gain medium. Furthermore, it is still difficult to determine the precise onset of laser action for large $\beta$ due to the smearing of the laser transition. In the next section we show how laser emission at this threshold pump rate can still be quite incoherent.
Figure 4.4.2 | Characteristics of the onset of laser action in small lasers modified by the Purcell Effect. The photon number and excited state population are plotted versus the normalized pump rate. Here we assume conditions that are characteristic of plasmonic lasers, where the cavity loss rate is much larger than the spontaneous emission rate, $A = 10^{-4} \gamma$. As mode selectivity increases due to the beta factor the transition from spontaneous to stimulated emission dominated response becomes smeared.

These definitions of threshold highlight an important aspect of plasmonic laser systems -- generally stimulated emission begins to dominate when the pump rate is close to the ratio of total cavity loss rate and $\beta$. While conventional lasers have relied on relatively low cavity losses to ensure realistic thresholds, since $\beta \ll 1$ [22], plasmonic lasers can operate at much higher cavity loss rates provided there is a substantial improvement in $\beta$ stemming from a strong Purcell effect and effective mode selection. This behavior has already been seen in plasmonic nanowire lasers [3,6]. Figure 4.4.1 shows normalized light output versus pump curves and laser thresholds for a selection of Cadmium Sulfide nanowire lasers on Quartz and Metallic substrates under the same optical pumping conditions [3]. While the plasmonic nanowire lasers have internal cavity losses estimated to be about 10x larger that the photonic nanowire lasers ($\eta \sim 0.1$), the average plasmonic laser has a threshold no more than a factor of 3 larger than a photonic nanowire laser of the same diameter, as shown in Figure 4.4.1b. We attribute this to the much larger $\beta$ factors of the plasmonic lasers, as shown in Figure 4.4.1a.
It is quite clear that either a more detailed theory is needed to define the laser threshold or we should change our assertion that the onset of laser action in small devices is a critical phenomenon. To shed more light on this point, we discuss the onset of lasing in more detail with respect to both the spectral, photon and excited state population responses. In the next section, we discuss the origin of this smearing out of the laser threshold due to spontaneous emission noise.

![Figure 4.4.1](image)

**Figure 4.4.1 | Modification of conventional laser characteristics by the Purcell Effect in plasmonic nanowire lasers [3].** a The dependence of measured output power over pump intensity highlights the clear differences in the physics underlying the plasmonic and photonic lasers using a multi-mode lasing model [24]. In particular, our fitting parameter, $x_0$, is related to the gain saturation of individual longitudinal laser modes and their lateral mode area. A higher value of $x_0$ corresponds to a smaller mode area and a higher $\beta$-factor. Photonic lasers exhibit a clear transition between spontaneous emission and laser operation characterized by $x_0 = 0.026$ for a 150 nm diameter nanowire, in agreement with a recent nanowire laser study [23]. Plasmonic lasers, however, show a strong dependence of $x_0$ on the nanowire diameter producing much larger values between $x_0 = 0.074$ for larger wires up to $x_0 = 0.380$ for the smallest. b Threshold intensity of plasmonic and photonic lasers versus nanowire diameter. The experimental data points correspond to the onset of amplified spontaneous emission, where coherent peaks start to appear in the laser spectrum. Amplified spontaneous emission in hybrid plasmonic modes occurs at moderate pump intensities of 20-50 MWcm$^{-2}$ across a broad range of diameters, while photonic nanowire lasers, with much lower losses, require 5-20 MWcm$^{-2}$. Note also, that while plasmonic lasers maintain good mode confinement over large range of diameters as shown in e (50 < d < 500 nm), photonic lasers exhibit a sharp increase in the threshold for d < 150 nm, due to the loss of confinement within the nanowire and subsequent lack of overlap with the gain region [23] shown in h.

**Noise in plasmonic Laser Systems**

We have seen in the last section how the modification of spontaneous emission can help to control the apparent threshold of plasmonic lasers. This is important as the high losses in such devices can otherwise make the necessary pump rates inhibitive. However, while the increase in $\beta$ factor serves to lower threshold, this comes at the expense of laser mode coherence. In the following we analyze the noise characteristics of plasmonic lasers based on their expected...
linewidth due to residual losses at finite pump rates above threshold. For large pump powers the photon rate equation shows that,

$$\frac{ds}{dt} = \beta \gamma n_\infty - \gamma^\prime s = 0$$  \hfill (17)

According to this expression, the photon number in the laser mode is fed by spontaneous emission (first term), while light escapes from the cavity at a modified rate $\gamma^\prime$ (second term), which accounts for both the loss compensation by stimulated emission and underlying cavity losses. The reader will immediately notice that in steady state, the laser mode losses must still be finite depending on the rate of spontaneous emission. If more spontaneous emission couples to the laser mode due to a high $\beta$, the laser mode’s loss rate, or indeed spectral linewidth $\Delta \nu = \gamma^\prime/\pi$, must also be larger. In steady state, the output power, $P_{out} = h\nu \gamma_r s$, is

$$\Delta \nu = \frac{h \nu \gamma_r (\nu + \nu_0)}{\pi \alpha P_{out}} = \frac{\pi h \nu \Delta \nu_t}{\alpha P_{out}} \left( \frac{\Delta \nu_t}{\Gamma} + \beta A n_0 \right)$$  \hfill (18)

Where $\gamma_r$ is the radiative out-coupling rate from the cavity, $\Delta \nu_t$ is the equivalent radiative linewidth and $\Delta \nu_t$ is the equivalent total cavity linewidth. The first term in the bracket generates the Schawlow-Townes linewidth limit [25] modified by a factor $\eta = \gamma_r/\gamma$, while the second is the additional spontaneous emission noise arising from a non-zero ground state population. The first term is in agreement with the original formula by Schalwlow and Townes for an ideal 4-level gain system in a cavity with only radiative mirror losses, where $\alpha = 1, n_0 \to 0$.

It is most interesting to observe that the Schawlow-Townes term is independent of modifications to the spontaneous emission rate and represents the underlying laser noise limit for ideal 4-level laser systems. The modification from the usual expression, by the factor $\eta$, leads to a higher coherence for lossy cavities than we might have expected. This is entirely consistent with formulations of the laser line-width for lasers with parasitic cavity losses [3] and for experimental observations of plasmonic laser line-widths. For example, in a plasmonic laser cavity (i.e. $\eta \ll 1$), the line width should be, $\gamma^\prime \sim \gamma_r$, just above threshold. In the case of plasmonic nanowire lasers, despite a cavity loss of 10,000 cm$^{-1}$, laser lines are clearly observable just above threshold with a line-width similar to that of Fabry-Perot modes of a lossless nanowire, as shown in below (Figure 4.4.5). Note that strong dispersion within the gain medium, especially in semiconductors, also modifies the line-width formula [3,26].

On the other hand, the Purcell effect does modify the spontaneous emission noise significantly, predominantly through $\beta$, which can be many orders of magnitude larger in plasmonic lasers compared to conventional ones [3,6]. We also note that the noise of a 4-level laser system has a lower limit given by the power broadening phenomenon, dictated by the decay rate, $A_t$, of electrons out of the laser transition’s lower level. In this case, the noise is limited by $\gamma^\prime > \gamma_r \beta A/A_t$, which could severely limit the performance of plasmonic laser systems based on 4-level gain media.
Giant Frequency Pulling

The very high material gain needed to compensate for the losses of metal generates extremely strong cavity mode dispersion. This behavior has been reported in a number of plasmonic lasers with Fabry-Perot type cavities with single transverse laser modes [5], as illustrated in Figure 4.4.2. The longitudinal mode spacing, $\Delta \lambda$ is governed by the expression, $\Delta \lambda = \lambda^2 / 2n_g L$, where $L$ is the wavelength and $n_g$ is the effective laser mode group index. For plasmonic nanowire lasers [3], the mode spacing of all measured devices above threshold followed an approximately linear relationship of $\Delta \lambda$ vs. $1/L$, confirming that the single transverse mode Fabry-Pérot cavity responses all exhibited essentially the same internal gain (red line in Figure 4.4.2a). The corresponding average group index for these plasmonic nanowire lasers is about 11, much higher than expected for passive waveguides, which would be approximately 3. For example, photonic nanowire lasers (without metal substrate) have a group index of around 3-4 [26]. Similarly, Martin Hill et al. have observed high mode group indexes in metal-insulator-semiconductor-Insulator-metal structures [5]. In this work, the authors report a group index that increases with decreasing semiconductor core width, shown in Figure 4.4.2b. Since the core width of these devices strongly affects laser cavity mode propagation loss, it is highly likely that this observation also reflects the high internal gain, necessary to make these lasers operate. The high group index for plasmonic nanowire lasers has been attributed to the strong frequency pulling effect, arising from the large amount of gain required to achieve lasing in the lossy plasmonic system. The nanowire is consequently highly dispersive across the narrow gain spectrum. A more detailed study of this “Frequency Pulling” effect, as it is more widely known [27] is presented in the next section.

![Figure 4.4.2](image_url)

**Figure 4.4.2 | Observations of large group indexes in plasmonic lasers.** a Longitudinal mode spacing versus inverse nanowire length. The data confirms the Fabry-Pérot like cavity behaviour for the plasmonic laser. The red line is a linear fit to the data giving an effective index of 11. b Group index, estimated from mode spacing in laser spectra, versus semiconductor core width for metal-insulator-semiconductor-insulator-metal (MISIM) plasmon lasers [5]. Blue circles are estimates from 6 micron long devices and blue triangles are estimates from 3 micron long devices. All measurements at 78K except for the two smallest, which were at 10K. Blue, green and red curves are simulated group indexes. Blue - semiconductor only filled MISIM structures (no insulator). Green - including the insulator layers. Red – include SiN layers and varying dispersion for the InGaAs core. InGaAs dispersion was varied from $d\varepsilon / d\omega = 2 \times 10^{-13}$ s for the thinnest device to $d\varepsilon / d\omega = 2 \times 10^{-14}$ s for the thickest.
In the following can see the effect of high gain in plasmonic nanowire lasers in the region where amplified spontaneous emission transitions to lasing. In Figure 4.4.5 we show the results of resolving the spectral and light output properties of a plasmonic nanowire laser as a function of the pump power. Amplified spontaneous emission is deemed to start when Fabry-Perot ripples are discernable, in this case near a pump intensity of 88 MWcm$^{-2}$. The laser threshold is associated with clamping of the internal gain, known as “gain saturation”. We therefore expect the frequency pulling effect to “clamp” at the threshold as the gain saturates. At the same time, the spontaneous emission saturates as the stimulated process starts to dominate. At this point, laser emission is expected to further increase linearly with the pump intensity. In Figure 4.4.5b we can see the increase in frequency pulling throughout the amplified spontaneous emission regime and subsequently, a constant frequency pulled response once lasing has been achieved. At the same time, by comparing those parts of the spectrum that show spontaneous emission, with those that show laser lines, we can see that the underlying photoluminescence saturates, in this case somewhere between 100 MWcm$^{-2}$ and 113 MWcm$^{-2}$.

**Figure 4.4.5 | Frequency pulling in a plasmonic nanowire laser with diameter, $d = 112$ nm, and length, $L = 33.7$ μm [3].** The shaded area in a and b indicates the blurred transition from amplified spontaneous emission to lasing, characteristic of small lasers. a Positions of Fabry-Perot resonances against the peak pump intensity extracted from the spectra in c. For lower pump intensity, the effect of frequency-pulling is clearly seen. At the threshold (on-set of lasing), the frequency pulling becomes constant, indicating that the gain is clamped. b shows evidence of gain saturation associated with such gain clamping. Here for wavelengths less than 492 nm, only photoluminescence occurs, while lasing occurs for wavelengths greater than 492 nm. While the photoluminescence clearly saturates, the power in the Fabry Pérot modes continues to increase. c Emission spectra of the studied plasmonic nanowire laser exhibiting clear Fabry-Pérot peaks.

**Monitoring Gain**

We saw from the large frequency pulling effect in Figure 4.4.5 that the gain in plasmonic laser systems can be extremely strong. It is particularly interesting to explore this relationship further.
as it provides an additional means to study the onset of laser action despite the blurring of the laser threshold. In particular, we can identify that coherence rapidly appears in the emission spectrum of a plasmonic laser, well before the gain is fully clamped. This suggests that the concept of threshold of small lasers is no longer appropriate, since the onset of laser action is no longer a critical phenomenon.

The frequency pulling effect allows us to estimate the material gain of lasers simply by measuring the Fabry-Pérot mode spacing. In conventional lasers this is quite difficult to do as the effect is extremely small; however, in plasmonic lasers the effect is extremely pronounced, as illustrated by Figure 4.4.5. As an example, we have analysed the spectra of a 112 nm diameter, 33.7 um long plasmonic nanowire laser [26] as a function of peak pump pulse intensity, shown in Figure 4.4.5. The process of estimating the material gain starts from evaluating the average group index, which is related to the nanowire length, \( L \), and cavity mode spacing, \( \Delta \lambda \), by \( n_g = \lambda^2 / 2L \Delta \lambda \). Figure 4.4.3 shows the group index extracted from the peak positions in Figure 4.4.5c. To extract the material gain, we have used a simplified description of the gain from \( I_2 \) excitons in bulk CdS, which dominate the emission over a wide range of pump intensities. The CdS permittivity is described by,

\[
\varepsilon_{CdS}(E) = \varepsilon^\infty_{CdS} + \frac{2E_{CdS} \chi}{E^2 - E^2_{CdS} - 2i\gamma_{CdS}E} \tag{19}
\]

Where \( E_{CdS} = 2.53 \) eV and \( \gamma_{CdS} = 0.013 \) eV is the CdS \( I_2 \) exciton energy and linewidth respectively and \( \varepsilon^\infty_{CdS} = 5 \) is the background permittivity of CdS. The group index, \( n_g \), of the mode is then calculated using a finite element method mode solver with a nanowire permittivity, \( \varepsilon_{CdS}(E) \), where the population inversion and gain is parameterized by \( \chi \). The relationship between the group index and peak material gain, \( g_{CdS} \), in the CdS nanowire is shown in Figure 4.4.3. The modal gain, \( g = \Gamma g_{CdS} \), within this particular plasmonic nanowire laser is in reasonable agreement with the expected modal losses, \( \alpha \),

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{L_m} - \frac{1}{L} \ln R \tag{20}
\]

where \( R \approx 20\% \) is the reflectivity of the nanowire facets, \( 1/L \ln R \approx 500 \) cm\(^{-1} \) is the cavity loss and \( L_m^{-1} = 4,100 \) cm\(^{-1} \) is the propagation loss of the plasmonic mode, based on the data of Johnson & Christy [28]. While the material gain, estimated from the frequency pulling experiment, reaches a maximum of about 10,000 cm\(^{-1} \), the actual modal gain is nearer 5,000 cm\(^{-1} \) for an estimated gain-mode overlap factor of \( \Gamma = 50 \% \). This matches quite closely with the theoretical losses of \( \alpha \approx 4,600 \) cm\(^{-1} \), from the losses of Silver predicted by Johnson and Christy. However, the quality of the Silver film is likely to play an important role and in the overall losses and this estimate is significantly less than that predicted by the data of Palik [29], which places the theoretical losses at \( \alpha > 15,000 \) cm\(^{-1} \). We also note, that while our estimate is relatively crude, the losses are unlikely to be as high as suggested by the data of Palik.
Figure 4.4.3 | Estimating material gain for a plasmonic nanowire laser with a diameter, \( d = 112 \) nm, and length, \( L = 33.7 \) \( \mu \)m. The shaded area in a and b indicates the transition from amplified spontaneous emission to lasing. a The average group index calculated from the average mode spacing and the nanowire length. Error bars are mainly due to limited spectrometer resolution (~0.25 nm). b The high group index arises from strong dispersion as a result of the gain and can be used to estimate the internal material gain. In this case, the material gain clamps at about 10,000 cm\(^{-1}\), which concurs well with the estimated losses of this plasmonic cavity. c Calculated relationship between the modal group index and the material gain.

**Directionality and polarization in plasmonic lasers systems**

Plasmonic lasers generate highly confined light in the near field. This light is only visible in the far field via scattering from the boundaries of the laser cavity. For example, in our work [3] and the works of Hill et al. [4,5], light is scattered from these lasers by the sharp edges of the finite cavity [4,5, 30] into a diffracting beam. In contrast, dipole-like cavities [8] scatter light in a much broader range of directions. Without some form of near field control over the out-coupling of light from these lasers, the poor directionality renders them of little use compared to conventional lasers. To date, all plasmonic lasers systems have relied on weak scattering into the far-field. However, there is the potential to achieve good control over the near field out-coupling from these devices since they have very well defined modal structure and polarization. In this section we discuss studies of the polarization of scattered light from plasmonic lasers and the diffraction that arises from their small cavities. Such studies have been extremely useful in determining which modes are lasing and for unraveling the well-defined mode structure of plasmonic lasers systems.

In the first example, we consider again plasmonic nanowire lasers [3,6], where we have looked in detail at the polarisation properties of the laser mode. In this work we have observed different polarisations of scattered light from plasmonic lasers and non-plasmonic (i.e. purely photonic) ones. In the majority of cases, the scattered light polarisation of photonic lasers was perpendicular (x-direction) to the nanowire axis, while for plasmonic lasers, the scattered light polarisation was parallel (z-direction) to the nanowire axis. Figure 4.4.4a and Figure 4.4.4b show results of polarisation angle resolved emission spectra for plasmonic and photonic lasers.
respectively. This information is critically important as we can identify the internal mode structure of a small laser by its predominant polarization. In this case, a hybrid plasmon mode, whose dominant field components are perpendicular to the metal surface and parallel to the nanowire (Figure 4.4.4c,e and Figure 4.4.4d,f), would produce scattered light that is predominantly polarized in z-direction. The field distribution is highly localized between the nanowire and metal surface, with a modal area that can be as small as \( \frac{\lambda^2}{400} \). Lasers exhibiting polarization along the nanowire axis, therefore lase in highly confined plasmonic modes. For nanowire diameters less than 150 nm, this is the only scatter polarization that is supported by the plasmonic lasers. However, plasmonic lasers with diameters larger than 150 nm can also support a photonic mode, which is not bound to the metal surface and, in rare cases, leads to lasing that scatters x-polarized radiation in the far field. On the other hand, the dominant electric field components of the photonic modes of the nanowire lasers are parallel to the quartz substrate (Error! Reference source not found.d and 4.4.6f), producing scattered light that is predominantly polarized in the x-direction. These photonic modes exhibit diffraction limited confinement and are ‘cut-off’ for diameters smaller than 140 nm, inhibiting laser action [3].

![Figure 4.4.4 | Nanolaser Polarization dependency][1] Left: a & b experimental maps of emission polarisation of scattered light from the nanowire end-facets of a plasmon laser and a control photonic laser, respectively. A dependence on polarisation direction is apparent for both the narrow laser lines as well as the broad background spontaneous emission. While plasmon laser emission is polarised parallel to the nanowire axis, nanowire emission is polarized perpendicular to the nanowire axis. c, d, e & f are maps of \(|E|\) fields of the plasmonic and photonic lasing modes in the x/y (c & d) and x/z (e & f) planes, where the arrows indicate the direction of the \(|E|\) field. The \(|E|\) field of the plasmon laser mode is predominantly polarised along the nanowire axis and scatters most effectively to radiation with a similar polarisation. and circularly polarized nature of the modes.

---
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To date, there have not been any detailed studies examining the extent of diffraction from plasmonic lasers. However, to illustrate the relevance of diffraction, we refer to the recent work on room temperature plasmonic lasers based on semiconductor nano-squares. Figure 4.4.5 Shows the light collected from a plasmonic laser from the surface normal into and NA = 0.4 and at an angle to the surface normal into an NA = 0.2. The same clear laser lines are observable over the broad range of angles indicating strong diffraction of the light from the near field. Furthermore, light collected along the surface normal shows a strong spontaneous emission background, while at an angle, the spontaneous emission is strongly suppressed, as one would expect a Lambertian-like profile from spontaneous emission near a metal surface.

It is apparent that the scattered light from plasmonic lasers exhibits poor directionality, which is of limited use. For this reason, plasmonic lasers are more suitable for applications of light in the near field, for example when light is coupled out of them into waveguides for use in Optical Circuits, for example as we will discuss in sub-chapter 4.5. However, another possible application of these devices is to use the light within the laser cavities. Light within the laser has the potential to enhance interaction between light and matter providing for a new form of near field spectroscopy for extremely sensitive detection [12].

Dynamic rate equation analysis

All plasmonic Nanolasers demonstrated to date have operated under pulsed pumping [2,3,6]. In some cases, the pulses are long enough to be considered quasi-continuous and are describable using a static rate equation analysis. Here, we explore the properties of plasmonic lasers pumped with pulses that are short relative to the spontaneous emission lifetime. While extremely fast pump pulses do not significantly modify the characteristic threshold behaviour of plasmonic lasers, the internal dynamics can be extremely fast due to short cavity lifetime, i.e. high cavity loss, the Purcell effect and large $\beta$ factors. This may be of considerable interest toward new applications area of these laser devices, in particular, high intensity laser physics.
Figure 4.4.6 Light-pump curve and transient response of dynamic rate equation analysis. a, Nonlinear light-pump curve highlights the onset of lasing. We can identify laser action from the dependence on the spontaneous emission factor, \( \beta \). Which shows the laser’s ability to couple directly to the laser mode. Note that the horizontal axis is labeled in physical units and is about an order of magnitude less than the threshold observed in the experiments. This is due to the omission of the unknown exciton population at transparency from the calculation. b, shows the saturation of the calculated time averaged gain within the laser for \( \beta = 0.5 \) according to Eqn (21). The corresponding transient laser responses are shown in c-h. Here, the effect of gain switching can be observed. The gain switching leads to a fast output pulse that can be as fast as the pump pulse since the cavity photon lifetime is much shorter than the pump laser pulse.

We have solved the rate equations using parameters according to the experimental conditions of the plasmonic nanowire laser work [3]: the incident pump laser pulse, \( p(t) = p_0 \exp \left( -4 \ln 2 (t - t_0)^2 / \Delta t^2 \right) \) has a full width half maximum pulse width, \( \Delta t = 100 \) fs; the natural lifetime of bulk CdS I\(_2\) exciton emission is \( A_0^{-1} = 400 \) ps [31]; the Purcell factor is \( F = 5 \), giving a spontaneous emission lifetime of \( A^{-1} = 80 \) ps [our-nature]; the photon lifetime in the cavity is, \( \gamma^{-1} = 13 \) fs, corresponding to a Fabry-Perot modal cavity loss of 5,000 cm\(^{-1}\) [3]; the mode confinement factor, \( \Gamma = 0.5 \); the pump beam has a spot size of 40 \( \mu \)m and we assume complete absorption of light within the nanowire cross section of 40 \( \mu \)m long and 100 nm diameter; and we have varied...
the spontaneous emission factor $\beta = [0.1 - 1]$. In the following simplified treatment we have had to set $n_0 = 0$ as the exciton population at transparency is unknown, which would give at least an order of magnitude underestimate of the threshold intensity. Figure 4.4 Error! Reference source not found.a shows the output power versus peak pump intensity for the simulated devices. In this case, we can see that the pump intensity necessary to reach threshold is between 1 - 10 MWcm$^{-2}$, which is within the expected order of magnitude of what we observed in the plasmonic nanowire laser experiments [our-nature]. When examining the corresponding light-pump curves, one can also immediately see the same effect of the spontaneous emission factor, $\beta$, which smears the transition kink between spontaneous dominated and stimulated dominated emission processes, in a similar manner to the static case.

We have also examined the transient response of the output laser pulse. As expected, this exhibits the traits of gain switching due to the rapid turn on time of these devices, as shown in Figure 4.4.6c-h. In particular, it is important to note that gain switching, occurs on the time scale of the plasmon lifetime, which can be as small as 10 fs. This suggests that plasmonic lasers could be modulated at extremely high speeds, since relaxation oscillations will have characteristic frequencies as high as 10 THz. Furthermore Figure 4.4.6c-h reveals the changing shape of the pump pulse for various pump powers above threshold; just above threshold, a gain switching effect leads to a narrowing laser pulse. Finally, at very large pump powers, the output photon pulse starts to resemble the shape of the pump pulse. The appearance of transient effects indicates the achievement of laser threshold and this can be corroborated with the saturation of the time averaged gain over the pulse duration (Figure 4.4.6b),

$$g = \frac{\int \beta \Gamma A s (\alpha n - n_0) dt}{v_g \int s dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The fast transient dynamics within these plasmonic lasers could provide the means to deliver energy to the nanoscale on femtosecond timescales, and thus achieve extremely high intensities in the near field.
4.5 Technological Impact & Outlook

Since the invention of the laser in the middle of the last century laser devices have been utilized in a vast number applications. They range from various scientific and industrial applications to medical and military usages to commercial and even the private sector [1]. The driver behind this success story is, certainly, the underlying physical processes creating and sustaining the laser light itself; the temporal coherency, high monochromaticity, and ability to reach extremely high powers and power densities are all properties which allow for a variety of applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nanolaser</th>
<th>Conventional Laser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cavity Size</td>
<td>Below diff limit – Tiny</td>
<td>Above diff limit – large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output</td>
<td>Less power (but high Power density)</td>
<td>Higher power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage Range</td>
<td>Near field</td>
<td>Far-field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Threshold Level</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Profile</td>
<td>Non-directional</td>
<td>Directional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Speed</td>
<td>Ultra fast (THz+)</td>
<td>&lt; 50GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5.1 | Qualitative comparison of Nanolasers with Conventional Devices.

This leads to the question, what usages are potentially possible for Nanolasers in particular plasmonic-based devices? In addressing this question, let us summarize the very physical specialties of the plasmon Nanolaser as introduced in chapter 4.4 and demonstrated in chapters 4.2 and 4.3. The often feared high ohmic metal losses, which could increase the lasing threshold beyond usability, are effectively mitigated by either deploying low-loss mode design architectures [2,3] and increasing the optical mode selection via the Purcell effect and high spontaneous emission factor as introduced in chapter 4.4.

Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC)

Relatively soon after the introduction of electrical circuit interaction (ICs) in the 1950’s and 60’s a similar scheme of circuit integration was proposed by D. Miller in 1969 [4], on-chip lasers create photons, modulators encode the data signal onto the light stream, waveguides route these optical data and integrated photo-receivers convert the optical signal back into the electrical domain (Fig. 4.5.1).
Figure 4.5.1 | Photonic Integration. Traditionally discrete optical components becoming integrated onto a chip towards improving speed, efficiency and reliability [5].

With the race of products based on PICs having already started (Infinera, Luxtera, Intel), the question arises of what the next step after these initial demonstrations will be? The logical answer would be, these currently developing PIC solutions will have to become significantly smaller and more efficient. In other words, with the end of electronic Moore’s Law coming in sight (~2020) [6], there is a photonic-electronic hybrid scaling law emerging that seems to be driven not by transistor scaling, but data bandwidth routing [7]. Like any exponential scaling trend, it is just a matter of time when photonic circuit functionality and thus the individual device footprint and performance will enter the regime of the nanoscale.

However, one of the main bottlenecks for down scaling photonic circuits was and still is the realization of an integrated and efficient light source on the chip. The problem starts with the material choice. The ideal laser material, from an industry standpoint, would be a group IV semiconductor (e.g. Si, Ge) due to the mature existing processing infrastructure, however, the indirect band-gap of these materials prohibits efficient light creation [8]. Current solutions of on-chip light sources are either a monolithic integration of a laser device into a costly III-V wafer [9] or to growth the laser device on a separate (still costly) III-V wafer and transfer it (e.g. via wafer bonding) onto a prefabricated low-cost photonic routing platform (e.g. SOI technology) [10,11]. Both methods, while doable and possibly economical now, are unlikely to be profitable in the mid to far future due to the exponential scaling trend of data bandwidth and device footprint (Fig. 4.5.2).
The data bandwidth grows exponentially over time, requiring for stringing technology that is able to keep up with this fast pace – the solution is photonic integration. Because of its parallelism (WDM-wavelength division multiplexing), PICs are able to provide this demand.

Plasmon Nanolasers could offer a solution for a light source towards ultra-scaled photonic circuits; the high optical lasing mode selectivity due to a large spontaneous emission and Purcell factor can compensate for the higher cavity loss arising from high mirror losses due to small size and metal quenching losses \([2,12,13]\). Furthermore, with integration space and footprint becoming more and more tangible not only the small physical size of Nanolasers in general will become a critical differentiation, but also the synergies between electronic and photonics are becoming key design factors. For instance, the very same metal structure of a plasmon-based Nanolaser that confines the optical field and typically also defines the optical cavity, can now conveniently be used to electrically address the laser; for driving or modulating the laser or temperature stabilizing it \([14,15]\).

Furthermore, with the tremendous increase in computing power over the last decades, the input/output (I/O), transmittance (Tx) and reception (Rx) of the high bandwidth data streams especially in and out of the processor core to outside systems (mother board, internet, ...) is becoming more and more bandwidth limited \([16]\). A solution to this challenge is to bring the optical domain, which is capable of delivering high bandwidths, closer to the computational core \([17]\). In such a scenario the photonic elements could be implemented onto the same electronic core chip and thus had to yield to similar footprint laws as electronic components. Thus, with typical telecommunication wavelengths being on the order of 1.5 \(\mu\)m, the optical components have to be sub-wavelength in mode size.

Lastly, the aforementioned exponential data or bandwidth increase of the internet and other telecommunication methods (e.g. smart phones, ipads, connected cars, homes, etc ...) can be generally addressed from two fronts; increasing the speed per channel, increasing the number of channels or a combination of both. The step from TDM to WDM to DWDM created a boost in...
data bandwidth [18,19]. However, increasing the speed of a single channel is challenging and requires precise device design of the laser system including the WDM mode spacing, modulators wavelength stabilizers etc. Here, conventional (non diffraction limited and non plasmonic) laser sources face speed limitations given by their cavity loss (see chapter 4.4) and gain compression effects [21, 22]. Unconstrained from both these limitations, plasmon Nanolasers are proposed to provide unprecedented direct modulations speeds into the THz region, which is far beyond conventional laser performance capabilities.

With application opportunities arising for Nanolasers there are also challenges to overcome [22-24]. For instance due to the small modal size, the ‘squeezed’ (sub-wavelength) laser light typically strongly diffracts from the laser source into free space. In particular in PIC applications the laser light needs to be efficiently coupled into a waveguide bus. However, high symmetrical cavities [12-14], and/or the conversion of surface-plasmon waves into photon laser light [3] thus far resulted in light propagation in all directions prohibiting the collimation for the reported Nanolasers. Furthermore, for metal coated plasmon laser designs, the emission is shielded by a metal layer reducing outcoupling efficiencies significantly [14,25]. Another challenge towards on-chip integration is to realize electrical connections to Nanolasers without dramatically increasing the footprint and disturbing the optical mode, which is a critical step towards direct modulation and electrically pumping of the Nanolaser [news and focus papers about Nanolasers]. Lastly for large scale integration, the assemble of Nanolasers into light-source arrays is necessary [22-24]. While electrical injection and room temperature operation has been demonstrated thus far, directional emission and direct and efficient coupling into a waveguide bus without introducing high losses is still to be explored. After the pioneering plasmon Nanolaser work of the Berkeley group of Prof. Zhang, the group recently utilized a cross-bar plasmon Nanolaser design demonstrating all of the above challenges, except electrical pumping [15, chapter 7].

The nanoscale gain material volume of Nanolasers does produce a limited amount of optical light power. Current PIC platforms, however, have much higher optical power demands than what Nanolasers can probably ever produce. Is this a show-stopper for future Nanolaser PIC integration? The answer is probably no, since the ultimate PIC photon level (power density) limits are set by the sensitivity of the photodetector on the receiver end of the photonic circuit [26,27]. Thus, the photon-to-electron conversion sensitivity limiting the photodetector is governed by the electrical shot noise and the operating temperature (Fig. 4.5.3). The minimum optical power in the circuit must therefore be larger than $40k_BT$, where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ the operation temperature, which already includes a 10x safety margin in terms of signal-to-noise. Notice, that $40k_BT$ equals to 1eV or the energy of a single photon with the wavelength being on the order of a micrometer, the typical wavelength for telecommunication. We thus see, that the overall power level of a scaled photonic integrated circuit could be down to a single photon per bit, a level certainly attainable by Nanolasers. In contrast, current PIC and optical fiber technology operate with bit sizes on the order of $10^3 - 10^5$ photons [26,27].
Figure 4.5.3 | PIC sensitivity limits. The photon detection sensitivity at the receiver of the PIC is limited by the electrical shot of the photoreceiver and can approach a single photon level, which opens possibilities for low power Nanolaser devices as light source.

**Sensors & Bio-Medical Applications**

Optical metrology and in particular, sensing applications, are becoming extremely important in the bio-medical arena. Interfacing and sensing biological as well as chemical substances for health treatments and/or chemical trace detections need to be carried out with the highest sensitivity and selectivity via optical detection and analysis. With emerging lab-on-the-chip technology platforms [28], a small, integratable and efficient light laser source is on demand. Plasmon Nanolasers could be integrated with micro-fluidic channels for future lab-on-chip applications as outlined in Figure 4.5.4. The unique optical sub-wavelength mode feature of the plasmon laser approaches single molecular scales, which enables such a bio-sensor to become extremely sensitive. Furthermore, the aforementioned HPP mode system could be utilized with a small air-gap between the metal and the semiconductor laser part where a molecular gas or specimen could be flowed through or channeled by towards various sensing and bio-molecule detection applications such as DNA sequencing. With the high photon density and small optical mode size, plasmon Nanolasers could also become useful as manipulators and cutting tools of biological tissues, e.g. affected cancer cells, with unprecedented chirurgical precision for health care treatments.

Figure 4.5.4 | Plasmon lasers as Bio-molecule sensors. Bio sensor scheme highlighting the length scales of the optical signal, which can approach the ise of individual protein molecules (~5 nm).
**Ultra-Fast Spectroscopy**

As established in chapter 4.4, plasmonic Nanolasers are potentially able to provide ultra-fast (fs-scale or faster) optical processes [29], which is possible to the unique internal laser processes inside such devices and the high-loss cavity system. Even though the absolute optical power provided by these lasers is small, the optical intensity can be quite high due to the small size. These Nanolasers can therefore be envisioned to become a platform for ultra-fast spectroscopy with unprecedented footprint, energy and cost functions. Again, the lossy (low $Q$-factor) character of plasmonic systems Fourier-transformed into the time domain, provides for ultra-fast optical processes which can be utilizes for various spectroscopic techniques and studies.

**Outlook**

The above described technological opportunities and challenges for plasmon Nanolasers are summarized in Table 4.5.2. However, as history had shown with the demonstration of the first laser, the exact technological scope and more importantly the sociological impact of such inventions is often difficult to predict and might even take many years since its discovery to become sought out to become implemented towards a concrete product or solution.

So, what are the practical limitations of these lasers? Generally, Nanolaser devices rely on stringent fabrication control on sub-100 nm length scales (e.g. line-edge roughness). With state-of-the-art processing technology becoming more and more precise, these length scales are becoming more and more feasible. Secondly, the extreme high optical field intensities inside the optical confinement of plasmonic Nanolasers, which can approach $\frac{\lambda^2}{400}$ [2,3] place clear limitations on material choices, in particular for the laser gain material. But also the best choices for metals in plasmon lasers, i.e. the inert noble metals like Silver and Gold, can face challenges due to reduced melting temperatures arising from thin metal film sizes where the bulk melting temperature is reduced or fabrications defects. Furthermore, Nanolaser arrays or laser reliability tests have not been demonstrated to and will show the maturity of this still young technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Device Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tele-communication/ IT</td>
<td>Directional Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaled Photonic Integration</td>
<td>I/O Coupling Efficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio / Medical Applications</td>
<td>Electrical Pumping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive Sensors</td>
<td>Optical Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-Fast Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Arrays and Integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.5.2 | Technological Opportunities and Challenges for Nanolasers*

However, with progressing processing technology, device and chip integration skills and expanding knowledge about the internal Nanolaser processes on a fundamental level, what are we to expect to achieve if we were to invest in this technology for the next 10 years? While the
answer is certainly quite unclear at this moment, there already exist various leaps-of-faith that above mentioned technologies and sociological impacts are under way. For instance certain US government agencies and industrial corporations are heavily investing recently in nanophotonic R&D. Such programs for instance invest in the exa-scale \((10^{18} \text{ bits/sec})\) bandwidth computing era [30] or into hybrid circuit architectures of nanoelectronics and nanophotonics [31]. Such global and vicious goals are likely only attainable with ultra-scaled light sources like Nanolasers such that economy of scale rules can be applied to drive this technology.
5. Photonics and Logic

5.1 Introduction

Opportunities for Photonic and Logic

With the tremendous success of the Silicon transistor and very large scale integration (VLSI) [1], the laws of transistor scaling predict the end of the roadmap in the year 2020 with transistor gate lengths on the order of 10 or less nanometers [2]. Currently there are many research projects involved in exploring a logic devices that can continue the performance trend of Moors’ Law [1,3]. Among those are classical transistors with improved performance like a steeper switching performance (steeper sub-threshold swing), spin-based electronic switches, electrically driven MEMS-like mechanical switches, cryo-electronics, electro-chemical switches and photonic elements [3]. Here, we would like to focus on the latter for two reasons: firstly photonics offers the opportunity for large data bandwidths due to the weak photon-photon interaction and consequently multiplexing technologies for instance in terms of wavelength (WDM). The second argument is an efficiency argument, namely, the fundamentals of electromagnetism and solid-state physics allow for a single photon to induce a relatively strong voltage change up to 1eV, which could trigger or switch a signal. This is provided optical absorption and the internal quantum efficiency is high enough [4].

Figure 5.1.1 | The three possible ways of realizing a switch utilizing photons. (top) A classical electrical transistor is gated optically. (middle) An optical light beam is altered electrically, for instance via the non-linear electro-optical effect. (bottom) Third-order non-linearities can be utilized to realize an all-optical transistor.
In this work, we are particularly interested in opto-electronic solutions for a switching element with footprints on the order of a wavelength down to the nanoscale. Here, light-matter-enhancement effects allow driving this technology forward to novel devices with unprecedented performance and energy consumption benchmarks. Figure 5.1.1 highlights possible methods realizing a switch using optics. Here, the optical beam can be utilized to switch an electrical transistor (optically gated Transistor) (top) or an electrical signal is used to encode the data onto an optical light beam leading to so called electro-optical-modulation (middle). A particular interesting switch is the all-optical transistor, where a light beam is actively switched by a second light beam via third-order non-linear effects.

In the following we like to look into some details of each switching-scheme introduced in Fig. 5.1.1. Starting with the optically gated transistor, a tiny Germanium (Ge) island placed on top of a classical Si-based transistor creates a quantum well in the band-diagram (left panels Fig. 5.1.2) (Fig. 5.1.2). Thus, the optically induced (via absorption) electron-hole pairs drift apart and holes accumulate at the quantum well near the Ge-Si interface. This in turn leads to an attraction of electrons inside the Si-channel. Applying a bias between the source and the drain can now amplify these carriers leading to a detectable electronic signal. Notice due to the small capacitance the switching speed can potentially reach THz. In addition if the internal quantum efficiency (i.e. the photon-to-electron conversion efficiency) is high, a single photon is able to induce a 25 meV potential for the device schematic shown on Fig. 5.1.1.

**Figure 5.1.2 | The Optical Transistor.** (top-left) Schematic of the optically gated Si-transistor. (bottom-left) The band gap of the Ge-Si interface creates an electronic quantum well attracting carrier in the Si-channel which can be amplified via an applied S-D bias. (top-right) The absorption of the Ge-island can be enhanced with a cavity, e.g. a 1-D photonic crystal which elegantly connects to a Silicon-on-insulator waveguide. (bottom-right) Performance measures of an experimental demonstration of an optical transistor after Ref. 5 with estimations of the switching speed.
The inverse to the optically gated transistor is the electro-optical modulator (middle Fig. 5.1.1) [6,7]. Here the second-order electro-optical non-linear effect is deployed where either in real ($\Delta n$) or the imaginary part ($\Delta \kappa$) refractive index is changed (Fig. 5.1.3). This is can be achieved via two means: carrier depletion and change of the free carrier concentration (plasma effect) [6]. In a nutshell these effects change the dispersion of the material which changes the phase or the loss. Although one should point out that a change in $n$ always induces a change in $\kappa$ as well, because of the Kramer-Kroenig-Relations, which tie a change of the real part of the electric permittivity, $\varepsilon'$, to the imaginary part $\varepsilon''$. Interestingly, both types of index change can be deployed towards electro-optical modulation. Whereas the change in $\kappa$ facilitates a linear absorption-type modulator, a phase-modulator, i.e. an Mach-Zender Interferometer, is achieved by modulating the real part of the index. For the first one, the change in the imaginary part of the index leads to a change in the optical loss and thus to a change in the optical transmission ($\Delta T$) which researchers named extinction ratio ($ER$) (left panel Fig. 5.1.3). Ideally an extinction ratio exceeding 10 dB is achieved in the static DC limit, because the modulation depth decreases as the switching speed is increased, because of capacitive delays of the device. The Mach-Zender modulator is characterized by the product of the applied voltage to achieve a $\pi$-phase change ($V_\pi$) over the required device arm length ($L$) to achieve the effect (right panel Fig. 5.1.3). Thus the Figure-of-Merit for a Mach-Zender electro-optical modulator is given by $FOM = V_\pi \times L$.

In terms of materials a variety of choices are available, ranging from the originally explored Lithium Niobate (LiNbO$_3$) [8], over Silicon-based modulators by the Cornell group from M. Lipson [7] and Intel’s photonics group [6] to novel materials like polymers, which are reported to have strong non-linear potentials [9] and graphene [10].

However, the electro-optical effect is often quite weak requiring devices to be on the millimeter to even centimeter size [6]. Solutions to this large footprint come in two ways; the first approach is to store the electromagnetic energy inside an optical cavity which simultaneously increases the effective length of the modulator by the cavity quality factor. However the trade-off is the limited bandwidth due to the cavity resonance. A second approach which we will follow in this chapter is to utilize optical confinement to boost the electro-optical effect. The idea is to utilize the field enhancement of the broadband deep-subwavelength propagating modes of the hybrid plasmon waveguide design discussed in chapter 3 to strengthen the induced electro-optical effect [11]. For instance the field-enhancement of the hybrid-plasmon mode of 30 times utilized in an 2nd order non-linearity like the electro-optical effect, results in an effective single enhancement of $30^2 \approx 1000$ [11]! Thus a millimeter size device can now be scaled down to the single digit micrometer scale, allowing for single wavelength active nano-plasmonics. Another advantage over the cavity approach is, that the effective bandwidth is not resonance limited, however the insertion loss can be high due to plasmonic losses and impedance mismatches between the photonic and plasmonic mode.
Figure 5.1.3 | Two ways to design an Electro-Optical-Modulator (EOM). (Left) electrically altering the imaginary part of the refractive index ($\Delta \kappa$) leads to a change in the transmission ($\Delta T$) or extinction ratio ($ER$) of the optical signal. (right) Phase changed interferometer-type EOM and figure of merit. (bottom) Due to the intrinsically weak EO-effect solutions to enhance the effect and reduce the device footprint are to deploy cavities [7] and plasmonic-ally enhanced fields leading to strong effect enhancements without sacrificing the bandwidth [11].

From a bandwidth and speed point of view the ultimate goal is to switch an optical beam optically i.e. all-optical transistor or switch (bottom Fig. 5.1.1). While progress in this field has been made with non-linear materials incorporated into fiber optics [12] and quantum-dot materials [13] plasmonic nanophotonic building blocks have not explored much yet. In chapter 5.3 we will discuss a plasmonic all-optical switch that elegantly interfaces with SOI technology, thus has great potential to make an impact in next generation’s photonic circuit switching elements [14].
5.2 Plasmonic Electro-Optical Modulator

Device Design

As described in the previous sub-chapter the electro-optical (EO) effect can be influenced and altered by a change in the carrier concentration inside the EO-material. For instance, a Drude-Lorentz model [1] (Eqn. 1) can be used to describe the change in the complex refractive index

\[ \Delta n = \frac{-e^2 \lambda_0^2}{8\pi^2 c^2 \varepsilon_0 n} \left( \frac{\Delta N_e}{m_e^*} + \frac{\Delta N_h}{m_h^*} \right) \]  (1)

where \( \Delta N_e \) and \( \Delta N_h \) represent the electron and hole densities, \( e \) is the electronic charge; \( \lambda_0 \) is the free space wavelength; \( c \) and \( \varepsilon_0 \) are the speed of light and permittivity in vacuum, respectively; \( m_e^* \) and \( m_h^* \) are effective electron and hole masses, respectively. The required carrier densities are determined using the Drude model [1] for the permittivity (Eqn. 2)

\[ \varepsilon = \varepsilon_\infty - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + \omega_i \Gamma} \quad \text{with} \quad \omega_p^2 = \frac{Ne^2}{\varepsilon_\infty m^*} \]  (2)

where \( \varepsilon \) is the material permittivity, \( \varepsilon_\infty \) is the high frequency permittivity, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency, \( \omega_p \) is the plasma frequency (corresponding to \( \varepsilon = 0 \) ), and \( \Gamma \) is the relaxation frequency. Using Eqn (1) and (2) we can compute the permittivity as a function of operation frequency or wavelength. While a De at visible wavelengths requires a carrier change of \( 5 \times 10^{21} \) cm\(^{-3} \), at telecommunication wavelengths this change is about 1/5 of that value [2]. Furthermore, Feigenbaum et al. recently showed that the refractive index of an Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) layer inside a metal-insulator-metal geometry can be altered electrically by unity via the above described carrier modulation [2].

Extrapolating the response of an ITO film to an applied bias at telecommunication wavelengths and solving for the eigenmode profile allows us to determine the effective mode index change as a function bias. Via the left-panel equation from Fig. 5.1.2 we can compute a required device length, \( L \), in order to achieve a desired extinction ratio, say 16 dB. Following this approach we simulated various designs of an EOM utilizing the hybrid-plasmon mode, where the gap layer has been substituted by a thin ITO and oxide layer, whereas the latter is needed in order to prevent electrical shorting (Fig. 5.2.1).
**Device Type** | **L-WG [μm] (ΔT=-16dB)** | **Mode Loss (@Transmission State) [cm⁻¹]**
---|---|---
1. HPP-Al₂O₃(tox=20nm) Si (H=340nm) | 25 | 184
2. HPP – Al₂O₃-Si=200nm | 11 | 976
3. HPP – MgF₂– Si=340nm | 57 x ½ | 135 x 28%
4. Ctl-1 (no Metal) | 128 | 19
5. HPP-Al₂O₃(tox=10nm) Si (H=340nm) | 14 | 237

Figure 5.2.1 | Eigenmode simulation results for various EOM designs. The imaginary part of the refractive index was computed after a data extrapolation from Ref. 2. From here, the transmission ratio of 16 dB was taking into account to solve for the required device interaction length. Two cases stand out (marked red) which have been explored experimentally (see below).

**Device Fabrication**

The process flow is sketched in Figure 5.2.2. Wire bonding onto prefabricated pads was used to electrically connect the sample.
Figure 5.2.2 | Process flow for fabricating the HPP-based plasmonic EOM. SOI (Soitech, Box = 3 μm, Si device layer = 340 nm, doping: n-type, \( \rho = 1-10 \ \Omega\text{cm} \)) wafers were cut and cleaned prior to starting the process. The photoresist for the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} Electron-Beam-Lithography (EBL) step was PMMA A5 (4000 rpm, 1 min) and PMMA A8 (2600 rpm, 1 min), respectively. The 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} development step was carried out at low and room temperature respectively. Cr-7 was used for 3 minutes to remove the Chrome hard mask. All evaporation steps were carried out using a electron-beam thin film evaporator (CHA).

Experimental Results

Before the samples were tested for modulation performance, we checked the silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) grating coupler without the EO-oxide-metal layer on top (Fig. 5.2.3). While the total transmission through the SOI waveguide normalized to the reflected signal from the pump beam was on the order of 5%, that signal was sufficiently large enough for the following EOM measurements and significantly below the damage threshold for the SOI waveguide (the pump power on the grating coupler was on the order of 100 μW). Critically important for the 500-fold improvement in the total transmission was precise lithography as well as a low pressure reactive ion etcher (Lam Research). The optimized grating coupler had a Si-to-Si pitch of 590 nm and an air gap of 210 nm operating at 1300 nm wavelength.
Figure 5.2.3 | SOI waveguide Grating Coupler Optimization. Best results were achieved with low-pressure reactive ion etching instead of atmospheric pressure etching.

Next, we tested the transmission performance after the EO-Oxide-Metal stack had been deposited (Fig. 5.2.4). As expected the total transmission decreases after the hybrid-plasmon mode was introduced, due to both the increased ohmic plasmon loss and the impedance mismatch between the HPP mode and the SOI waveguide mode. The decrease from about 5 to 2% for the total transmission for a HPP-stack length of 5 μm corresponds well to the expected propagation length. Even though no impedance between the SOI and the HPP mode was used, calculations have shown that the transmission can be about 60-80% depending on the HPP-modes confinement. Notice however, that the SOI waveguide thickness was 340 nm, which theoretically allows for photonic mode to coexist alongside the HPP mode. Ideally one would utilize a thinner SOI waveguide whose thickness is closer to the cut-off of the eigenmode. With the eigenmodes effective mode index for the SOI waveguide being close to 3 (finite element eigenmode simulation, Comsol Multiphysics), cut-off would be achieved for a SOI thickness of about 220 nm if an operation wavelength of 1300 nm is used.
Testing the HPP-based plasmon EOM for its extinction ratio shows a 30% change in the transmission for an applied bias change of only 1.5 V for a length of $L_{\text{HPP}} = 20 \, \mu\text{m}$ suggesting that the ITO layer has been influencing the optical mode. Shorter lengths result in a smaller transmission change as expected (see table Fig. 5.2.5). The current of the device is relatively low (single digit nano ampere range) indicating that the device is not shorted. We fabricated control samples where a complete device was fabricated but the ITO layer was left out. None of these devices showed any optical intensity modulation upon changing the applied bias which suggests that the ITO indeed changes its optical properties, i.e. $\kappa$. The strong effect of the HPP-based ITO EOM modulator comes into the picture when we compare the transmission change observed from the control samples (no ITO, but oxide and metal) to the EOM samples (ITO-oxide-metal). Our control samples are effectively the EOM modulator from the Intel group which utilizes the Si-plasma effect (MOS EOM) [3] which required centimeter long device lengths. Thus Intel’s EOM has a 2000 times weaker modulation potential compared to our 20 $\mu\text{m}$ long plasmonic EOM modulator.

In understanding the results shown in Fig. 5.2.5, the question arises why the modulation stops (levels off) with increasing bias voltage. There are two possible answers; Firstly, the capacitor might be fully charged at this point, which is possible considering the small capacitance of the HPP-stack. The second answers lies in the mode architecture; with the relatively thick SOI waveguide (340 nm) a photonic SOI mode and the hybrid plasmon mode coexist underneath the
HPP-stack. Thus, even if the effective mode index of the HPP part is changes completely, the SOI-photonic mode is unchanged with applied bias. The obvious choice to increase the modulation depth performance of the plasmon EOM is to decrease the silicon device layer of the SOI wafer.

Critically important for an electro-optical modulator, and by that any switching device, is the modulation speed performance. The time response of our plasmon EOM depends on two factors; the time it takes the electrons to form an accumulation layer at the ITO-oxide interface and the RC-delay time (Fig. 5.2.6). The form depends on the geometry, the amount of applied bias change and the carrier mobility, we estimate the time for the electrons to drift through the thin ITO layer to be 0.1 ps, corresponding to 10 THz. The mobility was measured with an electrical 4-probe test and determined to be 6 cm²/Vs, which is close to the reported 15 cm²/Vs [2]. From a network point of view the estimated energy consumption per bit is an interesting benchmark whose attention to is growing [4]. With a 2 Volts of applied bias to switch the plasmon EOM and a capacitance of only 13 fF, we estimate the required per consumption to be 5 fJ/bit. This is only 5% of the estimated power requirements for future photonic modulation schemes [4] and about 4 orders of magnitude lower than current EOM energy/bit functions [3].

**Figure 5.2.5 | HPP-based plasmonic EOM Results.** A maximum of 30% transmission change was achieved over about 1.5volts of applied bias for a HPP-stack length of 20 μm. This corresponds to a Δκ of 0.6%.
1. **Active Carrier Speed (Time to drift through EOM layer?)**

\[
\text{drift-speed} = \frac{\text{length}}{\text{time} (\tau)} \rightarrow \tau = t_{\text{EOM}} / v_{\text{drift}}
\]

with: \( v_{\text{drift}} = \mu E \) and \( E = V_{\text{bias}} / t_{\text{tot}} = V_{\text{bias}} / (t_{\text{EOM}} + t_{\text{ox}}) \)

\[
\tau = \frac{t_{\text{EOM}} \times t_{\text{tot}}}{\mu V} = \frac{10\text{nm} \times 30\text{nm}}{15\text{cm}^2 / \text{Vs} \times 2\text{V}} = 10 \times 10^{-7} \text{cm} \times 30 \times 10^{-7} \text{cm} = 15 \text{cm}^2 / \text{Vs} = 0.1\text{ps}
\]

\( \text{Mod - Speed} = 10 \text{THz} \)

\( (\mu_{\text{measured}} \approx 6 \text{cm}^2 / \text{Vs}, \mu_{\text{Lid}} \approx 15 \text{cm}^2 / \text{Vs}) \)

2. **Device Capacitance**

\[
C = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \frac{LW}{d} = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \frac{L_{\text{Device}} W_{\text{SOI-WG}}}{t_{\text{ox}} + t_{\text{EOM}}} = \varepsilon_0 1.8 \frac{25 \mu \text{m} \times 1 \mu \text{m}}{30 \text{nm}} = 13 \text{fF}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{1}{R_{\text{SOI}}} C = \frac{1}{R_{\text{SOI}} \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \frac{LW}{t_{\text{tot}}}} = \frac{1}{50 \Omega \times 13 \text{fF}} = 1.5 \text{THz}
\]

\[
P_{\text{dissipated}} / \text{bit} = P_{\text{stored}} \times \frac{\text{BW}}{\text{bit}} = \frac{1}{2} CV_{\text{bias}}^2 \times \text{BW} / \text{BW}^2 = CV^2 = 5 \text{fJ / bit}^\star
\]

**Figure 5.2.6 | Modulation Speed Performance of HPP-based plasmonic EOM.** From both the active carrier time to drift through the active ITO layer and the RC-delay time constant, an modulation speed in excess of THz can be expected.

**Experimental Setup**

The experimental Setup is shown in Figure 5.2.5. While the setup shows the option for speed-tests, only the DC has been tested thus far. As an optical source a pulsed fs-laser (Spectra Physics) (\( \lambda = 900, 1300 \text{ nm} \)) and a laser diode were used (\( \lambda = 1310 \text{ nm} \)). The optical intensity response as a function of applied bias voltage was recorded with an infrared camera (Goodrich), where for each voltage step 10 frames were averaged.
**Figure 5.2.7 | The EOM characterization setup.** LD = laser diode, PD = photo diode, OD = optical density filter, PBS = polarizing beam splitter, OSA = optical spectrum analyzer, SMF = single mode fiber, M1 = mirror, NA = network analyzer.

**Future Directions**

The electro-optical modulation effect can be enhanced by placing the HPP-stack inside a cavity, which increases the time of the interaction of the optical mode with the ITO, effectively folding a long linear EOM device into a small footprint (Fig. 5.2.8). We analyzed a particularly interesting and feasible cavity candidate, namely a 1-D photonic crystal cavity (left-top Fig. 5.2.8). Combining the 1-D cavity with the HPP-based plasmon EOM allows for high extinction ratios (strong signal modulation) for ultra-low voltage biases. Figure 5.2.9 shows the 2-D simulation results for a 1-D photonic crystal cavity. Each distributed feedback (DBR) mirror consists of seven narrow grooves etched into a SOI waveguide. The interference of each DBR reflects a certain percentage of the mode. Photonic crystal stop-band is clearly visible in the spectrum (shaded red) with the cavity resonance (high transmission) in its center. The cavity Q-factor is about 130. If even only 1/10th of this Q-factor can actually be deployed towards enhancing the EO effect, then the cavity had shown its potential. However, there are some fabrication challenges with this approach, since it requires relatively precise etching processes of the Si grooves. Alternatively it is possible to place a DBR on top of the waveguide. Yet, the photonic mode of the thick SOI waveguides used here has only a small amount of field sitting in on top of the silicon, thus the expected modulation will be weak.
**Figure 5.2.8 | The plasmonic EOM Roadmap.** With the successful demonstration of the ITO HPP-based plasmon EOM (top right), a 1-D photonic crystal cavity can be deployed to boost the EO effect. The cavity will build up an electric field as shown in the bottom schematic.

**Cavity Design**

- Bragg reflector: Air / Si grating
- Air width: 100 nm
- Period: 251.7 nm (7 each side of cavity)
- $L_c = 960$ nm (Si)
- Grating depth: 120 nm deep

**Figure 5.2.9 | The plasmonic EOM Photonic Crystal Cavity.** 2-D Finite-Element-Method simulation results for a cavity design with two distributed feedback (DBR) mirrors and a cavity defect. The photonic stop-band is highlighted (red) in the spectrum on the left. The cavity resonance has a linewidth of about 10 nm corresponding to a quality of 130 for a wavelength of 1310 nm. Thus, the EO effect could be enhanced by roughly the cavity’s quality factor.
The HPP-based plasmon EOM can be improved even more as we will discuss next. 2-D simulations results of a single HPP-stack (\(L_{\text{HPP}} = 2.12 \ \mu\text{m}\)) result in an ON-to-OFF state ration of 0.9/0.7 = 1.3 (top Fig. 5.2.10). However, if the single stack is divided into 4 individual ones such that the total HPP-stack length is the same as in the single-stack case, the modulation ON-to-OFF increases to 0.7/0.1 = which is a 5.5-fold increase. The underlying effect is that each SOI-HPP interface the mode can be reflected or transmitted with a certain probability. Modulation of the ITO index which in turn changes the effective mode index, creates an interference effect between the pure SOI mode and the HPP mode. Thus the length of the HPP-stack effectively acts as a linear phase-modulator, where each SOI-HPP interface adds to the modulation depth. The lower overall transmission for the multi-stack case results from additional scattering losses at each interface and the DBR effect due to the modulation of the index of refraction in the system. In the end these two effects determine the overall transmission and the modulation depth and can be optimized according to the required design.

\[L_{\text{HPP}} = 2.12 \ \mu\text{m}\]
\[L_{\text{HPP}} = 0.53 \ \mu\text{m}\]
\[\text{Period} = 1.06 \ \mu\text{m}\]

**Figure 5.2.10 | Proposed “multi-finger” EOM Interferometer.** (Top) The transmission change (modulation depth) for a single HPP-stack at the ON-state (red) is about 25% higher than the OFF-state (black). This modulation ratio of ON-to-OFF state (90%/70%=1.3) can be significantly increased (70%/10% = 7) if a multitude of shorter HPP-stacks is deployed. The overall transmission is lower for the multi-HPP case due to additional scattering loss from each stack interface. Photonic SOI mode as a control (blue).
5.3 All-Optical-Switches

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, the ability to switch an optical signal optically is very appealing. However, while the prospect of staying entirely in the optical domain seems appealing, the concerning question of how efficient is such process is well stated. As we have briefly discussed in this chapter, the energy per bit function is becoming more and more strict allowing less and less room for device flexibilities. All optical devices have been explored before. An interesting example was provided by M. Hochberg et al. where an on-chip SOI waveguide with a non-linear polymer cladding was used to create a 3-terminal all-optical transistor (top Fig. 5.3.1) [1]. While the device functions exactly like an optical version of a transistor with a source, drain and gate, the device footprint and switching depth as well as power requirements were research demonstration level at best (see top box Fig. 5.3.1). However, the device switching speed was verified to be in the THz regime far exceeding what electronics can provide [2]. This example elegantly shows the potential for ultra-high speed all-optical networks.

![Figure 5.3.1 | All-optical-Switches](image)

Figure 5.3.1 | All-optical-Switches. (top) A SOI waveguide with a non-linear polymer cladding can function as an all-optical switch [1]. The weak interaction of the SOI mode with the non-linear polymer requires millimeter to centimeter interaction lengths a low extinction ratio. (bottom) The enhanced field of the HPP mode on the other hand allows for strong non-linear effects. A 3rd order non-linearity effect which is proportional to the cubed electric-field amplitude gets boosted by the HPP mode to $10^4$. Thus a centimeter device can now on the order of a single wavelength. Such enhanced light-matter-interaction (LMI) therefore allows for small and efficient nanophotonics building blocks like an all-optical switch.
On the other hand, the hybrid plasmon polaritons (HPP) modes’ unique ability to enhance propagating field intensities for a relatively low propagation length cost penalty opens up opportunities in all-optical devices [2,3]. As we had briefly introduced in chapter 3.3, the HPP mode has a clear advantage in terms of non-linear nanophotonics, because of its strong confinement and low loss. Here, optical confinement can strengthen interactions between light and matter and thereby reduce the required devices size to utilize a certain effect (e.g. a 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} order non-linearity). Thus, metal optics can produce more compact components provided propagation losses do not exceed the necessary device interaction length. Here the relevant metric is the trade-off between light matter interaction enhancement (mode confinement area, \( A_m \), relative to the diffraction limit) and the loss incurred (propagation length relative to desired interaction length). The mode confinement area measures the enhancement strength, whereas the ratio of propagation length and interaction length tells us about the loss. Key is here, that the strong confinement can outweigh the propagation length limitation in terms of producing the desired effect ratifying the use of the exponent function. For instance: the HPP mode has an electric field enhancement of 30x, thus if a 3\textsuperscript{rd} order non-linear effect is been used to, say switch a signal, then the effective non-linear effect enhancement of the HPP mode is close to \( 10^4 \). In other words, the signal strength of a non-linear effect that usually takes millimeter of even centimeter to “build up”, can now be created within only a few wavelengths.

In order to quantify this non-linear potential we simulated the eigenmode the HPP waveguide with two different optical confinement measures and compared the results to a SOI waveguide (Fig. 5.3.2). We picked a 3\textsuperscript{rd} order non-linearity where the electrical field comes in as the third power of the electric field. Since the electric field is distributed over the entire SOI waveguide, the maximum field strength is relatively low (top Fig. 5.3.2). However, the strong electric field enhancement of the HPP mode can yield 4-fold stronger fields compared to a SOI waveguide (bottom Fig. 5.3.2). In addition, the non-linear material (e.g. As\textsubscript{2}Se\textsubscript{3}) is carefully placed inside the highest field location of the HPP mode. The net effect is that such a plasmonic waveguide has the potential to provide two orders of magnitude higher non-linear signals than an SOI waveguide (Fig. 5.3.2). Comparing these results to SOI waveguide with the non-linear cladding [1] the HPP mode performs 3 – 4 order of magnitude better, because the electric field outside the high index SOI waveguide is quite low [1].

Such a strong enhancement reduced the optical input and gating power and allows for ultra-small footprint devices. Interestingly if a plasmonic non-linear switch can now be realized within a few wavelengths only, the higher plasmonic losses become secondary. Thus plasmonic non-linear based devices lit all-optical switches can indeed attack the research space of non-linear optics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WG-Type</th>
<th>Max-Field</th>
<th>Non-linear coefficient, $n_2$</th>
<th>Non-linear Signal Strength (3rd order)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>11.8 x50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPP (h=30nm)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>610 x175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPP (h=10nm)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3.2 | Third order non-linear effect comparison of HPP mode vs. SOI photonic waveguide. (top) Comparison 3rd order non-linear effect strengths for integrated photonics. The reference is a SOI on-chip waveguide’s ability to create a 3rd order non-linear signal. The hybrid plasmon polariton (HPP) strong field enhancement allows for more than 150 times the potential for 3rd order non-linearities compare to the SOI waveguide. The HPP mode was assumed to be filled with the Chalcogenide material, $\text{As}_2\text{Se}_3$ [5.6]. (bottom) Field profiles of the SOI waveguide (left), HPP with gap height = 10 nm and 20 nm in (middle) and (right), respectively.

Based on our SOI-HPP-SOI system we fabricated first prototypes of such all-optical switches (top panels Fig. 5.3.3). The SOI waveguide is 800 nm wide and 340 nm in height and is fabricated in a similar way as outlined in chapter 5.2. Even the HPP-stack is similar to the EOM with the differences of no oxide layer and a highly non-linear material instead of ITO. The non-linear material was chosen carefully, based on non-linear index ($n_2$), refractive index and processing (i.e. deposition) compatibility. The group of Chalcogenide materials is of particular interest, because they provide extremely high non-linearities, yet have a relatively low loss function (table in Fig, 5.3.3) [5.6].

The top panels in Figure 5.3.3 show the finished devices with an HPP-stack of only $3\lambda$, where $\lambda = 1.3$ $\mu$m. Based on our previous studies of the SOI grating couplers and HPP-to-SOI mode coupling expect a relatively strong output signal, which was confirmed in transmission measurements. The devices are currently under experimental study and further research will show whether the HPP mode can indeed provide such strong non-linear signals.
Figure 5.3.3 | Plasmonic Non-Linear Device Concept. (top) SEM micrograph of finished device and inset highlighting the different material layers (false color). The Non-linear material is 15 nm thick As$_2$Se$_3$. (bottom) Table after Ref. 5 & 6 highlighting the strong performance of Chalcogenide materials. $n_2$ is the non-linear coefficient. The higher the ratio of this coefficient and the loss, the stronger will the non-linear effect be.
6. Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Tunnel Junctions

6.1 Introduction & Basic Idea

Conventional microprocessor interconnect performance cannot keep pace with semiconductor device scaling. Since the 130nm lithography node, more than half the power to the microprocessor is dissipated in interconnects. In addition to power loss, interconnect delay now dominates that of transistor by a factor of 250 for a 1mm line (Figure 6.1.1). Reducing feature sizes at the regimented pace of Moore’s Law has only worsened the situation. Continued scaling increases device density and decreases the copper conductivity due to grain and boundary scattering. The semiconductor industry has long recognized the fact that traditional solutions will not satisfy performance requirements in the long term [1]. The input-output pins for inter-chip connections are already approaching their delay limits. Space wise, no more pins can be integrated on the chip and electromagnetically no higher data-rates can be transmitted with this architecture. With today’s increasing connectivity of people, consumer electronics and military operations electronic a major shortfall in processing and communicating the raw data gathered is insight [2]. To continue the pace of processor development critical towards this data-driven demand, interconnect technology must move beyond the inefficient charging and discharging of metal wires.

Figure 6.1.1 | The communications bottleneck imposed by metallic interconnects [1]. The capacitive speed delay from the electrical interconnects severely limit the chip performance. This effect worsens as the technology node is being shrunk down.

The case for implementing optical interconnects has been made and the benefits are manifest [3]. The large bandwidth of optical waveguides can accommodate densely multiplexed signals. While an electrical line is limited to signaling at the clock frequency, an optical line can support channel capacities beyond terabits per second [4]. Optical signals provide speed-of-light signaling, mitigation of skew and voltage isolation problems, and near-ideal impedance matching
at the photo-detector [3]. In addition to large performance gains, silicon photonics is a mature industry with detectors, modulators, waveguides and filters routinely fabricated with CMOS processing. The missing element in the realization of optical Si-based photonic circuitry is the silicon light source [6]. Development of that critical device is the subject of this manuscript.

Here, we outline a CMOS-compatible light source solution employing inelastic electron tunneling (Fig. 6.1.2) as experimentally discussed in chapter 6.2. The underlying physical processes are elastic and inelastic electron tunneling controlled by bias voltage. In the elastic tunneling picture, a conduction electron in highly doped silicon approaches a biased, nanometer-scale oxide barrier. With each scattering event at the barrier, there exists a finite probability that the electron will tunnel into the conduction band of the metal counter-electrode, conserving electron kinetic energy. After tunneling, the hot electron achieves thermal equilibrium with the electron sea, giving up its energy as heat. Inelastic electron tunneling, in contrast, does not conserve electron energy. Instead, a photon or phonon is created as the electron transfers to a lower energy state in the metal counter-electrode. Herein, we refer to this light emitting device as ‘light-emitting-tunnel-junction’ (LETJ).

Figure 6.1.2 | Illustrations of Light-emitting tunnel junction (LETJ) operation. (top) elastic and (bottom) inelastic electron tunneling mechanism.

The first experimental evidence demonstrating light from such a junction was published in 1976 [7]. These early devices are representative of those in the literature in their simple planar geometry of a metal or doped semiconductor substrate with a thin dielectric layer followed by a thin (10s of nm thick) metallic layer on top. Light is typically scattered to free space from the plasmonic bound mode confined the dielectric by the surface roughness of the thin metal layer. Figure 6.1.3 | Spectra from early Observations MIM Tunnel Junction [7] shows the emitted optical bandwidths to be in the mainly visible.
The dominance of elastic tunneling over inelastic tunneling remains the crux of the efficiency problem. Preliminary numerical analyses calculated inelastic tunneling could be 10% of tunneling processes when optimized for materials and bias [8]. To make inelastic tunneling dominant, the process must be made favorable through the introduction of a cavity. Note that the bound mode in the MIS system is sub-wavelength, thus allowing for a nano-scale cavity. From the Purcell enhancement could result a factor of up to 50 gain in inelastic tunneling [9-11]. The process of stimulated emission could even further enhance the quantum efficiency. Because the stimulated emission is from the rapidly-thermalized Fermi-sea of a conductor and into the conduction band of a metal, the limiting processes do not follow from the standard rate equations.

From quantum theory we know that any spontaneous process can also be stimulated. There has yet, however, to be an experimental effort demonstrating stimulated emission from electron tunneling beyond the early theoretical work [12-14]. In the near term, this must be demonstrated and the limiting physical mechanisms must be quantified.

**Figure 6.1.3 | Spectra from early Observations MIM Tunnel Junction** [7]. The strongest Emission Intensity was obtained if Gold contact was used.
6.2 Experimental Tunnel Junctions

Introduction

Computer systems in the 1960’s were set-up by thousands of individual components and were therefore not only slow in computing power, but also bulky failure prone and needed a medium size staff to support their operation. The advent of integrating such components on a single chip (IC) solved many of these problems and ultimate led to the IT revolution as we know it today. The photonic counterpart to large scale IC, namely the Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC) was proposed by Miller in 1969 [1], however until now has not yet showed its full potential due to two main reasons; Photonic components are subject to the diffraction limit of light and the Silicon is a weak optical light emitter. The diffraction limit, however, has been shown to be surpassed by using surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [2], name oscillating electromagnetic waves on metal interfaces, demonstrating sub-wavelength components such as waveguides [3] and laser devices [4,5]. Yet, many of these devices are incapable of being integrated onto an IC chip since there are material incompatibilities. For the second reason, here we argue that even though Silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor and relies on phonon assisted exciton generation, the mount of photons created by Si-based light emitters can be sufficient for a novel Photonics platform that utilizes a lower photon/bit rate than used for current communication.

Under voltage bias Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) tunnel devices have been shown to emit light due inelastic electron scattering [6]. However, most of the MIM structures were not stabile at room temperature and had to be cryogenically cooled. Improved stability was found from metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) junctions operating at room temperature under continuous (cw) voltage bias [7,8].

Here we report on a Silicon-based plasmonic light source utilizing a tunnel junction with sub-wavelength field confinement. Both simulation and previously found near-field-scanning-optical microscopy (NSOM) results prove extremely high optical intensities inside the device due to a plasmonic-hybrid mode [9, 10]. We show that the out-put coupling efficiency of such a MIS-based light emitting tunnel junction can be significantly enhanced due to surface grating couplers.
Figure 6.2.2 | Mask Layout for LETJ Processing. A total of 4 optical lithography steps is used. The space distance between each neighbor device is 1000 um. This effectively produces: 16 chips (0.5x0.5 cm$^2$) with 25 devices each. Sophisticated alignment marks allow for alignment within ~ ±1um (Karl-Suess Aligner).

Figure 6.2.1 shows the process mask layout highlighting the 4 individual optical lithography steps, while Figure 6.2.2 shows the details of the overall CMOS fabrication process flow of the LETJ. In particular, the LETJ is comprised of a p-Silicon substrate ($\rho = 50 \ \Omega \cdot cm$) with a nanometer thin (~2 nm) native oxide (NOX) and a metal (Gold or Silver, 100-200 nm) top electrode (Fig. 6.2.3a). Such a metal/low-dielectric/high-dielectric generally structure supports a hybridized mode between a classical photonic waveguide and a surface plasmon polariton (Fig. 6.2.3b) [4,5,9,10]. This geometry acting as an optical capacitor, is able to confine light below the diffraction limit of light down to $\lambda/15$ at visible wavelengths.

However we note that, since the Silicon layer is thick (wafer), the hybridization is relatively weak, due to the majority of the light residing inside the high index Silicon region. In an optimized device layout, a thinner Silicon layer like in SOI technology should be used. The Si-SPP light source emission area (square shape) is designed to range from 0.0625 $\mu$m$^2$ (250 nm side length) to 1600 $\mu$m$^2$ (40 $\mu$m side length) and show uniform electro-optical characteristics (Fig. 6.2.1 and 6.2.3).
Process Flow

- Piranha clean
- BOE (1:5 or 1:10) on n+ Si wafers to remove native oxide
- Grow \( \sim \text{SiO}_2 \sim t_{\text{ox}}<300\text{nm} \).
- Verify oxide thickness
- Photo-pattern oxide, BOE etch (etch rate = 70nm/s, 20% over-etch)
- Grow 3-5nm tunnel oxide. About 1.5 hrs at 700C in O\(_2\) flow. Add a clean (oxideless) monitor wafer to the oxidation run. Or dry-ox, 1hr in O\(_2\) flow
- 10min Aceton soak (oxide stripper?)
- Clean Piranha
- Verify oxide thickness using nanospec on monitor wafer.
- Deposit PR and pattern. The pattern should allow for Au all around the square to maximize the chance of electrical contact
- Sputter \( \sim 30\text{nm} \) of Au or Ag.
- Lift-off
- Another PR and pattern step for bond pads. Should be large enough to wire bond
- Deposit 120nm Au and liftoff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sink 8</td>
<td>Etch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink 8</td>
<td>Etch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>PCVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanospec</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG - Coat</td>
<td>SVG - DEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS Aligner</td>
<td>Litho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink 8</td>
<td>Etch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR revome/Sink 2</td>
<td>Aceton/Piranha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink 6</td>
<td>Piranha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tystar 2 (11 down till Feb-2010) Or Evap</td>
<td>Dry oxidation (no pin holes, but not stable below 20nm) (LPCVD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanospec</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG - Coat</td>
<td>SVG - DEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS Aligner</td>
<td>Litho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards</td>
<td>Sputter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG - Coat</td>
<td>SVG - DEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS Aligner</td>
<td>Litho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards eb3/Torr</td>
<td>Ebeam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.2.3 | Process flow of LETJ Fabrication.** This most critical step is creating the thin tunnel oxide. General processing options include CVD, LPCVD or growing thermal oxide. However, CVD is too fast and the oxide quality poor. Thus a simple solution is to utilize the natural forming native oxide (NOX) of a Silicon interface which is about 2 nm thick.

**Electro-optical Experimental Results**

Upon biasing the Si-SPP light source junction a double exponential increase in current flow was observed (Fig. 6.2.4a). Fitting I-V curve to a tunnel current model [11] gives a diode ideal factor of 1.35 corresponding to a tunnel oxide thickness, \( t_{\text{ox}} \), of 2.6 \( \pm \) 0.4 nm, which is within the expected range of native oxides for Silicon [11]. Notice, the effective voltage drop across the junction is about half a magnitude lower that the total series resistance (\( R_s \sim 50 \text{k}\Omega \)) of the bulk Silicon wafer and measurement setup including chip carrier-Silicon wafer interface resistances (Fig. 6.2.4a). Figure 6.2.4b shows the overall light-pump characteristic revealing a relatively linear trend.
Figure 6.2.3 | Light Emission Tunnel Junction. a Schematics of Light-Emission-Tunnel-Junction. Standard Lithography (optical and electron beam) as well as wet-etching and metal deposition techniques have been used to fabricate the device. b Sub-wavelength Plasmon-Hybrid Mode inside the junction. Highest $|E_y|$-Field strength is inside the thin native oxide. [9,10] c SEM crossection of the junction area.

For negative voltage bias the semiconductor bands bend upwards at the Si-SiO$_2$ interface, thus allowing for holes (majority carrier in p-Si) to accumulate (Inset, Fig. 6.2.3c). If the oxide between the metal and semiconductor is thin enough, $t_{ox} < 4$ nm, electrons can tunnel from the metal to the semiconductor. For positive bias the silicon bands are bending downwards, leading to a depletion of holes close to the Si-SiO$_2$ interface and an inversion layer of electrons at the Silicon surface, which allows electrons to tunnel through the thin oxide barrier. This leads to a low current independent of $V_b$, since the electrons are minority carrier in the p-type Silicon substrate. The Si-SPP light source square emission area is designed to range from 0.0625 $\mu$m$^2$ (250 nm side length) – 1600 $\mu$m$^2$ (40 $\mu$m side length) and shows a typical current density of about $\sim 10^{-2}$ Acm$^{-2}$, suggesting a native oxide thickness of about 2 nm [11]. Ellipsometry measurements, $\tilde{t}_{ox} = 2.1 \pm 0.4$ nm, match this thickness.
Figure 6.2.4 | Electrical and optical characteristics of the LETJ.  

**a**, I-V$_{bias}$ characteristic shows a bi-exponential growth. Fitting the current to a tunnel model yields an oxide thickness, $t_{ox} = 2.6 \pm 0.4$ nm. **b** The light output was found to increase roughly linearly with current. **c**, The spectrum centered around 720 nm increases with junction bias, $T = 300$ K. Inset: The inelastic electron tunneling mechanism is source of the photon generation. **d**, The optical light output shows a linear dependency with electrical pump power as expected from energy the conservation law.

The broadband emission is centered at 700 nm (FWHM = 250 nm) and increases with bias voltage in intensity, but does not spectrally shift with $V_b$ (Fig. 6.2.4c). This observation can be explained by spectral surface plasmon creation due to current fluctuations inside the device [8,12]. Calculations of the power-density in similar devices show a maximum around 700 nm for a Gold top-contact on Al/Al$_2$O$_3$ devices [12]. The emission was collected via a free space objective (50X, NA=0.8), send to a Spectrometer and recorded via a liquid N$_2$ cooled CCD.
Figure 6.2.5 | Outcoupling enhancement. a, EL output though the top metal contact yields low intensity due to strong metal absorption and low scattering rates arising from the surface roughness of the metal film. b, A grating coupler can increase the outcoupling EL by both decreased metal absorption and increased far-field scattering contribution. c,d Schematic illustrating the expected increased EL with grating depth due to reduced metal absorption.

The generated photons are kept inside the device due to the hybrid-plasmon mode. In order to couple this light out into free space, attempts with thin (~ 30 nm) top metal contacts were made, where light from inside the device leaks to the metal/air interface, from where surface roughness provides the additional k-vectors for the plasmons to scatter into free-space \([6-8]\). However, this method yields in low efficiencies on the order of \(\eta = 10^{-5}\) \([6,7]\). In order to improve the outcoupling ratio and gaining further inside into the Si-SPP light source, we etched gratings (via FIB) into the device accessing the sub-\(\lambda\) hybrid-plasmon-mode and facilitating coupling into free space. Figure 6.2.5 compares the far-field collected electro-luminescence (EL) intensities of an as-fabricate (panel a) with an etched device (5 thin grating lines) (panel b), clearly showing the increase in collected emission. This effect is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.2.5c and d. Here, the EL increases due to the reduced metal losses and due to the increased momentum addition from the grating edges.

In order to quantitatively measure this EL enhancement with grating depth, we etched gratings with varying depth via focused-ion-beam milling (FIB) into the junction and correlated the measured EL from these samples with for various bias voltages. We found that when the metal loss incurring metal thickness is reduced, EL increases exponentially (top region A Fig. 6.2.6). This trend can be understood of an increasing extraction efficiency due to reduced metallic absorption. However the maximum EL is not reached for a zero metal thickness (corresponding to a grating depth of 100 nm), but for a metal thickness of about the skin-depth of the material, here \(\sim 20\) nm for Gold. This is intuitive, because if the metal is removed, the top contact is lost and photon creation is prohibited. If the edge depth is increased to a grating depth of about 100-130 nm the EL decrease sharply because, no photon creation can take place above the silicon
The eventual saturation effect (EL around 200k counts) grating depths of greater than 150 nm is probably a result of the parasitic doping of the Silicon due to the extended Gallium bombardment from the focused-ion-milling process. The EL trend curves for changing grating depths and voltage bias indicate a significant increase in EL for medium voltages and optimized grading depths (bottom Fig. 6.2.6).

Figure 6.2.6 | EL - Grating Depth Correlation. (top) the grey shaded area is the thickness of the top-metal contact of the MIS-LETJ with a maximum thickness of 100 nm. If the metal thickness is reduce or grating thickness increased, the metal loss is consequently reduced exponentially as expected. The maximum EL occurs not at zero metal thickness, because then it cannot function as an electrical contact any more. EL$_{\text{max}}$ is however found at about a metal thickness equivalent to the skin-depth of Gold. (bottom) EL trend curves for changing grating depth and voltage bias indicating a significant increase in EL for medium voltages and optimized grading depths.

Comparing our experimentally tested and grating-optimized MIS-based LETJ to un-optimized, as-fabricated junctions, we define the EL enhancement ratio as the collected signal from the grating samples minus the background signal and divide this product by the EL signal from the un-etched metal pad minus its background (upper left Fig. 6.2.7). A square-shaped grating yields a medium EL enhancement of up to around 50 times (middle Fig. 6.2.7). However, a sinusoidal
grating-shaped grating yields an enhancement of up to 450 times (bottom Fig. 6.2.7). The additional EL performance for the latter could come from a more homogeneously provided momentum addition to the hybrid plasmon mode, yielding to a higher out-coupling efficiency.

Figure 6.2.7 | Outcoupling Enhancement and comparison to un-etched samples. (top-left) Formula and indications for enhancement ratio (green) calculation. $S = \text{Signal}$, $\text{BGK} = \text{background}$, MPNG = Metal-pad-No-Grating. (middle) Square-grating shape and EL enhancement ratio showing an up to 50 times increased EL for this grating compared to samples without. (bottom) The EL enhancement for a sinusoidal grating yields an enhancement of up to 450 times. The degradation of the EL curve for high bias voltages is due to imperfect MIS-junction.

Lastly, we analyzed experimental data in order to confirm the underlying light-creating mechanisms. IV and L-I curves from more than 10 devices were normalized and averaged to show the voltage trend of junction current and light creation (top Fig. 6.2.8). The result shows that the current and the EL track each other almost perfectly. This confirms that the tunneling electrons are indeed the source of the photon creation. However, the question is what the external quantum efficiency of the junction is. For this we need to calibrate the EL from the LETJ with a known light source, for which a He-Ne laser as used. The resulting EL vs. electrical power input curves are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.2.8 for three different grating depths, d. As previously discussed the highest light output and also efficiency is measured for grating
thicknesses of about 80 nm, thus 20 nm of metal resides on top of the junction. For such high EL samples the external quantum efficiency is $10^{-4}$.

Figure 6.2.8 | LETJ Performance Characteristics. (top) The $I$-$V$ (black squares) and $L$-$I$ (red triangles) curves track each other almost perfectly. Data from more than 10 devices were normalized and averaged. The finding that these two trends match each other confirms that the source of the photon creation lies in the electrical current. (bottom) the EL from the LETJ with a grating showing a maximum external quantum efficiency of $\eta = 10^{-4}$. 

Fit = $A \exp\left(\frac{P_{el}}{\eta}\right)$
6.3 Modulation Speed Simulations

Of great interest is the modulation speed of such light emitting tunnel junctions. From Heisenberg’s Uncertainty principle, large optical bandwidths imply inelastic tunneling speeds on the order of 10 fs [1] and tunneling events have been measured on the order of 100 as [2]. Comparing this to recombination lifetimes of direct and indirect bandgap semiconductors such as GaAs and Si [2,3], which are on the order of ns and ms, respectively, we find a clear advantage in terms of modulation speed for the LETJ. Thus the fundamental photon generation process can yield 6 or more orders of magnitude improved direct modulation bandwidths. The speed of inelastic tunneling, then, is effectively negligible. In the case of optical modulation, then, device bandwidths on the order of THz would be expected. For electrically driven devices to achieve large direct modulation rates, the limiting factor would then fall to RC effects of the junction itself. Representative metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) devices are planar structures that act as parallel plate capacitor (inset Figure 6.3.1). The relevant resistance in this case is not the line impedance but the tunneling resistance. For inelastic tunneling to be efficient, electron tunnel current must dominate the displacement current across the capacitor.

\[ J_{\text{tunnel}} = A^* T^2 \exp \left( -\frac{\Phi_T}{k_B T} \right) \exp \left( -q \Phi_B / k_B T \right) \exp \left( q V_{\text{bias}} / k_B T \right) - 1 \]

\[ A^* = 4 \pi n^* q k_B^2 h^{-3} \] (effective Richardson constant)

\[ \Phi_T = \Phi_{Si} - \Phi_{SiO2} = 4.05 - 0.95 = 3.1 \text{eV} \]

\[ \Phi_B = \Phi_{Si} + E_g - \Phi_M = 4.05 + 1.12 - 4.2 \approx 1.0 \text{eV} \]

\[ C = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \frac{A}{t_{ox}} = 8.8 \times 10^{-12} \frac{F}{m} \cdot 4 \cdot \frac{1 \mu m \cdot 1 \mu m}{2 \mu m} = 20 \text{fF} \]

\[ U = RI, J = IA^{-1} \Rightarrow R_{\text{tunnel}}^{-1} = J_{\text{tunnel}} A U^{-1} \]

\[ BW = \frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{1}{R_{\text{tunnel}} C} = \frac{t_{ox} J(t_{ox}, U) A}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r U} = \frac{t_{ox} J}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r U} \]

Figure 6.3.1 | Equation Tool-Set for simulating the modulation speed of the LETJ. The current inside the LETJ can be modeled by a current with two components; thermionic emission and tunneling. Taking the junction as a parallel plate capacitor (Inset) the capacitance can be easily estimated. The final bandwidth (BW) depends only on the RC delay time which interestingly does not depend on the device area any more.

Note, that tunneling resistance scales inversely with area and capacitance scales linearly with area, yielding an RC time constant invariant to area. The resistance scales exponentially with thickness, while the capacitance only scales inversely, meaning that a very high bandwidth can
be achieved with a sufficiently thin dielectric. A plot of this RC limited bandwidth is given in 6.3.2 for the case of 2V bias across the junction.

![Figure 6.3.2 | Speed Simulation of a LETJ. The modulation speed is a strong function of the tunnel oxide thickness, $t_{ox}$, which dominates the speed characteristic of the junction.](image)

Although tunnel junction light sources have the potential for unprecedented modulation rates, low wall-plug efficiencies have limited their utility. Typical reports demonstrate less than $10^{-5}$ electrical to optical conversion [3]. This problem stems from two sources: the poor methods of out-coupling from the lossy, tightly-bound plasmon mode to a free-space photon and the quantum efficiency of elastic over inelastic tunneling. As our recent theoretical and experimental advances in LETJ as shown above and nano-lasers have demonstrated the first of these problems can be overcome by modern nanofabrication tools and educated design [4-6].

In conclusion in this chapter we discussed theoretical and preliminary experimental results on light emitting Tunnel Junctions. Their novel physics of stimulated emission from electron tunneling and speed analysis seems a promising path towards 100% CMOS compatible light sources suitable for full-scale production. In addition, they can be directly modulated at high speeds, while also scalable below the micron size by employing plasmonic mode character. This provides a superior match to the transistor, reducing the footprint on chip by several orders of magnitude compared to conventional light sources.
7. Photonic Integration

7.1 Motivation for Photonic Integrated Circuits

Components Integration

With the electronic advances during World War I and II, various industries took on a path to shrink-down (scaling) individual components. For instance the very successful amplifier of its time, the vacuum-tube, was replaced by an electronic, solid-state device, namely the transistor. However, circuit design first looked quite different from what we know today from pictures from e.g. Intel. That was, individual components e.g. a single transistor or a single capacitance were mounted on some sort of printed circuit board. These discrete components are for example shown in the top left panel of Fig. 7.1.1. While it was possible to set up running computers with such discrete circuit architecture, resulting computers were not only huge and slow, but also power-hungry and failure prone (top Fig. 7.7.1).

Empirically one finds a relation between the critical device length scale of a technology and its maximum operation speed limit. Figure 7.1.2 for instance shows such a relationship of various technologies as areas on such a comparative scheme. The previously described discrete-component circuits fall in the lower right corner of fig. 7.1.2. The semiconductor industry took a path to move along one axis of Figure 7.1.2, namely from the lower right to the lower left corner. That is, devices, namely transistors were integrated to the billions onto the same chip platform. The fundamental limitation of this approach are the capacitances created by such densely packed circuits which ultimate limit electronic circuits to about 15 GHz switching speeds for these on-chip circuits [1-5]. From the ‘old’ lower right (large & slow) corner the parallelism of photonics, namely bosonic nature of photons, allows sending enormous amounts of information. Thus Photonics allows advancing along the speed (vertical) axis of the Figure. This potential has been realized in the 1980’s and 90’s by various telecommunication, former telephone, companies leading to ultra-fast (at the time) optical networks. Yet, similar to 1st generation IC’s such optical networks deployed discrete components, namely a laser module, a MUX, a DE-MUX, a wavelength stabilizer, selector, add-drop filters and signal photodetector (middle Fig. 7.1.1). And again, while these optical networks were fast, they suffered from being power hungry and failure prone. Naturally, a solution is to integrate such photonics circuits and move to the upper left corner (bottom). The obvious show-stopper then soon is the diffraction limit of light, prohibiting further scaling.

The realization to combine optics with metals leads to the field of plasmonics, also known as metal optics. Here, a unique synergy is created between high-speed bosonic light and ultra-small electronic foot-prints (upper-left corner of Fig. 7.1.2). This chapter addresses the integration potentials of such future hybrid circuit.
Future Hybrid Circuits

The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [1] predicts a continuing advance of CMOS electronic technologies towards fabricated dimensions on the scale of 10 nm or smaller within the next 10 – 12 years. In addition to making better transistors, such a technology opens unprecedented opportunities for sophisticated nanoscale structures combining semiconductors, dielectrics and metals. In particular, the combination of two opportunities enabled by such technology – 10 nm-scale quantum-confined semiconductor structures and 10 nm-scale concentration of light by nanometallic and plasmonic metal structures – opens a new field of possibilities. Semiconductors on such size scales show strong quantum mechanical effects even at room temperature – essentially, we will be able of manufacturing quantum dots. Such quantum confinement opens new opportunities for optical effects, such as the very strong electroabsorption recently observed in CMOS-compatible Ge nanostructures [2] that has recently been applied to optical modulators [3]. The concentration of light on 10 nm scales into semiconductors offers radical possibilities, such as ultralow capacitance (e.g., < 10 aF) ultrafast
(e.g. < 1 ps) photodetectors integrated with transistors; quantum dot light emitters; nonlinear optics, possibly to the single photon level; ultralow energy (e.g. < 100 aJ) optical modulators; and even hybrid optoelectronic logic [4].

Such a new technology of hybrid nanophotonics could solve significant and growing problems in electronic information processing. In general, information processing is becoming limited by power dissipation [5], both for small mobile devices or devices on mobile platforms that have limited power sources and for large systems that will reach environmental limits. In electronics, even down to the level of individual gates, the energy of interconnects can dominate over logic energies themselves [4]. That interconnect energy is primarily the charging and discharging of electrical lines, a process fundamentally avoided in optics. Efficient nanoscale hybrid optical-electronic technology could therefore eliminate the major source of power dissipation in information processing. When coupled with the efficient dielectric optics and guides that enable long distance optical communications, such nanophotonic approaches also eliminate the interconnect bandwidth density problems that are the other major constraint on scaling in information processing. Optics too can solve other information processing limitations such as timing precision for clocking high speed systems. Analog-to-digital conversion is limited by sampling time precision, especially for high conversion rates [6], and optics has already been shown to provide a possible solution [7,8]. High-speed integrated nano-photodetectors would reduce the optical triggering energy requirements to make such optoelectronic sampling practical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active Components</strong></td>
<td>Photo-Detector8, Modulator, SPP/Light-Emitter, Optical Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive Components</strong></td>
<td>Waveguides, Couplers, Splitters, Antennae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fabrication Techniques</strong></td>
<td>Tolerances &lt; 10 nm, Electrical Contacting &amp; Passivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems</strong></td>
<td>Coupling to all components, Ultra-low capacitance devices, Ultrafast sampling systems, Efficient/fast interconnects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.1 | Device and System Requirements for future electro-optical hybrid circuitry.** The overall design scheme is governed by speed or bandwidth requirements as well as cost and efficiency functions [5].

For all of these information processing applications, integration of devices is critical, both to generate the numbers and densities to impact real applications and to achieve the necessary level of performance (avoiding any stray or interconnect capacitance). The key is to generate the specific ideas and nanostructures to enable this vision.

There is a broad range of possible hybrid nanophotonic devices that could be enabled by such a technology base and that could impact applications. In particular Table 7.1 summarizes requirements for nanoscale future ultra-fast and energy efficient hybrid circuits. While many components named in table 7.1 are generic devices, care has to be taken in performance and benchmark measures such as energy consumption, fabrication feasibility and system
compatibilities. Many of these components will include metal optics or plasmonic elements since they hold great promise for efficient and fast IT technology [9-17].

**Operating Speed and Critical Dimensions**

While the photonic integrated circuit (PIC) was proposed shortly after the invention of the electronic integrated circuit (IC), the absence of an optical transistor hindered the advance of optical circuits for many years [18]. However, with unique properties of metal optics new momentum is currently (the year 2011 that is) present in the research community. Primarily these advances are due to the possibility to scale down various components and hence circuits on the on hand. On the other, the novel synergies are being made by combining the fields of optics and electronics to gain the best from both worlds [9-19]. In particular the plasmonics allows to strengthen light-matter interactions, creating unprecedentedly strong effects [10-13,19-21].

Figure 7.1.2 highlights a particular interesting viewpoint on this matter, that is the generic relation between the scaling trend of various technologies and their corresponding operating speed. While in the past components or critical dimensions of components were rather large and also slow, the huge success of the semiconductor industry demonstrated the feasibility of integrating billions of building blocks onto a single die (piece of wafer). However, due to the strong capacitive interconnect delay which worsens with each advance in technology node (=smaller devices), the maximum achievable operating speeds are limited to ~ 10 GHz [1,5].

![Figure 7.1.2 | The Trend of device performance](image_url)

Components shrink in size, the operating speed increases allowing for faster and more efficient architectures [17].
Requirements for Optical and Opto-Electronic Devices

Above we argue that nanoscale metal-optics-based hybrid circuits comprised smart synergies between electronic and optical components including novel plasmonics & metal-optics structures can open a road for next generation circuits. In particular energy requirements are not only becoming important from a performance (hard number) point of view, but also from a socio-political (soft numbers) one. With the raised awareness for energy-scarcity in developed countries, the US government also took on a policy roadmap to reduce the countries CO\textsubscript{2} production by 83\% until 2050 [22]. Such policies therefore also penetrate into the IT sector and influence corporation future decision making. Coming back to the PIC, let us analyze what direct influence and requirements this would require for photonic and opto-electronic components for future hybrid circuits [5].

i. To be competitive with the current state of the art in electrical off-chip interconnects, the system energy per bit should be \(< 1\) pJ, and to offer sufficient energy advantage for optics, it should be 100 fJ/bit or lower.

ii. To meet the demands of off-chip interconnects out to the ITRS projections of 2022, system energies per bit of 100 fJ/bit may sufficient, but to sustain the number of bytes in the later years will require 50 fJ/bit or lower system energy.

iii. To be competitive with near-future electrical global on-chip interconnects, the system energy per bit should be significantly lower than 50–200 fJ/bit.

iv. Lastly, to meet global on-chip interconnect demands until 2022 will require system energies per bit of 30 fJ/bit on ITRS projections. This is assuming the global on-chip bandwidth is 5 times the off-chip bandwidth; and to sustain the number of bytes/ FLOP in the later years will require 10 fJ/bit system energies.
7.2 Demonstrations and Trends

Introducing the status of current photonic integration Figure 7.2.1 provides an overview of the history until 2011, see references in figure for detailed information on the particular demonstration [18]. For the first decade or so after the demonstration of the CW laser in the GaAs system, lasers in compound semiconductor system started to mature. In mid 1980s, there was active work in the area of Opto-Electronic Integrated Circuits where the integration of electronic devices like the heterojunction bipolar transistor and field effect transistor with laser diodes and photodetectors was pursued. In the late 1980s three section tunable Distributed Bragg Reflector lasers were introduced. Electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) integrated with distributed feedback (DFB) lasers were also demonstrated during this period. The trend continued with more complicated tunable laser sources which were also integrated with an EAM or a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). The next step was the demonstration of the Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) or PHASAR (Phased Array) router integrated with photodetectors for multi-channel receivers or with gain regions and EAMs for multi-frequency lasers and multi-channel modulated sources. One of the most complex PICs reported in the last century was a 4-channel optical cross-connect integrating 2 AWGs with 16 MZI-switches.

Figure 7.2.1 | History of Photonic Integrated Circuits showing increasing performance and circuit complexity with advancements in various technologies on a component level [18]. See references in figure for details on the device or demonstration.
At this stage, the most sophisticated laboratory devices still had component counts below twenty while those in the field had component counts of about four. The trend in low-level photonic integration continued into the first few years of the 21st century. The first integrated chip was made in 2004 when Infinera introduced a 10-channel transmitter, with each channel operating at 10 Gbit/s. This device with an integration count in excess of 50 individual components was the first large-scale PIC device deployed in the field to carry live network traffic. This demonstration was quickly followed by a 40-channel monolithic InP transmitter, with each channel operating at 40Gbit/s, with a total component count larger than 240, and a complementary 40-channel receiver PIC. As a further step in complexity, the 40-channel receiver PIC also had an integrated, polarization independent, multi-channel SOA. The upper right corner of Figure 7.2.1 shows the architecture of the 40-channel transmitter PIC. Each transmit channel consists of a tunable DFB, a back facet power monitor, an EAM, a power flattening element, and a front power monitor. The 40 different wavelength channels are then combined using the AWG multiplexer. The normalized, power flattened, fiber coupled, output power spectrum of the 40-channel PIC channel AWG was designed to match the 50GHz channel spacing of the DFB array.

With many device concepts and first nanoscale PICs are emerging, the circuit functionalities per footprint is still rather small. In order to drive such performance measures further, scaling of such circuits is mandatory. Ongoing research in this direction seems to have already shown promising results. For instance the Harvard group from H. Park recently crossed a semiconductor nanowire with a metallic one showing electrical single surface plasmon detection. Our group has very recently theoretically calculated that the coupling from a plasmon hybrid mode laser into a semiconductor waveguide when a metal-strip and the waveguide are crossed can surprisingly high. The crossing junction constitutes the photon source in form or a plasmon laser. While the transverse magnetic mode of this coherent source allows for deep sub-wavelength confinement in form of the hybrid mode discussed in chapter three, the transverse electric mode is able to couple from the laser cavity quite efficiently into the waveguide where it can be routed anywhere desired. This coupling efficiency is about seventy percent over a wide range of geometric parameter of the device. It is straightforward to envision utilizing multiple such crossing towards increasing the functionality of such emerging scaled circuits.
8. Outlook and Conclusion

8.1 Future Directions

Bringing the research described in this dissertation into a perspective from an information technology-to-market point of view we yield an order like the one shown in Figure 8.1.1. While research activities are found on all six fields, the technology frontier of actual products deploying this technology is at the Integrated-Photonics box. Companies like Intel, Infinera and Luxtera are selling (or are just about to) products including photonic integrated circuits.

My dissertation looked into solutions beyond such diffraction limited integrated photonics solutions. As I have outline in the previous chapters, beating the diffraction limit of light via metal optics or plasmonics can lead to Opto-electronic building blocks that are not only on the same order like electronic devices or biological viruses, but also are able to introduce novel efficient effects. Similar to the trend of ICs to reduce the overall driving voltage of individual components and circuits level biases, we can expect the optical “voltage” namely the light intensity inside photonic circuits to be reduced. Thus, the natural next stepping stone after the Nano-Photonics era will be to reduce the optical power level to the extreme, namely to the single photon level. From here, the bridge to quantum optics is a small one. The unique difference here will be to utilize Q-bits instead of traditional bits towards computation. While a computation on bit is comprised of a series of zeros and ones, the Q-bit utilizes the four linear combinations of a bit; namely the quantum mechanical states of 1+1, 0+0 and the cross terms 1+0 and 0+1. Such technology will enable not only enhance computing power usage through ‘clever’ quantum algorithms, but also introduce a new era of IT security. The latter is possible because a Q-bit is going to be changed be even measuring its state. Or in other words, if a spy, typically called an eve’s dropper, is extracting data from a information send between two parties, e.g. Alice and Bob, the eve’s dropper would change the quantum state by simply ‘listing in’. This additional security level is currently of great research interest.

Other future directions include single molecular optical elements and finding bridges with or to the life-sciences. As mentioned before, plasmonics allows shrinking optical field (almost) to molecular level. Here sensors or detecting applications could find a strong partner in optics. Furthermore, with the current rising awareness of ‘green-living’, optically enhanced fields on a nanoscale are holding promise to allow for instance ultra-thin, yet high efficient photo-voltaic applications. Such novel solar cells could be very investment cost effective, due to low processing and material costs of such tens of nanometer thin solar cells.

In the following chapter we will go back to experimental results as an example of strongly enhanced light-matter interactions. Here, molecular emission is coupled into a deep-subwavelength waveguide, resulting in strong emission rate enhancements and an enhanced photon flux or brightness of the emitter. The strong coupling of molecule or atom like emitter is a stepping stone to single-photon devices like a single photon transistor [1].
Figure 8.1.1 | The Time Advancement of the Research Frontier of Information Technology. While there is active research in all of the six sectors shown above, the frontier of information technologies in terms of commercialization follows the time outline shown. The next big impact will come from Integrated photonic solutions, e.g. Intel’s Silicon Photonics labs or IBM. This dissertation targets the technology beyond pure photonic integration, namely a scaled version of it. As I have shown, metal optics can lead to strong non-linear effects with optical modes beating the diffraction limit of light (DLL). Nano-Photonics, however is just a stepping stone to quantum optics.
8.2 Enhancing Light-Matter Interaction

Abstract

We present an experimental study of spontaneous emission rate and photoluminescence (PL) intensity enhancement from dye molecules strongly coupled to the deep-subwavelength mode of a metal-dielectric hybrid plasmon polariton (HPP) waveguide. The rate of broadband dye spontaneous emission in the waveguide was found to be up to 65 times higher compared to uncoupled, intrinsic dye emission. We quantitatively verify the competing mechanisms of non-radiative energy transfer to the metal and, emission coupling into the guided mode. Up to 85% of the molecular emission couples into the waveguide mode due to the strong Purcell enhancement, resulting in a five-fold enhancement in the far field PL intensity.

Introduction

Most interactions between light and matter are inherently weak due to the vast difference in the characteristic wavelengths of light and electrons. A well known solution is to place emitters within an optical cavity with a small optical mode volume and high Q-factor [1]. However, as long as optical cavities remain diffraction limited, strong light-matter interactions will rely on high quality-factors (Q-factors) [2-5], which impose intrinsic limits on emission rates, bandwidths and often require painstaking tuning of emitter and cavity resonances [6]. The remaining strategy, to utilize electromagnetic field enhancement by reducing the spatial size of optical modes beyond the diffraction limit, is appealing because it allows for strong light matter interactions with extremely low Q-factor systems [7-9]. Hence, even the low densities of states of confined propagating waves are sufficient to significantly strengthen light matter interactions [10-13].

Results

Here, we report large enhancements of the spontaneous rate of molecular emission by strong coupling to a deep sub-wavelength propagating plasmonic waveguide mode [14,15]. We measure a reduction in emission lifetimes by as much as 65 times relative to the intrinsic lifetime of dye molecules over the broad spectral bandwidth of emission (> 70 nm). We attribute the high Purcell factors to a number of generated emission modes since the molecules probe the local density of states of the waveguide. Our experiments reveal a high probability that emission couples into the waveguide mode, which competes successfully with other emission channels. The fraction of emission coupling to the waveguide can be expressed by the spontaneous emission factor, $\beta$, which is as high as $\beta = 85\%$ in this work. The remainder of the emission is lost to free space, in-plane surface plasmon waves and non-radiative quenching [7-9]. Furthermore, we observe a 5-fold enhancement of the overall PL rate arising from the spontaneous emission rate enhancement into the waveguide mode and subsequent out-coupling. The efficient coupling of emission into waveguiding structures holds promises in the transfer of
quantum information technology [16], efficient light extraction [17,18] beyond the cavity-limited bandwidth and the speed of photonics [19,20].

In our experiments, we fabricated waveguides consisting of high permittivity ZnO semiconductor nanowires [21] with diameters between \( d = 80 - 160 \text{ nm} \) (\( n = 2 \), [22]) separated from a silver substrate by a low permittivity PMMA layer (\( n = 1.46 \)) of controllable nano-scale thickness containing Oxazine dye molecules [22,23], as shown in Figure 8.2.1(a) [14,15]. The silver was evaporated onto a quartz substrate while the Oxazine/PMMA and nanowires were spin-coated from solution. The resulting deep sub-wavelength confinement in the gap layer arises from the hybridization of the photonic mode of the nanowire and a surface plasmon polariton; polarization surface charge on the semiconductor nanowire and collective electron oscillations on the metal interface sustain a strong electric field in the dye region that is perpendicular to the substrate [14,15], as shown in Fig. 8.2.1(b). Note, that the key to the fabrication is the placement of the dye emitters in the waveguide mode’s region of highest electric field intensity, as described above [14,15]. Since we are measuring emission from a small number of molecules beneath the nanowire, we had to ensure that the photoluminescence from defect states of the large-bandgap nanowire material was insignificant. We verified this by placing the nanowires on a quartz substrate and measured the emission for comparable excitation powers. The first evidence of efficient coupling between the dye molecules and the guided mode is fluorescence from the waveguide ends; emission (left inset Fig. 8.2.1(a)) from optically excited molecules beneath the middle of the waveguide propagate and subsequently scatter from the two nanowire ends (right inset Fig. 8.2.1(a)).

We measured the spontaneous emission lifetime using time-correlated single photon counting, where the dye molecules were excited by femtosecond laser pulses focused to a spot of about 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter through an objective lens onto the centre of each waveguide [22]. Emission from the dyes was collected from the nanowire ends with the same objective lens and registered by an avalanche photodiode, which built up a histogram of time delays between laser pulses and detected photons (Fig. 8.2.2) [22]. Spontaneous emission lifetimes were extracted by fitting the time response histogram to a bi-exponential lifetime model, which was sufficient to describe the spatial and dipole orientation heterogeneity between the optical mode and background dye emission.

To gain insight into the emission coupling to the various decay channels, we fabricated two control samples consisting of a 10 nm thick Oxazine/PMMA layer spin-coated onto: (i) quartz; and (ii) silver (300 nm thick film on quartz). Control (i) serves as a reference for the average intrinsic spontaneous emission lifetime of dye molecules in PMMA coupled to free space, which was found to be \( \tau_{(i)} = \tau_0 = 2 \text{ ns} \), as shown in Fig. 8.2.2(a). Control (ii), on the other hand, quantifies coupling to in-plane surface plasmons and the non-radiative quenching to the metal, which dominate over the coupling to free space and result in much shorter lifetimes of about \( \tau_{(ii)} = 0.45 \text{ ns} \), as shown in Fig. 8.2.2(b). The spontaneous emission lifetimes of the control samples are in sharp contrast to those of dye emission from the waveguide mode configuration with a 10 nm Oxazine/PMMA layer, which yields much shorter lifetimes of \( \tau_m = 48 \pm 12 \text{ ps} \) (Fig. 8.2.2(c)). The enhancement beyond that of control (ii) arises from the strong mode confinement and suggests that the majority of emitted photons couple to the waveguide mode. This is
supported by our calculations, which show that quenching and surface plasmon coupling are not significantly modified by the presence of the nanowire [22].

Figure. 8.2.1 | Schematic of the Experiment to couple molecular Emission into a plasmonic Waveguide. (a) Schematic of the HPP waveguide with dye-doped PMMA films (nanowire diameter = 80 – 160 nm, length about 5 μm). Dye to PMMA ratio = 0.06 wt% = constant. Insets: (Left) Spectral absorption of the Oxazine dyes and measured emission [22,23]. (Right) PL image of emission from dye molecules excited at the center of the nanowire (red circle) coupling to the HPP waveguide and scattering to far field at the ends of the wire, scale bar = 2 μm. (b) HPP mode pointing vector, $|S_z(x,y)|$ supporting a deep sub-wavelength propagating mode (full width at half maximum $= 5$ and 60 nm in x and y-direction, respectively) [14,15].
Figure. 8.2.2 | PL decay histograms with insets showing corresponding sample schematics (Dye:PMMA thickness, \(g = 10\) nm). (a) and (b) show control samples (i) and (ii) serving as the intrinsic decay and quenched decay references, with average count rates of about \(10^4\) and \(10^3\) s\(^{-1}\), respectively. (c) The HPP waveguide sample yields a shorter lifetime component due to coupling to a sub-wavelength waveguide mode (non-resonant Purcell effect), while the longer lifetime is due to background molecules near the metal surface, which is consistent with the lifetimes observed in (b). Average count rate was about \(10^3\) s\(^{-1}\). Dashed lines are guides to the eye for the two exponential dependencies.

Further evidence for the role of the waveguide mode in the emission process is seen in the shapes of the time delay histograms in Fig. 8.2.2. While both histograms for the two control samples display single exponential decays, the waveguide’s histogram is bi-exponential. In the control samples, we observed little dependence on the dipole orientation of the dye molecules or their position on the substrate. However, the coupling of dye molecules to the waveguide mode depends both on position beneath the nanowire and the dipole orientation since the mode is both laterally confined and highly polarized perpendicular to the metal surface (Fig. 8.2.2(c)). We therefore attribute the observed bi-exponential decay of dye emission in the waveguide structure to the different decay rates of molecules coupled (fast decay) and uncoupled (slow decay) to the HPP mode [22]. This conclusion is supported by the observation that the slower decay rate is comparable to the decay rate of dyes in control (ii).

To understand the mechanism of strong coupling of dye emission to the waveguide mode in more detail, we have conducted the experiments above for various Oxazine/PMMA layer thicknesses, \(g\). Figure 8.2.3(a) and (b) show a schematic of the possible decay channels and the measurement results, respectively. The results clearly show that the emission rate into the waveguide mode and non-radiative quenching to the metal follow two distinct trends with changing \(g\). Our analysis is therefore greatly aided by the following analytical formula for the modal Purcell factor \(F_m(r_o)\) [4,9,22,24].
where the emission rate to the mode $\gamma_m(r_0)$ is normalized by the unmodified emission rate of dipoles $\gamma_0$ within an unbounded (intrinsic) host medium of index $n = \sqrt{\varepsilon}$; $|E(r_0)|^2$ is the waveguide mode’s electric field at the dipole position $r_0 = [x_0, y_0]$; $w(x, y)$ the mode’s energy density; $\varepsilon_0$ and $\lambda_0$ are the free space permittivity and wavelength, respectively; and $c/n$ and $v_E$ are the phase and energy velocities, respectively. Following Eqn. (1) we interpret the Purcell effect for the waveguide mode as a combination of strong electrical energy concentration and deceleration of power flux. Using this, we have estimated the Purcell factor for our system, $F_p(g) = F_m(0, g/2) + F_q(g) + F_{SPP}(g) + 1 = (\gamma_m(0, g/2) + \gamma_q(g) + \gamma_{SPP}(g) + \gamma_0)\gamma_0^{-1}$ as a function of the gap width, $g$ (Fig. 8.2.3(b)). Here, a dye molecule emitter is simulated as a vertical dipole situated mid-gap ($y_0 = g/2$) directly beneath the center of the nanowire ($x_0 = 0$), yielding the modal Purcell factor $F_m(0, g/2)$ (Fig. 8.2.3(b), green dotted line). We have confirmed this analytical description of the emission in these waveguides by 3D full vectorial Finite-Element Method simulations giving the contributions of control (ii), $F_{(ii)}(g)$, (Fig. 8.2.3(b), red dashed line) and the total Purcell factor, $F_p(g)$ (Fig. 8.2.3(b), black solid line).

The experimental data from the spontaneous lifetime measurements for varying Oxazine/PMMA thickness, $g$, agree well with the predicted total decay rates based on a single dipole for both control (ii) (red squares) and nanowire samples (black squares), as shown in Fig. 8.2.3(b). In comparing the nanowire and control (ii) samples, the calculated modal Purcell factor, $F_m(0, g/2) \approx F_p(g) - F_{(ii)}(g)$, suggests that emission into the hybrid plasmon mode dominates over all the other emission channels for a large range gap sizes, $g$ [14,15]. However, for gaps smaller than about 5 nm, non-radiative quenching should start to dominate over emission into the waveguide mode (red squares).

An improved theoretical description should consider the whole molecular ensemble and account for the probability of detecting emission from each dipole. This is particularly important in our experiments due to the difference in areas beneath the nanowire ($\sim 5 \mu m \times 100 nm$) and the pumping area ($\sim 1 \mu m$ radius). Fast decaying dipoles beneath the nanowire can have a higher PL yield and therefore contribute more to the collected signal in the time decay histogram, especially when background molecules couple predominantly to non-radiative channels for thin gap layers. However, the small number of fast decaying molecules beneath the nanowire can be masked by the much stronger background from molecules in the collection area when the Dye/PMMA gap layer is thick and quenching processes are much weaker. Consequently, both the mode confinement and molecular ensemble affect the observed spontaneous emission rate as a function of the gap thickness, as shown in Fig. 8.2.3. For strong confinement, light is collected predominantly from the vertically oriented dipoles near the waveguide center with a high modal Purcell factor, which gives good agreement with our theory (Fig. 8.2.3(b), $g < 20$ nm, black squares). However, for low confinement, background emission, from uncoupled molecules in the thicker gap layer, overshadows the HPP mode emission leaving almost no observable Purcell effect (Fig. 8.2.3(b), $g > 20$ nm, black squares). This hypothesis is confirmed by selectively removing molecules contributing to the background signal with oxygen plasma etching using the

\[
F_m(r_0) = \frac{\gamma_m(r_0)}{\gamma_0} = \frac{3\lambda_0^2}{4\pi} \frac{c/n}{v_E} \left[ \frac{\varepsilon_0 |E(r_0)|^2}{2 \int w(x,y) dA} \right]
\]
nanowire as an etch mask [22]. Successful removal of the background signal exposes the strong Purcell effect of molecules beneath the nanowire, even for quite large gap thicknesses (Fig. 8.2.3(b), black triangles). However, strong Purcell enhancements at low $g$ strengthen the fast channel to the HPP mode leaving an insignificant contribution from the background signal (Fig. 8.2.3(b), black triangle at $g = 5$ nm). The above observations can be used to identify three different regimes highlighting the shift in dominance of competing decay channels. While quenching and the background signal from uncoupled molecules dominate the emission process for $g < 8$ nm (region $Q$) preferential coupling to the HPP waveguide mode is achieved for $g > 8$ nm (region $M$). On the other hand, the data from control (ii) (quenching contribution) match the theory excellently due to the lateral uniformity and a much weaker dependence of emission rate on dipole orientation (Fig. 8.2.3(b), red squares).

Figure. 8.2.3 | Possible Decay Channels and Emission Rate Analysis. (a) The decay channels accounted for in this study, the confined waveguide mode, free space and surface plasmon and quenching channels. (b) Average measured and calculated (after Eqn. (1)) spontaneous decay rate enhancements (Purcell Factors [1]) versus gap thickness, $g$, highlighting competition between the various decay channels. While, quenching and the background signal from uncoupled molecules dominates for $g < 8$ nm (region $Q$), preferential coupling to the HPP waveguide mode is achieved for $g > 8$ nm (region $M$). An average (highest) Purcell enhancement of 48 (65) is observed at $g = 5$ nm. For large $g$ the theoretically predicted trend of $F_p$ is found by reducing the molecular background emission signal via O$_2$-plasma etching using the nanowire as a mask (black triangles) [22]. In the calculations, the emitting dipole (black vertical arrow in panel (a)) is positioned midgap ($g/2$) and the nanowire diameter =120 nm.
The competition between waveguide mode coupling and non-radiative quenching can be further examined by measuring the overall PL rate enhancement. While the Purcell factor of control (ii), $F_{(ii)}(g)$, describes the contributions from coupling to free-space, surface plasmons and non-radiative quenching, the measured Purcell factor from NW samples also includes the contribution from the waveguide mode coupling $F_p(g) = F_m(g) + F_{(ii)}(g)$. This provides an estimate of the waveguide mode coupling probability, $\beta(g) \approx 1 - F_{(ii)}(g)/F_p(g)$ (Fig. 4(a)). As expected, with decreasing gap, $g$, the $\beta$-factor approaches zero due to an increased quenching contribution. For thicker gaps, $\beta(g)$ increases to about 85%. It will eventually tend to zero again for very gaps much larger than those considered in this work.
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**Figure. 8.2.4 | Emission Coupling Strength and PL Enhancement.** Experimentally determined spontaneous emission factor ($\beta$) and Photoluminescence (PL) enhancement. (a) The waveguide modes $\beta$-factor increases monotonically with increasing gap thickness, $g$, and fully dominates over coupling to other emission channels, including quenching, for $g > 8$ nm. Note, for data points at $g = 18$ and 26 nm, we have interpolation between neighbouring data points from control (ii) samples. (b) The measured PL enhancement (on vs. off nanowire) shows directly the successful competition of the HPP mode over other emission channels, including quenching, resulting in a 5-fold increase at $g = 10$ nm.

In addition to the enhancement of the spontaneous emission lifetime, the PL brightness, or photon flux, at the detector is important from a practical device standpoint. We measured the total photon flux values from dyes beneath the waveguide (pump on nanowire) and the metal (pump on control-ii) samples as a function of the gap thickness and remarkably observed a 5-fold PL enhancement (Fig. 8.2.4(b)). This enhancement of PL extraction from dye molecules beneath
the wire is related to the product of the spontaneous emission rate enhancement \((F_p)\), the hybrid mode spontaneous emission factor \((\beta)\) and the far field photon out-coupling efficiency from the hybrid mode. Since \(\beta F_p = F_m\), it must monotonically increase and for smaller gaps. Indeed, down to \(g = 10\) nm the measured PL enhancement does increase as expected. However, below \(g = 10\) nm, the decrease in the PL enhancement is attributed to a reduction in photon out-coupling efficiency from the hybrid mode, most likely due to limited propagation distance of hybrid plasmons. The directly measured photon flux is also affected by numerous additional factors, including: modification of the excitation rate of dye molecules beneath the nanowire relative to uncoupled dye molecules; propagation losses of the hybrid mode; scattering of hybrid plasmons from the nanowire end facets; re-absorption of the propagating hybrid plasmon mode by other dye molecules; and the effect of background dye emission masking any enhancement due to dyes coupled to the nanowire. The effect of background dye emission is particularly strong; 15 times as many dye molecules are excited within the illumination spot (radius ~ 1 \(\mu\)m) compared with dye molecules beneath the 100 nm diameter nanowire; and we have already pointed out that the background emission in samples for \(g > 20\) nm completely masks the signal from out-coupled nanowire modes. If dye molecules were accurately positioned beneath the nanowire we could expect to observe much larger enhancements in the PL rate away from the regime where quenching mechanisms dominate.

**Conclusion**

To summarize, we have quantitatively measured the spontaneous decay rate and PL intensity enhancement of dye molecules, which sample the sub-wavelength mode area in the gap region of a hybrid plasmon waveguide. We show that about 85% of the molecular emission can be coupled to an optical waveguide with deep sub-wavelength confinement. In addition, we verify the metal quenching contribution in the PL decay data by comparing with theory and PL intensity data. Furthermore, we find a PL brightness enhancement up to 5-fold for an optimum gap height of about 10 nm, implying that good photon extraction efficiency can be achieved. These results are important for the understanding and control of emission coupling into nano-plasmonic waveguide structures towards the development of rapid transfer of quantum information [16] and efficient light extraction [17, 18] beyond the cavity-limited bandwidth [2, 3, 5, 20].

**Experimental Details**

To demonstrate strongly coupled the dye molecule emission into the deep sub-wavelength guided HPP mode, we choose to utilize a time-resolved spontaneous emission spectroscopy. The Oxazine (O1 perchlorate 750, Fig. 8.2.5(a)) dye molecules were excited by a Ti:Sapphire fs-pulse laser \((\lambda = 620\) nm, spot radius ~ 1 \(\mu\)m, fs-pulse length ~ 100 fs) through an objective lens \((63x, NA = 0.95)\). Spontaneous emission of the dyes was collected by the same objective, filtered within the spectrum bandwidth of 633 - 700 nm and registered by an avalanche photodiode. The measurement setup in a microphotoluminescence setup with schematic shown in Fig. 8.2.5(b). A reference pump laser triggers a diode (TD) and the Oxazine photon emission signal are the start and stop signal, respectively, in this time-correlated single photon counting system (TCSPC system PicoQuant) (Fig. 8.2.5(a)). Note, the detector’s (APD, MicroPhotonicDevices, PDM-
series) dark count rate is one tenth of the photon collection rate from samples with dye molecules, thus no instrument response artefacts are expected in the single photon counting data (Fig. 8.2.2(b),(c)).

![Oxazine Molecule](image)

**Figure 8.2.5 | Dye Molecule used and Experimental Setup.** (a) Chemical Structure of Oxazine (O1 perchlorate 750) dye molecule. (b) Schematic of the microphotoluminescence time-correlated-single-photon-counting (TCSPC) setup: Ti:sapphire fs-pulse laser, pulse width ~ 100 fs, OPO: Optical Parametric Amplifier, SHG: second harmonic generation, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, SMF: single mode fiber for spatial filtering, SP/BP/LP: shortpass/bandpass/longpass filters, DBS: dichroic beamsplitter (long pass edge = 625 nm).

**Effect of background dye emission vs. Purcell effect**

Figure 8.2.3b in the main text highlights two different regions where the molecular emission is dominated, i.e. quenching and the background signal from uncoupled molecules for \( g < 8 \) nm (region Q) and preferential coupling to the waveguide mode for \( g < 8 \) nm (region M). The contribution of the background for larger gap sizes stems from uncoupled emission reaching the detector from molecules having a lateral offset to the nanowire. The origin of this is the size discrepancy between the collection area (~ 1 \( \mu \)m) and the nanowire diameter (~ 100 nm). In order to test this background emission dominance for large \( g \) we etched those offset dye molecules away, by deploying a mild oxygen plasma treatment using the nanowires as an etch mask (Inset Fig. 8.2.6). Lifetime measurements of samples before and after etching showed single exponential decay histogram with \( \tau_{\text{before}} = 1.0 \) ns and \( \tau_{\text{after}} = 0.4 \) ns, respectively, e.g. for \( g \).
= 20 nm (Fig. 8.2.6). Eliminating the overshadowing background signal contribution for large $g$, we are able to extract the total Purcell factor (Fig. 8.2.3(b)), black triangles), which now matches the predicted curve well (Fig. 8.2.3(b), black solid line). In contrast, repeating the etch process step for small gap sizes did reveal a bi-exponential decay before and after etching, showing the contributions of the vertical dipole and quenching. The reason behind these two different displays is the very strong Purcell factor at low gap sizes. In other words, the background contribution is too weak in this low-$g$-regime, which confirms the proper operation of the HPP mode concept; providing strong Purcell enhancements due to the sub-wavelength scale optical mode.

Figure 8.2.6 | Effect of plasma oxygen ($O_2$) etching on molecular emission into HPP-based waveguides. The nanowire is used as a shadow mask selectively etching the dye layer (Inset). For large gap sizes, the decay histograms show a single exponential decay before and after etching, however, with long (short) lifetimes before (after) etching. The long lifetime response before etching stems from uncoupled molecular emission creating a background signal overshadowing the HPP mode channel.
8.3 Large Scale Integrated Hybrid Nanophotonics

As an outlook into the future, the question comes up where this research field is leading to and what hurdles or challenges have to be overcome for a successful implementation. In particular, the merger between electronics and photonics seem to have already started. In the following we will discuss a particular interesting prospect that is the large scale integration of hybrid nano Photonic circuits.

In recent years great progress has been made in the field of nanophotonics. Within this trend the combination of photonics with nano electronics and the emerging prospect of chipscale optical networks. Novel waveguiding structures, such as slot, gap, MIM and hybrid waveguides, as well as the metal-optical modes of surface plasmons in particular allow for manipulation of light at ultra-small scales [1-11]. Although a wide set of both passive and active nanophotonic components have been achieved, it is expected that merging these two technologies will lead to opportunities and synergies unattainable by each technology separately [12]. However, fundamental questions will have to be answered in this new field and will require new theories and computational tools to address the interaction of intense and rapidly varying fields with metals, semiconductor and organic materials operating in both linear and non-linear regimes. Such fundamental development of novel near and far-field optical characterization tools will be required to help answer fundamental questions and optimize performance benchmarks on a device level [6]. Taking all advantages of both technologies, new building blocks allowing for simultaneous electronic and optical functions will be demonstrated. The component-span to be investigated in future research will include novel light sources [14-24], waveguides [1-11], antennas [25] and detectors [26], frequency converters, modulators [27-30], cavities [13], quantum optical devices [14] as well as high-speed devices [22,24,31] and circuits.

It is already foreseeable, that hybrid nanophotonics will also require the development of novel nano-manufacturing techniques to facilitate the large scale deployment of the technology and to allow for its integration with existing microelectronic and optoelectronic platforms. Although the recently emerging deep ultra-violet CMOS fabrication has allowed for a variety of Silicon-based photonic building blocks [27], the device performance can be severely reduced due to line-edge roughnesses of the critical dimension attainable in commercial operations. Thus, the fabrication of hybrid nanophotonic integrated circuits will require new high-throughput and large-area fabrication process. Apart from deep UV lithography, continuing development in electron beam lithography, focused ion beam milling, nano-imprint lithography and potential bottom up approaches will push the realization of large scale hybrid nanophotonics integration further. In the event of success of such circuitry, components could form the basis of a low-power, high-speed, lightweight optical technology that takes advantage of the synergy between semiconductor optoelectronics and metal optics operating at similar dimension. Table 8.3 summarizes various requirements for the research areas needed toward successful realization of such future large scale integrated hybrid Nanophotonic circuits and platforms [12].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Areas</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials &amp; Fabrication</td>
<td>Novel Processing Techniques with minimum Roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall-design Format</td>
<td>Large-scale &amp; high-throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-Routing</td>
<td>Novel hybrid Waveguide &amp; Interconnect Concepts towards enhanced Interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Level</td>
<td>Sub-λ Photonics including Detectors &amp; Light Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-Harvesting</td>
<td>Hybrid optical &amp; plasmonic Cavity Effects; extreme light concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Linear Optics</td>
<td>Hybrid Structures &amp; Incorporation of non-linear Materials towards Devices &amp; Subsystems based on non-linear effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools &amp; Support</td>
<td>Characterization Tools, computational Support &amp; analytic Design Strategies Device &amp; Sub-System level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>Integration of these novel hybrid Circuits into existing platforms like CMOS for higher functionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3 | Research areas and their Requirements for a realization of large scale integrated hybrid Nanophotonics [12].

The somewhat unforeseeable questions however is, what the industrial and sociological impact of such novel hybrid nanophotonic platforms will allow, incentivize or inhibit. Quite likely is the influential effect of the increased functionality of devices and components leading to impact a wide variety of sensing, security, communication and computing systems. Thus, integrated on-chip systems with unprecedented levels of integration, boasting digital, analog, power electronics with optical in-and-outputs, therefore can become reality [12]. Furthermore, the simultaneous integration of electronics and photonics will most likely result in significant speed and power advantages with subsequent overall system performance improvements. The exploration into nano manufacturing processes should allow realizing such novel platforms. Finally, on a more fundamental, physical level, the exploration of large scale integrated hybrid Nanophotonics will allow for a deeper understanding of the ultimate limitations and capabilities of future information technology.
8.4 Concluding Remarks

Concluding this dissertation, I have shown how synergies between photonics and electronics in particular metal-optics lead to novel device physics. In particular the enhancement of optical fields has a strong influence on the emission processes of optical emitters in terms of emission rate or speed and brightness. Furthermore, I have demonstrated that nanoscale hybrid-plasmon waveguides can be fabricated and utilized towards nanoscale plasmon laser sources and light-emitting tunnel junctions, ultra-dense & high-bandwidth waveguide elements, efficient non-linear devices like electro-optical modulators and potentially all optical switches. The concepts established in this dissertation establishes a framework and robust basis for large scale integrated nano Photonics, that manifest a hybrid between state-of-the-art electronic and photonic circuits for future information technology as shown in this last chapter.

The proven possibilities of bridging the gap between electronics and photonics length scales as demonstrated here, has great potential, and further research will show what this young field will finally enable.
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Appendix A

Calculation of modal Purcell factor

This section relates to the modeling of the molecular emission coupling into a plasmonic hybrid waveguide mode with deep-subwavelength optical confinement. In particular it was used to predict the emission rates of the hybrid plasmon mode with varying gap thickness. The solid trend lines in Figure 8.2.3 from chapter 8.2 are calculated via the method described here.

The spontaneous emission rate of a transition dipole is given by Fermi’s golden rule:

\[
\gamma(\mathbf{r}_0; \omega) = 2\pi |g(\mathbf{r}_0; \omega)|^2 D_{1d}(\omega)
\]

(1)

where \( |g_k(\mathbf{r}_0; \omega)|^2 \) is the coupling strength between the transition dipole \( \bar{\mu} \) and the electromagnetic field mode (with propagation wavevector \( k = k_z \)) at the dipole position \( \mathbf{r}_0 \) which can be written as

\[
|g_k(\mathbf{r}_0; \omega)|^2 = \left| \frac{\mu \cdot \mathbf{E}(x_0, y_0)}{\hbar} \right|^2 = \frac{\omega \mu^2}{2\hbar \epsilon_0 V_{eff}(x_0, y_0)}
\]

The electromagnetic flux of the mode is normalized to vacuum field fluctuation by a normalizing factor \( \alpha \)

\[
|\alpha|^2 \int \frac{Re(\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{H}^*)}{2c^2} dV = |\alpha|^2 \int \frac{S_z(x, y)}{c^2} dA \ell = \frac{\hbar \omega}{2c}
\]

\( \frac{S_z}{c^2} \) is Abraham’s pure electromagnetic momentum density [R. Loudon, L. Allen and D.F. Nelson, Phys Rev E, 55, 1, 1071, (1997)] of the optical mode. \( D_{1d} = \frac{\ell}{\pi c} \) is the one-dimensional density of state of pure photonic field and \( \ell \) is arbitrary quantization length along the waveguide such that the effective mode area and effective mode volume may be defined as \( V_{eff}(\mathbf{r}_0) = \ell A_{eff}(x_0, y_0) \). We finally arrive at the expression for the spontaneous emission rate and Purcell factor of the optical mode \( F_m \)

\[
F_m(\mathbf{r}_0) = \frac{\gamma_m(\mathbf{r}_0)}{\gamma_i} = \frac{3}{4\pi} \left( \frac{\lambda_0^2}{A_{eff}(\mathbf{r}_0)} \right) \frac{1}{n} = \frac{3}{4\pi} \left( \frac{\lambda_0}{n} \right)^2 \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 \epsilon_0 |\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}_0)|^2 \frac{1}{n} \\
= \frac{3\lambda_0^2}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{c}{v_F} \right] \frac{\varepsilon_0 |\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}_0)|^2}{2 \int w(x, y) dA}
\]

where coupling rate to the mode \( \gamma_m \) is normalized to the intrinsic emission rate \( \gamma_i \) in an unbound host medium of index \( n \).

\[
\gamma_i = \frac{\mu^2 \omega^3 n}{3\pi \varepsilon_0 c^3 \hbar}
\]
In the final equality (3) we have written the Purcell factor in terms of modal energy density
\( w(x,y) \) and energy velocity \( v_E \) using the relationship
\[
\int S_z(x,y)dA = v_E \int w(x,y)dA
\]
where
\[
w(x,y) = \varepsilon_0 \frac{d\omega e(x,y)}{d\omega} |E(x,y)|^2 + \mu_0 \mu(x,y)|H(x,y)|^2.
\]
In the expression (3) above, we also have defined the mode area as
\[
A_{\text{eff}}(r_0, \omega) = \frac{P}{I_0} = \frac{\int S_z dA}{\frac{1}{2} c \varepsilon_0 |E(r_0)|^2}
\]
Our expression for Purcell factor is in perfect agreement with the formula derived from the
guided mode expansion method in classical electromagnetic theory [J. D. Jackson, Classical

It is noteworthy that our expression is different from that conventionally derived for purely
dielectric waveguides in references [C. Jun, R. D. Kekatpure, J. S. White, and M. L.
Brongersma Phys. Rev. B 78, 153111 (2008), I. Gontijo, M. Boroditsky and E. Yablonovitch
Phys Rev. Lett. 60, 11564 (1999)], where one defines the density of state of photon as
\( D_{1D} = \frac{1}{\pi v_g} \)
(where \( v_g \) is group velocity) and the mode area normalized to the photon vacuum energy as
\[
A_{\text{eff}}(x_0, y_0) = \frac{\int w(x,y)dA}{w(x_0,y_0)} \text{ such that } \frac{y m}{y_i} = \frac{3 \varepsilon}{4 \pi \varepsilon_0 A_{\text{eff}}}
\]
However, in dielectric waveguide with complex material properties, it is difficult to interpret the
photonic density of state simply by an argument about the waveguide dispersion without a proper
definition of mode area. If we stick to the convention above, we would have arrived at an
expression for modal Purcell factor with the group velocity. However, if we solve the problem of
dipole coupling to a guided mode by classical mode expansion method [J. D. Jackson, Classical
Electrodynamics, Wiley, (1998)], we will have to reinterpret group velocity in the dispersive
waveguide as energy velocity instead. By quantum-classical correspondence principle, we conclude
that we could also arrived at the same classical result using quantum theory via a Fermi
golden with a slightly different interpretation of mode area and 1D photonic density of state,
where we should use Abraham (pure electromagnetic field excluding that of the medium)
momentum density (instead of energy density) for normalizing the vacuum photon and a
dispersionless vacuum photonic density of state.

When adding modal Purcell factor calculated with this method to the Purcell effect due to metal
quenching and coupling to 2D surface plasmon for planar structure which can be calculated
the total Purcell factor follow closely the result from FEM simulation. This suggests that the
presence of waveguide does not significantly modify the emission coupling rate to 2D surface
plasmon and to metal quenching.